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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

BC BRILL &

SON,

NEW ADVERTISEMENT* THIS WEEK.
In bankruptcy—Rot Eugene I) Richardson.
Admr notice—Rat Win I» Swasey.
Admr notleo—Rat Samoa! .1 ( andaffS.
Admr notice— Rat Irving W Itanium.
Admr notice—Rot Clara COrdway.
Admr no lce—Eft Almond E K-tihrook.
Admr notice— Eat Elizabeth H Emery.
Admr nolle**—Eat Jeff<*non H Haalnm.
Probate notice—Bat Prances K Willard.
Probate notice—Eat Geo W Allen et als.
Found—Grin
laaac L Hodgkins—Engine for sale.
C F I»avl*i— Market.
Wlggin A Moore—Apothecaries.
Staples, Smith A Moody—Musical Instru-

jENKii.U INSURANCE agents,
Bi

Bank

rrux

Bldo.,
w*

ELLSWORTH,

nrHMMT Til*

Reliable Home ami

I.Most

Lowest Rates

fONEA

TiOAX

TO

ME.

Foreign Companies.

Compatible with Safety.
,n

*o

,um®

suit

ment a

improved

on

•‘lateral.

————■■■■

■■»..—

real

estate

and

Lewis Friend A
G

wvl

Co—Clothing.
Parcher—Apothecary.

A

W It Parker Clothii g t..o-Clothing.
J A Thompson—Wail paper.

SEA

PROPERTY!

COAST

George

and

Bar

Harbor,

news see

pages

4,5 and 8.

Ellsworth, has been
drawn as traverse juryman.
L. W. Jordan is fitting up a casket sflow-

The GEO.
W.
GRANT CO..
General Insurance and Real Estate,
Ell.worth

local

f or other

People haring property near the coast for
*ale, may find a customer by addinmlng

at his

room

rvio

E.

Gray,

of

undertaking

rooms.

Mrs. Julia Bartlett, of Lamoine, is visiting friends and relatives in Ellsworth.

~~

meeting of

The annual

DON’T MISS THIS CHANCE!

Dirigo
Monday

the

club will be held next

athletic

the maskers had furnished amusefor the spectators daring a few
dances, masks were removed. Monaghan
furnished music for dancing. The ball
was a financial success, the net
proceeds
After
ment

being

about

|80.

An informal

talk

will bt*

“Andrea del Sarto and his time”.
Copies of many of his pictures will bo on
exhibition.
^
Blanquefort commandery, K. T., Monday evening elected officers as follows: E.
E. Parker, E. C ; A. W, Gresly, G.; E. F.
Robinson, C. G.; F. C. Burrill, 8. W.; H.
E. Wskefleid, J. W.; J. F. Knowlton, prelate; E. F. Robinson, treasurer; T, E.
Hale, recorder.
given

alike,

Mr.

and

picture

ecch

is

on

The class of 1901 of the Ellsworth high
school has assigned class parts for graduation.
The history will be by Martin
Adams; the prophecy by Frank Smith,
and the class essay by Harriet Rollins.
The parts were decided by vote of the
class.

The assignment of the Trenton Lumber
Co. Monday of last week was followed on
Wednesday by the assignment of Dr.

George

A.

Phillips,

of

one

principal

the

stockholders. Dr. Phillips was so deeply
involved in the lumb r company's affairs
that an assignment for the benefit of
bis creditors was the only course open to
him. Henry M. Hall is tbe assignee. He
is now at work on the matter, and a
report will be made as soon as possible.
As

Lumber Co. are holding a meeting in this city to consider the report of
the assignees.
This report shows total
liabilities of $27,276 64, and total assets

$12,117.46. Deducting mortgage claim,

lien

and

liabilities

claims,

labor

$15,159 08, and
is likely to be

assets amount to

the report says,
should stock and

as

PROTECTION AGAINST FIRE.

1

C. W. & F. L. MASON.

and 3. First National Bank Building, tills worth, Haine.

3

(koonis
«

navv

anything

to

insure, call

have

writ

or

to us

for terms.

A

z

surprise party

Emery
Miss

will

and

!

will leave
sume

WO|{li of every kind.

Htleti

STAPLES, SMITH & MOODY

to-night on the 10 train to
colhge work.

STAPLES,
No. 4 Franklin Street,

The

and

hi*

«p«

Mr.

Joy hju» just

full line of

“Storm

Petrel”,

Capt.

ctme

home from

tvo weeks ago after

critic tl illness with

typhoid fever,

w a*

made

on

very favorable

a

The

Monday

sociable to-morrow eveuing at their hall
in the Manning block. All Masons and
their families are invited. A turkey sup-

To remcmlKT that the present
new
Is
the beginning of a
eentury, and to be commemorated by buying some article
as a souvenir of the fact for
What
friend.
a
relative or

—

Tommy ami Orisel, Mtarna
(he

Fenwick,

Holden, For

Christian, Eben

Freedom of (lie Sea. From Kingdom

SnufT

lio*.

Terry,

Unde

Cardinal's

The

Worth,

Colony, Senator

to

Eleanor.

would
than a

The

Kelgn of Law.

perhaps

more

appropriate

more

WATCH
to mark the time of the
century; a pretty

J. A. THOMPSON.
••The t&eautiful

be

1* as

Useful

as

the Useful,

might do
prefer a

:—All—

as

well.

Diamond Iting

SEASONABLE FLOWERS
anil PLANTS at the

or

SILVER

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.

The annual meeting of the stockholders
of the First national bang was held yesboard
of
The
old
morning.
directors was re-elected as follows: A. P.

terday

Wlswell, A. W. King, L. A. Emery, E. H.
Ureely, Eugene Hale, John A. Peters, jr.
At the meetiug of the directors A. P.
Wiswell

was

always

on

Some
or

PIANISTE.
Accompanist and Teacher of Piano and Har-

other pretty
A piece of

Present addre»»,

Bluehill. Maine.

The

I

King vice-presideut.
Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M.,
nesday evening elected officers

masquerade

ball of the

Senator Hale

:

One of the best selections was the trombone solo by Farmer Wheatcake, the
leader of the band, who was a “good-one”.

2l6bcttisrmnUg.

A PHYSICIAN’S

KNOWLEDGE
ami

subscriber bas n good display of the artienumerated above and Invites Inspection.

The

Prices the

A.

same as on

W.

Fast

Day.

GKEELY,

Main Street,
; So. 5

and A.

last
as

U.

A.

K.

ball

at the

was

wr.li

Wed-

follows:

installation.

crowded

Monday

public installation

of offi-

post and relief corps. Irving
Osgood installed the post officers, and
Edward Bousey, the relief corps officers.
The work was finely done in both organizations. After the work, cake, coffee and
of tbe

fruit

were

served.

The

names

Ellsworth.

district of Maine.

work there

was a

of the

new

officers have already been printed in The
American.

as

of

the

Boober, a sewing machine agent
workiug in this section for
some
time, is wanted
by Patten &
Andrews, the liverymen. While he was
here he bought a horse, which he boarded
at Patten & Andrews’stable. The board
bill grew to large that it was finally
agreed, so the liverymen claim, that they
A little over a
were to take the horse.
Walter

Booby
collecting trip.

week ago Mr.
one more

to be turned
on

took the horse for

to

over

The

!

skill

avail

him

nothing if his prenot
scriptions are
carefully filled. The
of
a
potency
drug depends on lts quality—
we recognize this fact
in the compounding
of Prescriptions, and
use
only the purest
drugs obtainable.

WIGGIN & MOORE,
DRUGGISTS.

j1

Thursday evening
Sunday, Jan.

horse

was

The wagon to which the
harnessed
belonged to the

was

Nothing

more

the team until this

learned that the horse

Bucksport.

The

beard

was

morning,
had

when
been

had

wagon

from

it

was

sold

not

in

been

sold.

Tuesday,

Neurly

membership was
served at 7 o’clock,

half the entire

present.

Supper

s’:d the himinesi*

was

following officers were chosen:
President, Col. C. C. Burrill (re-elected);
vice-president, Austin H. Joy; treasurer.
M. Moore;
Curtis R Foster; clerk, L
auditing committee, W. R. Parker, F. W.
Rollins.
The
vice-president and
president.

UNITARIAN.

H. Coar, pastor.
Thursday afternoon at 3 o’clock, meeting of the Woman’s alliance in the
church parlors.
Friday evening, at 7.30, teachers’
meeting at home of Mrs. 8. D. Wiggin.
Subject: ‘‘Proverbs and the Teaching of
Rev. A.

members

has

been

were

elected.

State Board of

Agriculture.

The annual meeting of the State board
of agriculture will be held at Augusta
Wednesday and Thursday, Jan. 16 and 17.
Maine

Central

will

railroad

tickets at half fare to all

who

sell

attend the

meetings.
County Commissioner Nahum Hinckley, of Bluehilt, the Hancock member of
the board, is down on the programme for
a

U

Mio W iud Men

.Saturday evening at 7.30, half-hour sonf
service in the vestry.
Sunday, Jan. 13—Morning service at

Sunday

10 30.

school at 11.45.

OUT-OP-TOWN

SERVICES.

North Ellsworth—Kev. O. H. Heffion will

preach Sunday at 2.30 p.

in.

Bayside—Preaching by Kev. J. P.
Simonton, of the Methodist church, at
2 30 p.

m.

Dollardtown—Rev. G. H. Salley will
preach at the achoolbouse Sunday at 10.30
a. m.

Mining at Deer Isle.
1 >eer*

Jsle,

Jan.

7

(special)—A

com-

pany has been formed in Boston to open
mines in Deer Isle near the site of the old

Dunham’s point silver mines.
They believe that ore exists there in paying quantities, and have sent George H. Holden
with

a

tions.

gang of men to commence operaThey have erected a building, are

sinking-a shaft, and will soon have an engine at work.
Mr. Holden, the manager, is a native
of this place.
He will soon make a short
trip to Boston to report progress. It is
understood that he will work only a small
gang until spring, and that then a large
force will he
N

araployed.,

xltibttlisnncnts.
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Our Watchwords: jj

|

The

|

V

of

our

Purity

drugs and chemicals,

The

J

with which

Accuracy

prescriptions
compounded

2*
y

our

The

|

are

Stability

AND
of all our preparations
are the sterling (jualitles that we pride
ourselves are embodied in all goods we
Our
exhaustive
stock of
possess
chemicals, together with our
A SSO RT ED
VARIETY
of toilet articles and druggists’sundries,
enables us to offer to the public prices
that can be favorably compared with
those of any drug establishment in the
country.

4

v

4
2*

^
v
T
T

*

We

defy

We invite

competition.

£

inspection.

Always Remember Our Free Delivery.
We will send for your Prescription
fill it and deliver It promptly.

t

•h

♦

ribe

Y. P. S. C. E.
EPISCOPAL.

Sunday, Jan. 13—Morning service at
Sermon by Presiding Eider J. W.
Day, followed by holy communion. Sunday school at 11.45. Junior league at 3
p. m. Eveuing service at 7.

y

who

installing officer, and P. M. A. W.

ing
Greely as marshal.
The new chapel of the Central Congregational church, of Bath, of which Kev.
D. L. Yale, formerly of Ellsworth, is pastor, was dedicated New Y'ea^’s night,
with interesting ceremonies. Tbe Bath
Times gives an extended report of the
dedication, with a description of the new
building. Much of the credit for the
building is given to Mr. Yale, whose
energy made it possible to build it.
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t he board of trustees.

Smith,

new

3

in.

10.30.

treasurer

Two

service at

at

ference.

for nine years—ever since the organization of the c ub—declined to beacandi-

M. S.

ser-

Rev. J. P. SimotUon, pastor.
Friday evening, at 7.00, prayer meeting.
Saturday eveuing, at 7, quarterly con-

meeting followed.

The

school

7.30 p. m.,

METHODIST

2*
4

Nicollu Club Annual Meeting.
The annusl meet ing of Nicolin club was
last
held fit the c’luh-house
evening.

7.30, special

at

13— Preaching

2.00 p. in.
Sunday
Social service at 7 p.

& Andrews

Patten

his return.

stable.

Thurs-

follows:

Spof-

who has been

treasurer fire

last

banquet.

of

After the

Messrs.

ford and Ames spoke in favor
classified assessment plan.

horse

W.

as

|

WARE

toilet set, manicure set or one
of a great many articles that have
value and would serve as a memento of tne day to be hauded
down to future generations.

ilea

president,

the eastern

tbe

South church, Hancock.

hose company was a
successful affair,
The farmers’ band made a decided hit.

piece of

mony.

ClasM, now forming at Belfast and Bluehllt.
Beginner, or advanced pupils taken.

afternoon at

Brooch,

a

CONNECTION.

GEORGIA HOLT,

are

might

fine China, a jewel-case, a bon
bon d ah, a fern dish, a puff box
with mirror, a smoker set (for
gentlemen) In

hand.

re-elected

Bucksport,

superintendent

assistant

Evening

11.45.

vice.

installed last

Mr. Sbute occupied the Free Haptist
bury, 8.
date for re-election.
pulpit Sunday in the absence of the A. W.
Greely, treasurer; T. E. Hale, secThe report of the treasurer auil auditing ;
pastor. Rev. Mr. Salley spoke Saturday
John
8.
C.
A.
L.
Witbam,
D.;
retary;
committee showed the club to be in ex-1
at
Mt.
Desert
evening
Ferry; Sunday I
|
Officers were installed celient financial condition.
Gordon, J. D.
! morning at Hancock Corner, and in the
same evening. P. M. T. E. Hale act-

coming

WAVE CREST WARE,

PARSLEY

board of

Jordan, W. M.; O. H. BradW.; Harry W. Osgood, J. W.;

or

LETTUCE and

TELEPHONE

some

Jewelry.

its old

Esoteric lodge, F. and A. M
Members of Esoteric !
day evening elected officers
requested to bring cake.

CLOCK

so.”

elected

Harvard C.

commemorated.

Circulating Library.
The

lodge

To Ik* remembered nnd

-IS—

re

Lord, president; John H.
Leland, secretary and treasurer; Charles
H. Curtis, manager.
The past year lias
been a good one for the company. For
the first time in four years the company
is out of debt, and this year a dividend
was declared.
v

per will be served.

NEW BOOKS

impression.

officers: F. S

cers

the busi-

Ellsworth lodge, A. O. U. W.,
evening. There were

Officers of
were

of

Ellsworth marine railway company

first time since he has

in

Titus.

changes in the list of officers as published in The American last week, EdThe call extended
by the Baptist
ward Carroll being chosen foreman in
church of this city to Rev. David Kerr, of
of Willis Foster, who declined, and
some
time ago,
has ! place
Quincy, Mass
W. Neallev being elected trustee
been accepted.
Mr. Kerr is expected Joseph
Past Grand Master
for three years.
his pastorate here
on
to enter upon
of Bucksport, installed
He preached here Parker Spofford,
Sunday, Jan. 20.
the officers, assisted by Alvah B. Amer,
several months ago as a candidate, aud

evening

been

obtained of the secretary, W. H.

may be

at

7 o’clock.
FREE BAPTIST.

two

to send her to Portland.

F. S. Lord is receiving a cargo of coal
by way of Mt. Deaert Ferry. This is the
that, because of the early closing
Union river, Mr. Lord has been compelled to receive coal this way.
Esoteric lodge, F. and A. M., will have a

AN EVENT

readily

if it is decided

sociable in connection

who

ness

up-to-date holiday good*.

more

set* uim.

es

of

display of

a

schooner

years.

out

PORCELAIN and SEPIA PICTURES, FRAMES, Etc.
relumed from Portland with

nearly eighteen

be taken out

yesterday for the Hist time sloce his
arrival. His many friends were glad to

a

VISIT JOY’S STUDIO

.MidiV.",

were

Harriman,
Fredericton, N. B

Orders may be left at the store.

High grade piano tuning.

friend*

Round Top’’, but no decision lias yet been
reached. Toe tug has been taken through
the ice to Dyer’s wharf, co that she may

F. C. Burri'I, W. M ; H. N. Joy, S. W.;
A. \\
Miles, J. W.; C. C Burriil, treasE. Parsons, secretary; R. W.
urer; J
Moore, S D ; H. E. Rowe, J. D.; L. H.
Cushman, proxy to grand lodge. A commit Ue was appointed to arrange for

Cnar

Ellsworth, Maine.

....

a

Alexander Bonsey, has hauled up at Port
Jefferson, L. 1.,Capt. Bonsey arrived home
The “Yreka”, Capt.
Fred
yesterday.
Set
th, is hauled up at Boston.

HOODY,

&

re-

Miss Alice H.
birthday party to Miss Grace
About fifteen of
Miss King’s

Maine for

have
hand at their store in Manning block on Franklin strete
This
the finest stock of PIANOS ever shown In Hancock county.
stock of pianos has been selected with great care from the leading manufacturers.
Buying for their six stores they can buy cheaper than
small dealers and can, therefore, sell a good piano at a lower price.
They take old organs and pianos hi exchange. Thev sell on very
to coreasy monthly payments. Any one wanting a piano will do well
respond with or call on this firm.
now on

SMITH

Koiiins, Wellesley, ’01,

guests, and a very
pleammt time is reported.
Mr. and Mrs. Himuel F. Stuart,
of
Butte City, Montana, are visiting Mr.
and
Mrs. F. A. Orcutt.
This is Mr.
Stuart’s first visit to his old home in

JORDAN.

W.

Miss Friend

to-day.

Saturday evening

King.
young

I..

Wellesley, ’03,

of

their

Last

At the Cushman store on Franklin street.

preaide.
Friend,

is in town

Miss

Scott gave

\

given last evening

of the

term

Leah

Caribou,

ments.

JOB

was

supreme judicial court for Hancock county
will
convene next Tuesday.
Indications are
that it will be a short term.
Justice

undertaking department of A. W. Cushman
Upholstering and Picture-framing depart-

WINDOW SHADES in stock and to order.

January

The

out the

Also the

& Son.

three

W. A. Alexander to Miss
Fannie E. Hall. The surprise was genuine, and the occasion a very pleasant one.

JXI )E KTAKING.
bought

from

at the home of

i»eeoo»ooooooooeo~e~ee40»eo—♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦oooooeooeet
I have

made

cows
bridge,
during the past year 712 pounds of butter.

♦
♦

_

S'1'",
If you
*m

♦

♦

Country Property.

011

Ellsworth butter record.
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. (Jar isle, of Brimmer’s
Here’s another

♦
♦

_

Lowest Hates

\

chape!

in the

Rev. George II. Salley, pastor.

over

HEAVY WINTER CLOTHING.

|

school

service at

machinery be sold for
and also increased by otber

Ethel

Miss

employed

CONGREGATIONAL.

Rev. J. M. Adams, pastor.
Meeting for prayer and bibl$ study
Friday evening at 7.30.
SundRy, Jan. 13— Mori*Jug service at
10.30. Sermon by the pastor.
Sunday

this sum,
increased

Hodgkins, who has been removal,
stenographer in the office of claims.
I have still left some broken sizes of
There will be a supper and apron sale at Hale & Hamlin for some time, has been
Announcements of the marriage of
the Free Baptist vestry Wednesday even- appointed stenographer to the clerk of E. W. Lord, son of Capt. and Mrs. S. L.
the Senate during the present session of Lord, of Ellsworth, and Miss Myrtle R.
ing, Jan. 16.
the State
Her Ellsworth King, of Wellsville, N. Y., at Westfield,
legislature.
A four-masted schooner of S00 tons is
friends congratulate her.
Mass., last Saturday, have been received.
soon to be built at Bath for Capt.
Fred
They are going fast, and to get the advantage of these goods, at tlie Hodgkinc, of Lamolue.
Charles H. Curtis recently returned Ellsworth friends extend congratulafrom a business trip to Boston.
While tions. Mr. and Mrs. Lord will go to
prices ofTcrcd, customers should call at once.
E. L. Staples, of the firm of Staples,
there be bought some new machinery for housekeeping at Bellows Falls, Vt., where
of
Smith & Moody,
Augusta, was in the
STOCKIXGS FOIt f IHMfKKX from 2 to 7 years—5c. per pair to close.
Mr. Lord is superintendent of schools.
his paint factory and wood-working shop.
city Monday on business.
For the paint factory he has two mills They will occupy a new house, built by a
James
C.
Frazier
fell
on the sidewalk
Hats and Caps, .Mufflers, “Comfort” Mittens and Gloves—Furnish*
Bellows Falls man on plans approved by
which will grind finer than those now in
on Water street Monday evening, break*
use.
For the wood shop he has a band Mr. Lord.
lug Goods.
lug his left leg near the ankle.
saw.
A meeting of the Ellsworth board of
George W. Morrison, who lately sold
The Colombia hook and ladder com- trade will be held at the aldermen’s room
his mill on Branch pond stream, moved
OWEN BYKN.
.
pany Is
preparing for its first annual in Hancock hail next Monday evening,
his family to Dexter last Thursday.
concert and ball, Friday evening, Jan. Jan. 14, at 7.30 o’clock. This is the annual
-—Officers of Lejok lodge, I. O. O. F., were 25. A pleasing concert by local talent meeting of the board. It is proposed at
Installed by District Deputy C. £1. Leland has been arranged. It will be of the this meeting to reorganize the board, elect
last briday evening. After installation variety order,
with
trombone new officers and receive new members.
songs,
♦
there was a banquet.
solos, music, stump speeches, jokes, It is hoped to pat new energy into the
board, and put it again on a working
Work on the schooner “Franconia”, clarinet solos, etc.
♦
»
lontro your property through the agency of
basis. To this end every member of the
which is on the marine railway, has been I
& Co. hove been
Whitcomb,
Haynes
1
b*» present at the meetsuspended until early spring. Something ingot inting with a Portland linn for n board is urged to
Blank applications for membership
tike f3 000 will be laid out on tbe vessel.
general overhauling of the tug “Little ing.
evening.

CONG’L,
Rev. G. II. Ilefflon, pastor.
7
Friday, 30 p. m., Christian Endeavor
meeting.
Sunday, Jan. 13—Morning service at
10 30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Evening service at 7.30.

Trenton

of

MOTHS.

ELLSWORTH PALM.

UNION

creditors of the

go to press, the

we

CHIJKCli

a

Ellsworth
many
friends, by the way, will be interested to
know that he is now in business for himself In Seattle, dealing
in cigars and
Smith's

tobacco.

The ladies’ sewing circle of the Congregational church will meet Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
From 4 to 6 o’clock,
afternoon toa.

two cards
gem.

No. 2

1 "TTS^SSTSS^Sfir?* I

flfteen-mmute talk

on

“Fair

Manage-

APOTHECARY.
--

ELLSWORTH, ME.

£
1

f'OMINC. EVENTS.

Thursday,

Jan. 10, at Manning hall—
Sociable of Esoteric lodge, F. and A. M.
Tickets, 50 cents a
Turkey supper.
couple; extra ladies 25 cents.

Friday, Jan. 11, at Congregational
vestry— Afternoon tea from 4 to 6. Informal talk on Andrea del Sarto. Admission, 15 cents; children, 10 cents.
Saturday, Jan. 12—Meeting of county
grange with Verona grange,

Bucksport.
Wednesday, Jan. 16, at Free Baptist
vestry—Apron sale and supper.
Friday, Jan. 25, at Hancock Lall -Con-

ball of Columbia
cert and
hook and
The first of the series of union meet- ment”.
ladder company.
ings to be held by tbe Protestaut
Sullivan and Frankllu Shipping.
churches of Ellsworth ou the first Sun- j
financial.
West Sullivan, Jan. 7 (special)—-The
day evening of each month, was held last
®
s
•••••••••••••
church.
the
Unitarian
of
the
at
annual
Sullivan
Towboat
Co.
®s® «ss S'®®*®
report
Sunday eveniug
Kev. A. H. Coar, of the Unitarian church, for the year of 1900 is as follows:
conducted the service. Kev. J. P. SimonNumber of vessels towed, 162; number
ton, of the Methodist church, preached sailed, 14; average tonnage, 200 tons. Tbe
are: Stone, 32,906 tons; lumber
shipmeuts
of
The
choir
the
the sermon.
Congregaand wood, 900 tons; general merchandise
The
tional church furuished music.
near(estimated), 1,000tons. Theearnings were
present an offering of a city that hr
meeting was very interesting.
about equal to last year.
9) ly doubled in population In ten years. It
(• Is a SCHOOL HOUSE BOND, which is al- •)
L. H. Cushman is proud of a novel pack
ways popular, ana the interest j Icld Is '•
of cards which he received recently from
Sunday school teacher—Where did the
very satisfactory.
his brother-in-law, E. G.
Smith, of three wise men come from? Phil AdelSeattle, Wash. The cards are a souvenir phy (whose family had only recently
of the White Pass and Yukon railway, of moved to Chicago) They come from the
Alaska, and each card, instead of the East. Sunday school teacher—And why '•
MORSE-OLIVER BUILDING,
Phil Adelface or spotB of tbe ordinary card, con- were they called wise men?
IVlaino.
tains a handsome vignette engraving of phy
Because, ma’am they went back (• Bangor,
some scene along tbe route. There are no home again.
®®»®®®®®®#®s«®»®s®»#*®«»s®
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TYLER, FOGG & CO.,
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CHH1 'TIAN

Sbbcrti«rmtnt».

KNDKAVOU.

Topic For the Week lleKlnnlnn Jam.

EDITED BV

1A—Commrpl hr Her. S. H. lleyle.
Tone—Youthful corweerxtion.—Eecl. xli, 1.

thou shalt say, 1 have no pleasure in
them.” These words were written by
one who bad failed to do what these
words demand, lie had spent his life
in foolishness aud selfishness, and with
bitter remorse aud regret he had learned In old age that he had made a mistake, and he tried to warn others
against this mistake, lie spoke from a
bitter experience, aud we should therefor* hear his voice.
The wise man In these words calls
upon us to remember Ciod, to remember that there is a (5od and that lie is
our God, aud to do this in the days of
our youth.
If we do not, evil days will
come upon us, sickness, afUiction and
maybe death, and we may uot have the
opportunity; if we do not, years will
draw nigli in which we have no pleasure, no desire either for the world or
for God, and we will be Incapable of
remembering God and consecrating out
lives to Him. Youth, therefore, is the
proper time for remembering God aud
consecrating our lives to Him.
1. Y’outh is the easiest time for consecrating the life to God. This is the
experience and testimony of all men.
In the days of our youth the heart Is
easily touched, faith is easily aroused
and service more gladly and willingly
rendered. As we grow older all these
things become harder. The heart Is
hardened, we become skeptical and
distrustful, and our lives are often so
engrossed with the things of time aud
sense that we feel that we have no time
to remember or to serve God.
Thera
are many men and women in the world
today who are anxious to serve God,
but delay in the matter has made it a
luui

ii,

nri

uiciu

city.

A

uc%*

«

that they had consecrated their
lives to God In their youth.
Let ns
profit by their experiences.
2. Youth is the right time to consecrate the life to God.
What Justice Is
there in spending the best and most
years of our lives in the service of self
and the world and then at the last moment. when they are worthless and
useless, to bring them and offer them
to God?
Yet many have this idea of
consecration. They want to lte saved,
but tbey want to serve themselves first.
It is a dangerous principle to live upon
and a most ungrateful and unjust one.
Would you smoke a cigar and offer the
ashes to a friend?
No man would.
Why. then, will we burn our lives Into
ashes and smoke and come anti offer
these to God? Will we treat God worse
than a human friend? If we do. we
will find that God is not to be mocked.
God wants the best or nothing, the
best love of our hearts and the lu st
We cannot give
service of our lives.
Him these if we put off doing it until
we are old.
3. Youth Is the safest time to conseYouth is the
crate the life to God.
only safe time In which to consecrate
the life to God. Who has any guaranWho
tee that he will live to be old?
bas any mortgage on the future? Who
can say. “1 will serve myself today and
How do you know
God tomorrow?"
that you will have a tomorrow in your
life? Good intentions for the future
will not serve God or save the souL
The way to hell and not the way to
heaven Is paved with them. God demands present remembrance and present service.
“Remember now tby Creator." uot “Remember thy Creator toIt is the only
morrow," but "now.”
time to do it. "Login in the beginning
of thy days to remeniiaT Him from
whom thou hadst thy being and keep
on according to that good beginning.
Call Him to mind when thou art young
and keep Him in mind throughout all
the days of thy life and never forget
Him. Guard thus against the temptations of youth and thus improve the
advantages of it.”
THE

PP.AYKB MEETING.

Have a biographical meeting, studying the lives of men who have early
consecrated themselves to God. such as
Joseph, Samuel. Timothy, Martin Luther, Richard Baxter, etc.
BIBLE REAPINGS.

I Sam. 111. 1-10; 1 Kings ill. 5-14; Pa.
Ixlil, 1-3; Prov. viti. 17; xxii. 6: Isa. Iv,
6, 7; Lam. Ill, 27: Math. vi. 33; Lnke
xvlll. 15-17; 11 Tim. ill. 14-17.
Missionaries and Civilisation In Chinn.

Opposition

to

When we come to examine the excuse put forward that the trouble is
owing to the intrusion of western ideas
and methods, which is undoubtedly the
fact, it becomes at once apparent that,
so far from it being an excuse, we find
It constitutes a conclusive reason for
the energetic introduction of those
Ideas. No nation has a right to place
itaelf in opposition to sneh ideas, inasmuch as to do so is to hinder the preservation and growth of principles essential to human progress.
Superstition. bigotry, intolerance, ignorance, incendiarism. murder, persecution of foreigners and ail the ills of barbarism
are represented by the Boxers, as by
other mobs, and even in New Orleans.
—Episcopal Recorder.
A HJrImt Christian Life.
higher Christian life is more talked

A
about than realized. It Is regarded too
often as a privilege rather than a duty.
It is frequently a matter of emotion
rather than of principle. What is needed is a steady and persistent movement toward Christ as our Saviour and
pattern or a daily dying unto sin and
living unto holiness.—Presbyterian.
there is a large death rate
among children from croup and long
troubles. Prompt action will save the little ones from these terrible diseases. We
know of nothing so certain to give fnfct'int relief as One Minute Cough Cnrt It
can also be relied upon in grip and all
throat and lung troubles of adults. Pleasant to take. WiGO-pr A Moore.
This

season

and

Hopeful.”

National Importance

not

ALONE
CONTAINS BOTH.
$6 a year
Daily, by mail
Daily and Sunday, by mail, $8 a year
■

Sunday Sun
Sunday Xewspaper In

is the g eatest

the world.

Pries 5c.

copy. By mail. $2

a

!■ —’iinTn-irfw firtw.

■

■.■*■■■'<«*.—■

This picture tells its own story of sisterly affection. The
older girl, just budding into womanhood, has suffered greatly with those irregularities and menstrual difficulties which
sap the life of so many young women.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound can
always be relied upon to restore health to women who thus
suffer. It is a sovereign cure for the worst forms of female
complaints,—that bearing-down feeling, weak back, falling
and displacement of the womb, inflammation of the ovaries,
It dissolves and
ana all troubles of the uterus or womb.
of developin
the
the
uteru3
from
tumors
early
stage
expels
It
ment and checks any tendency to cancerous humors.
tones
the
and
nervous
up
subdues excitability,
prostration,
entire female system.

|

hope grown stronger byihe
interchange of ideas, and the expressions
of sympathy, and the better understanding
courage and

prove more claariy tho efPlnkteam’s
Mrsm
Kledfofna than tho
of
ficiency
Grace Stansbury?
of
statement
strong
following

anything

Gould

life

«

Dear ^in'.ert:
When you read this we shall have entered
upon the duties work amt Ia.*or of the twen*
tleth century. I was ai«>ut to add Its pleasures,
joy a and sorrows, hut 1 remcJUbrMMt In ilmctiuit
the latter are almod Inseparable from the
former, for who of us hut find our greatest
pleasure In the faithful performance of our
duties a* obligations?
i think sometime* we haves mistaken idea of
what duty reel!) Is, amt think U only means the
hard and disagreeable things that must he done,
but Webster gives tlte word obligation* as out*
of lt*» meanings ami that make* It seem easier,
for there re so many pleasant and Joyous obligations, or things that ought to be done, resting
upon us and running like a thread through the
sterner “must be" that It should make life for

a

Whitten, William P.
Voting. Mrs. Lizzie

SAFE DEP
now

VAULTS.

prepared to

boxea In

rent

oai

new

Fire and

Burglar Proof Vaults.

Sold to bo Oao of tho Boot Vomit*
la tbm Co mm try.
We believe that this vault affords absolute

se-

curity against

Fire and
Our

banking

Absolute

are'so

Privacy for

arranged

aa u

those Renting Boxes

Boxes from S4 to
according

S20lpor

sauna

Mae and location.

to

I>o not risk the loss of your valuable
paper*
when security can be obtained at such a irttrin*
coat.

Haim! County Evicts Back
ELLSWORTH, ME.
OuaiDNiml

Hn.liifM

1-epo.lu Id tbl. bank

Nelson Ham, who

was

»s»

upon
lake.

fl 500.

the first

of the

Maine State grange, died
home in Lewiston, Saturday, aged

Bangor

The

and

one

the

one

of

that

Kfngfieid

It gives

,V. B.

Hsy 1,

1K7S.

COOL WOK, President.

JOBS P.

WHITCOMB, Pice-President.
CBARLBS 0. BVRR1LL, Treaenees.

Dcpo.lt. draw Intere.l from ibo llr.1 a»r
March, June, September and 1m*. nilr
HOARD OF

ALl'„Bc'KN,,i*». B.

COOMlHiK,
CMAKLk*

Ban* hour,

and

game
la^f. week officers

best women) I

was

Jura-

meeting of the Maine
in
Augusta
elected

ns

follows:

Maine, died suddenly President, P. O. V ckery, Augusta; vice
on Friday at the Waldorf Astoria hotel: presidents, A. M. fcipear, Gardiner; 12. A.
in New York, where with Mrs. Dwinel he
Mars;on, Bkowhegan; C. A. Judkins,
bad been a guest for the past week
Ktneo; Wm. P. Frye, Lewiston; A. M.
Nickerson, Boothbay Harbor; Isaiah K
Gen. Russell B. Shepherd, of SlcowH. E. Hamlin, El.s
hegari, one of the most prominent citizen* Stetson, Bangor;
of Somerset county, prominently identi- worth; secretary and treasurer, E. C
Farrington, Augusta; directors, P. O.
fied with the business development of
John F. Hill, Augusts;
that section and
prominent in State i Vickery, Augusta;
affairs iu years jast, died Tuesday of! E. C. Farrington, Augusta; W. 8 Choate,
Augusta; J. F. Hprague, Monson; V. W.
last week.
McFariau, Greenville; D. G. G. Weld,
Herbert E. Webber, of South Lewiston,
Old Town;
committee on legislation, P.
committed suicide in a sensational and}
O. Vickery, A. M. Goddard, Augusta; A.
horrible manner last Thursday morning.
M. »Spear, Gardiner; W.
E.
Parsons,
He laid down on a stick of dynamite, j
Augusta; L. T. Carieton, Wiutbrop; comlighted the fuse and was blown to atoms. mittee on
M. Bianding,
hatcheries, E
He was a farmer, 33 years of ag-*. InsanBangor; L. T.Carieton, Winthrop; Henry
ity from overwork was the cause of L). htuuley, Dixllcld; consultingattorney,
Herbert M. Heath, Augusta.
suicide.
bermen iu eastern

The Hill building on Main street, i’a la is,
owned by Murray Hill, was damag d by
fire last Wednesday night. The building
is occupied by F. H. Higgins,
dry goo-w,
and O. W. Bailey, jeweler, on ground floor;
the dental parlors of i>r. F. T. Whito.-'

Magazine, Hook and Newspaper Notes.
The 1901 edition of the Columbia desk
calender has made its appearance.
This

j

pleasure

to add the

ever

dally, from

linn

» a. m. lo

batter, l egg. juice and grated rind of 1 lemon,
la:. let* poo of uIh of boiling water, put la a dfah
and thicken

over steam.

Many thanks for

l»

now

Good

Fortune.

A small item in his owu paper
lately
brought amazing good fortune to Editor
Chris.

Reitter,

of

the

Saginaw (Mich.)
and his family bad

Zeitonsr. He
tb* grip iu its worst form. Their doctor
did th in no good. Then he read that Dr
King’s New Discove y for consumption,
coughs and colds v as a guaranteed cure for
la grippe and all throat and
lung troubles;
tried it and says; “Three bottles cured
the who'*: famby. No ott er medicine on
earth equals it.” On y 50c and f 1 00 a:
W iG«rN ct Mooke s drug store. Trial bottles free.
Post and

Deep Mystery.
It is a mystery w hy women endure backache, headache, nervousness, sleeplessness,
melancholy, fainting and dizzy spells
when thousands have proved that Electric
Bitters will quickly cure such troubles. “I
suffered for years with kidney trouble,”
writes Mrs. Phebe Charley, of Peterson,
!a “and a lame back pained me so I could
not
dress myself, but Electric Bitters
wholly cured me, and, although 73 years
old, 1 now am able to do all my housework.”
It overcomes constipation, improves appetite, gives perfect health. Only
30c at wiqgnr & Moons's drug store.
A

If

■
"

WHY PAY

For

UrfailingiaFemaleWeakness.
By dealers. Mfeatae by mail

A.

vv.

Profuaional Cartia.
CLOSED

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOONS.
1>«. H. W. Riltn l*g, to
notify bis patrom
tnd other* that until further uotW* ui*
denial
■°om* will lie closed on
Wednesday afternoons

KlUworth.

[)«.

H.

^rflaluate
of 'd

28.1899.

<>c».

GREELY,
DENTIST.

of

• 4rOrFIC,

the

Philadelphia

UILBB’

IX

W'‘lne*,u7

Dental

College

BLOC*. *LL«»OBTH

»«er»Oon< until fnnbe/

ST.,

ELLSWORTH.

CARROLL

Pauper

undersigned hereby gives nolle® that be
has contracted with the cky of EU»wortb.
ror the support of the
oor, during the ensuing
year, and has made ample provision for their
support, he therefore forbid* all persons from
furmsblug supplies to any pauper on hi* ac
r-ount, as without hi® written order, he will pay
tor no goods so furnished. Harry S. Jones.
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Whitc<>mo. Hayuts A Co..

(Squire lot)
Whitcomb, Haynes
(Grant lot)
Whitcomb, Haynes
Whitcomb. Haynes
(Bennett lot)
W hitcomb, Haynts

A

Co.,

A
A

Co.,
Co.,

A Co.,
(Burnham tot)
Whitcomb. Haynes A Co.,
(Archer lot)
Witham, Charles,
Total
Total

20

of

Whitcomb, Haynes A Co.,
(flowed laud]

1.30

4tt

non-residents.
resident,

Ml® *11,285
#91.OS
The foregoing amount is to be
expended In
repairing both the old and the new county
roads in said township No. 8, and John F.
W hitcomb, of Ellsworth. in said
county of
Hancock, is appointed agent to superintend
the expenditure of said assessment.
On townrhip No. 9. South Division, we sales*

the sum of *57.60. a* follows:
Rate of
one cent on a dollar.
Valuation.

taxation
PwiH.

v
Numo
of

No.
owner.

acres,

500

Valuation.

Tax.

*2,025

*10.25

3,355

32.35

500

5Mi

5,760 *5,760
*57.80
The foregoing amount is to be
expended in
repairing the road in said towasMp leading
from the east line of Franklin
through said
.'wuship No. 9, to the west line of township
So. iy, in said county, ami John P.
Gordon, of
i- rankliu, in said
county, is appointed agent
o superintend the
expenditure of said assessOn township No. 10, western
par*, we
he sum of #81.45, a* follows: Kate of
ion .009 on a dollar. Valuation,

MS

DeseriBlock

assess
taxa-

#9,080.

Emery

of

No.
owner.

Charles

1,925

Water Company,
Frenchman’s Bay and
M« unt Desert Land and
water Company,
Frenchman's Bay and
Mount Desert Land

i^niWaTerComPlkuy*
Jordon, John P.
K. H., Hamlin,
freely,
H. E.,
Joy, G. L.
Leighton, L H.

LeigUjun, Truman
Libby D. A Co.,

*°ffS°*nJR

acres,

Valuation.

Tax.

*1.935

#17.32

■•V*3

1‘-‘7

150

300

2™

850

425

3.83

415

415

3.73

9J00
1000

1.050

9.45

yoo

K.10

M00

moo

200

m
IDO
51)

7.30
3-60
90
45

100

10©

13,015 #9,060
#81.45
amount is to be expended on
roaf
if
said
10wnWonty

inip No. xo, which lies between fne east line
No. 9, and a stake marked ‘*A”
itanuiug on the northern side of said road,

SJZP***

j J
if

m

Wk

I
*

L.

at

1 *nd *

20
1*6

45.1
hO
40

100
675
»

uru\

Name

MB.

ATTORNEY

JOHN

.16
1.33

Holmes. Roscoe

v

Nntlonkl BbbIi,

E. BUNKER,

*

«0
21
fi
<*>

*•

40

it*5

*

932
54
<5
54
2lu
lou
7M
125

IJengan. Ira B.
Hoi tuts. Koacoe

92-30
'24
tit

#:»

105
575
*1
*0

BURNHAM,

Business solicited.
SLLawoaxa,

*375
30
|0
50
45

4
lu

ment.

AND

COUNSELLOR AT LAW

PAX, NO WASHES."

Notice.

13.80
8.40

100

Mount Desert‘Land
and Water Co.,

ATTORNEY

OIBce

AH kind, of laundry work done at abort no
dee. fiooda called for and delivered.
H. B. KSTET A CO.,
Went End Bridie,
Ellsworth. Me.

800
2u0

CJrecly, E. H., Joy, Gideon L.. Hamlin, H. E.
(formerly J. l*. Gordon) 2,026
Fraukliu Laud, Mill and
Water Co.,
3,335
Frenchman's Bay and

H. L. D. WOODRUFF.

For sale oy M. M. Moore.

“HC*

2.400
ft®

H37
NON-RKS1DKXW.

U. J.
Ibelli estate
or unknown.

Kino, President.

™

LAUNDRY

100
80

1JM
86
86
2*
85
86
1.2*

Austin, M. C.

l're*

HKBBT W. CCIIBAH. Usees
nm Nat'i Bank Bids.

SOcFrodonia^iY.

STEAM

Archer, Hiram
Archer. All«<n
Fletcher. 11C.
Fletcher. 14. C.
Fletcher, Iris B.
Fletcher, ina ts.
Rankin. W. Hbaigcnt, Oliver

*'

Twenty-five years’ experience in New York.
Special attention given to chronic eases.

_Bi-X.aWOH.TII

88

80
50
50
13
50
60
75

17.157 *8.648 *146.93
amount Is to be expended
upon the county roads in said township No. 7,
and Jason C. W hitten, of said plantation So.
7.is appointed agent to superintend the expenditure of said assessment.
On towc«hipXo. 8, South Division, *r< a fit*
the sum of |9'2W, u* follows: Hate of taxation. .tx« on a dollar. Valuation, f ll.?A*i.oo.
So.
ValNameof owner.
acres, uation. Tax.

(t oombs lot)
Luilum. John and Albert
Moon, W tiiiuui M.
Siultb. C.J. (Bragdon lot)

(Over Harden's Shoe Store.)

2irocrtisrmtnts.

«»

16.479
*78

Joy, Gideon L

particular. Inquire of

MAIN

Backache Cure.

35

K#
l,*»
16

an rt

f (Farther lot)
lo), iiutton L.

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.

DB

alt Kidney. Bladder and Urinary
Trouble*. I Jim* Buck .Heart lineage,Ska*
Disease, Rheumatism, Bad Wetting, etc.

DW
1,750

86
1.66
2A6
M
174jO
29.75
80
1.7®
20.40
26

Totals,
The foregoing

Ipf,

you can lH#rrow on your
*hare*», give a flr*t mortgage and
reduce it er*»rv month
Month!?
par meet* ami 1iturc»i together
will amount to but little more
than you art* now
paying for
rent» end In about 10 years you

“

For

*,

1.70
?•
10
Sal®
5*1
60
36

Joy.fW8eon L,
#i'archer lot)

RENT I

when

Or. Fenner’s KIDNEY
a*

A

90
5

f

Aunt Madge.

fHcitcal.

M

Total non-resident*.
Total resident,

payments, pi per share.

AND BAT)) ROOMS.

lirought

earn

NEW SERIES
open, Shares, PI each; monthli

loMoa*"1

recipes.

these

A

*3
lOu

Hagerthy, A. C.
Hastings, Henry
Haslam, Wellington
**

A

knew.

Lemon Sauce—One cup of sug-tr, H cup of
I

837.49

SO
130
1&0
*0

160

Frazier, Fred L.
Gerry, Robert
Greety. K. H.
George, Lizzie
George, Mrs. William

Ell&worili Loan and Building Assl

a sauce.

unique

and useful compilation has been
Issued annually for the last sixteen years
are on the second floor, and on the thir* I rind has come to be
regarded as an indisfloor ia the Good Templars1 hall.
Tin j pensable article in many business offices
building was damaged to the extent of rtijd homes.

much

#2,206

65

**

sentence

Berwick Sponge Cakb-Three egg®. l*ai
five minute**; Itf cups sugar, beat t«u minute*,
H cup warn) water, tcup® flour, )* tea*pointful
soda, 1 teaspoonful of cream urtar or 2 teaspoonfu'sof baking powder.
Soft Molasses gingerbread—One cup of
molasses, * cup shortening, * cup sweet milk,
1 egg, 2 cup* of flour, 1 tea* pointful of soda
dissolved in hot water, singer aud cinnamon
aud a little salt. This will make two sponge
cake tins full. This makes a nice pudding with

on

association
were

me

610
3A3

W

3AB0
7,100
ft©
117
1 «*o
28
IU1
76

O*

DIHKCTOKM,
Jonn F. Whitcomb
P. CAMHOLL I'.t'KKILL,
C. bl kKILL.

1* wh.it your money will
Invest. .! in shares of the

following recipes sent me (or our column
by one of the best cooks (aud one of the

night of the robbery of tb8 railroad

At tlie annual
fLb

time* oi mat last

many

ticket office.

prominent resident of

of the k-t-knowu

ia

team

stolen from t he village

it is

a

a

ond harnessed to a carriage.
It was
his ; evident that the team had been bitched
eighty- there for some time previous to the iaat

big storm.

Dwinel,

in

at

said, will receive flOO.OuO
more from the estate; of (Jen. Samuel F
Hersey, and will spend it iu building a
fine public library.
Lester

cedar grove near Hayden
The bor^e whk dead, tied to a tr« e
team

master

five years.

Bangor,

a

V

by l.w rxcnipi fron

are

taxation.

*|

L

225

ftKUDWt.

>

burned last week.

**
a®

•M
ft. 10
3 40
10 20

secure

j

was

Baker. Henry
Baker, Colin
Baker. C. F.
John estate of
Brown, Frank
Bunker, t.corge
tendon, F. B.
French. William A.
If 111, George estate of
Hall. Elizabeth
Hill, William
Johnson, Benjamin
Libby. Samuel
Marlin, William
Noyes. Edward estate of
Perry, Thomas
Plummer, J. F.
Stuart, D. M. estate of
and E D. McKenzie,
Bowie, William
Smith. D. C. and H. 8.
Buzzell.
Smith, Ezra
Smith. Everett
Smith. Lewis
Sperry, William

Gray, 11. H.
Tufts. E. W. estate of
Whitten. Asa
Whittaker. John B.

Burglary.

room#

3®

60
175
175

Eben estate of

Bailor,

Arc

A

.»0

673

FIRST NATIONAL RANK

We

#580

MOR-RKSIDU9TS.

duties.

Dear Mrs. Pinkham :—I was a sufferer from female weakness for
but
year and a half. 1 have tried doctors and patent medicines,
renothing helped me. 1 underwent the horrors of local treatment, but
ceived no benefit. My ailment was pronounced ulceration of the womb.
j
I suffered from intense pains in the womb and
I had
ovaries, and the backache was dreadful.
|
so
I
worst
form.
leucorrhccta in its
Finally,
grew
The pains were so
weak I had to keep my bed.
When I could
hard as to almost cause spasms.
|
endure the pains no longer, 1 was given morphine.
I
l
My memory grew short and I gave up all hope of
To
I
well.
Thus
dragged along.
please
getting
j
ji
my sister I wrote to Mrs. Pinkham for advice. Her
answer came, but meantime I was taken worse
and was under the doctor's care for a while.
| us more
44
After reading Mrs, Pinkhara's letter, I conj So, dearsatisfactory.
sisters, when we think of our duties,
After taking two
eluded to try her medicine.
let u* dwell ou the pleasant ones—the things we
bottles I felt much better; but after using six
like
to
do-and give the kind word, tue soft
bottles I was cured. All of my friends think my
the alient hand clasp end many other
I thank you very much
cure almost miraculous.
j answer,
little things that will brighten another’s life and
for your timely advice and wish you prosperity
make tun* bine In our own hearts.
in your noble work, for surely it is a blessing to
Sister B.
I have full and complete faith in the Lydia
|
broken-down women.
E. Pinkham Vegetable Compound.”—Grace 11. Stansbuhy,
Thanks, Sister B, for your wish for a
Herington, Kansas.
Happy New Year to myself. All you good
friends of our column do help make my
the
fuel
JR ■% 0B
to
that
some
Owing
skeptical
>||i|lf
life happier. You are all in toy mind
kf
F% P'1 8 B people have (root time to time questioned
of the testimonia’ ettera
often. “Flossie” I am sure will be willing
is fls £ 8. KjW the genuineness
we are constantly publishing, we have
for me to quote a sentence or two from a
depo*ited with the NaHcnal Citv Hank, of Lynn, Mass.. $5,000,
which will be paid to any person who will show that the above
j welcome personal letler I received from
before
or
was
is
not
testimonial
genuine,
published
obtaining the i 1 her last month
writer’s special permission.— Lydl* K. Fineham Medicine Co.
j “Often when
M1111 ™
reading your words or Sis- j
.1
ter B's, 1 have felt like Speaking right J
out' and joining my thought to yours, but I
►orr«c«tv »••>
j\»(H i».
$2(0). It wib insured.. Mr. Uiggiut’
time end space intervened. Some day, f
»«*hh .vi>« tuoMliy by «in<>ke and water, and
should telegiaphy of thought become !
Owe
Week’s Winnowing* of
w ill amount ft. $5 000. n nured; Dr. Wbitunderstood and perfected—as it may be— j
Novelty and Nonseitse.
ney’.i lews, §500 to |700, mostly by watc.
space will be annihilated
The Sunuysirie hotel at Owls Head, near
fluni erg near Madison lawr week came
Since receiving her letter I have thought
Rockland, popular for its shore dinners,
about

year.

\ahley,

comforted some sad breast.
Selected by Janet.

Mr. Penney will be glad to know bis
poem is appreciated so highly. Others besides “Reader” liked it very much.
I think we can see after two years of
hopeful and helpful work for our column,
how Influence spreads. How many times
new thoughts have been
brought to our
minds, new experiments tried, new impulses been given, and we have learned to
catch the idea some other writer has hinted
at, and 1 am hoping our lives have been
broadened, our hearts enlarged and our

of

a

^

ISO
1W
ion
180
8*2
ft*)

fracy, Jackson
A bitten, Ja*on

Banking.

DKDHAM. Dec. 28, 1900.
To the Editor of the M. B. Column:
At a place where 1 was stopping I picked up a
late numlKT of Tint American, and the first
article, that met my eye was a short poem by
Livy Tenney, of UancocK Point, entitled “My
Prayer”. I think ii is a gem in Its way, of
which the author may ureilTie proud. The line*
an; aglow w ith a tender pathos which Is the soul
of true poetry. 1 regard you as fortunate In
having Mr. Penney as u contributor to your
column. Doubtless the lineM were Inspired by
acquaintance and association with noble women.
I have put the article in my wallet as a contribution to roy wife's scrap album.
Reader.

--—

RltSIDF.N1

P.’eblc. Hmer*oo
4mltb, Whniot

AddtmOO, THK M 'S. »w York.
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AND

The Sun

Help whomsoever, whenever you can.
For man forever needs help from mau,
Let never a day die down In the west
That you have

Opinions

OF

The

^

~

OF MAINE
Hancock m.:—At the court of county comnissioners htgun utid hoi den at Ell*worth
vlthlr and for the county of Hancock on the
tecond Tuesday of October, a. d. I9W, aud by
idjournment on the 17th day of December
h. d. 1900.
now the county commissioners In accordance with Section 80 nf Chanter VI*
,f the Rev teed Statute* of Maine, having Aral
marie an annual Inspection, In the month of
September, a. d. 1900. of all the county ’’oada
in the unincorporated townships and tract#
jf land in said county and having thereupon
made an estimate of the amount needed tc
put said roads in repair so as to be safe and
Tonvcuient for public travel, have assessed
upon the following described unincorporated
townships and tracts of land in aald county
->r Hancock, exclusive of water and land reterved for public uae, for the above-named
purpose or pul ting and keeping said roads in
repair during the year a. d. tan, us follows,
l<> wit:
On township No. 7, South Division, we assess
[he sum of #148.33, as follows: Rate of taxation .017 on a dollar. Valuation AM**.
No.
Valacres, uation. Tag.
Namc of owner.
STATK

and

News

“AUNT MAlMiE**.

Helpful

A Joying word Is like a song.
Long through the memory ringing,
A pleasant wont Is like a flower
Along the wayside springing.
A hopeful word is like a ray
Of sunshine In dark places.
And jewel like the wit that brings.
The smiles to saddest faces.

nil

now

u

The purposes of this column are su- *!»ctly
stated in the title and motto—It Is for the mutual benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good. It Is for the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity it solicits
communications, and Its success dej*emis targe
ly on the support given It In this respect. Communications must 1h» signed, but ibe name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will tie subject to approval or
rejection by the ©dliur of the column, but none
will ne rejected without good reason. Address
ail co in in u ideation s to
The American.
Ellsworth, Me.
Mutual Benefit Column.

"Remember now th.v Creator In the
days of tby youth, while the evil days
come uot nor the years draw nigh when

uaiu

Motto:

Its

2,rgal Notices.

$)mobttal0.

filutual Beurht (Column

m
^k
H
An

atiSurtiMment*.

legal Watfctt.

^

■AIBB LAW BRGABDIBG

is

always the cheapest* It pays to
remember this when buying coffee* Get

township No. 21, Middle Division, westpart, in said county, we assess the sum of
*73.65, as follows: Kate of taxation, .011 on a
dollar. Valuation, *8,893.
owner.

acres,
16
38
Hi
'20

35
60
20

39Q

Tax.
*1.86
•

3.*>
1.43

330
loo

95

90
10
Jordan, Howard
30
Jordan, Nahum
40
Jordan, William
265
Msec, Lewis
50
McKinley, Lawrence
160
Pierson, Chandler
100
Richie, Mary
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co,
(Hali estate)
7,560
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.
3,000
VHall estate)

is

39
66
u

160

little

cost.

than

more

it costs twice

1.76
11

10
175

a

much

as

to

import.

It

120

1.32

263
70
160
175

2.92
77
1.98
1.92

2,000

22.00

8,000

33.00

is worth ten times
is

no

mere

much

as

to

It

beverage;

stimulant both.

use.

is food

it

If you

want

coffee try it.

a

and
food-

In i-Ib. and a-lb Tin
Cans (air tight).
Other high grades in
richly-colored parchment
bags (moisture proof).

assessment.

township No. 21, Middle Division, eastpart, in said county, we assess the sum of
follows: Kate of taxation, .01 on a

On

S91.9o,as
oiiar. Valuation, *9,195.

No.
Name of

acres,

owner.

r»«vi*

Mi

Valuation.
40

S

130
821)

Giles, J. T.
*•

150
320

Hale, Eugene, Wlifiil,
A. P.. Hagcrlhy, A. C.
and Giles, J. T. (form7,660
erly Grant estate)
67
Jonuu, Arviile
1«0
Jordan. D. F.
Kina, A. VV. and Phillipa.
M20
G A.
t-o
Mace, George H.
l’archer, George A., Greely,
1<?0
E. H. and Giles, J. T.

Tax.
4

40

1.50
3.20

COUNTY NEWS.
for Additional

7,660
65
160

76.60
65
1.6u

County .Vet®*,

eee

Rnm Surij.

turn

ment.

On township No. 22. Middle Division, eastpart, in said county, we assess tue sum of
$198.52, a* follows: Kate of taxation, .01 ou a
dollar. Valuation, #10,852.
No.
Val
acres, nation. Tax.
Name of owner.

•

Campbell, George U.
A Co.
Campbell, A. & Co.,

2.400

Frost. Mark
Whitcomb. Haynes A
Co., (formerly Reed)

$2,400

$24.00
*>.45

2.i*»
320

2.046
329

3.20

6,087

6,087

60 87

10,852 $10,352 #108.52
The foregoing amount 1* to be expended ou
to iKCdington
Aurora
tbe iujU leading from
lying iu said township No. 22, between to*
division line of land Ol H. M. Hall et als., and
land form. <Iy of William Freeman and the
east lint of said lowusnip, and Charles P.
SUshy, of Aurora, in said county, is appointed
agent to superintend the expenditure ol said

The many friends of Clarence Moore,
late
of Manset, were glad to hear
new
from
him in his
home, Pori
writes that he
Mo
Town1 end, Wash.
TeniDlar*.
a
found
lodge of Good
there, so in one thing he is at horn*, for
h> re In Maine he l< ved t he order and visited more lodges than any other p< ison
in this coanty during the last five years.
C.
Jan. 7.

home

The smellers report

a

•/

Willard Dow, of Mt. Desert, formerly of
L'lng Island, Biuehrd, ha* moved his family into the Henry Jarvis house, with the
intention of buying t he place.
The young lad’e* eavean entertainment
at Rural hall New Year’s t vening. ProC'-ed«, $d 30, go toward a horary fund.
They win give another eutertainment
Jan. 10.

Miss Beatrice Turner has gone to Baaa
Harbor for two weeks.
5.60
560
Mrs. E. E. Swett, who has been very
*W
m
1)1 for I l*e past six weeks, is gaining.
1.60
160
Mrs. Helen Blackwood, of M sc bias port,
‘« expected «t Capl. C. C. Johnson's to$91.95
9.757 $9,196
day for a v iait.
The foregoing amount is to be expended ou
M s Estelle Treworgy, of Ellsworth, is
the county roaa leaning Irum the south line
Mrs. Hattie
of Aurora on the Air Line road, so-calieo, attending me week with
through the northeasterly part of township Herrick.
in
of
Aurora,
Charles
P.
No.‘2., and
Busby,
Mias Mart ha Stinson, who has been at
the county of Hancock, is appointed agent to
work at E E. .Swell'a, whs obliged to resuperintend the expenditure ol said assesson account of illness.
ern

winter, and they have sold well

far this
in Boston.

so

other payee

fairly good catch

Pepsin preparation* often fail to relieve
indigestion because they can digest only
a!> u ml nous foods. There is one preparation hat digests all cla-ses of food, and
that Is Kodol Hyspepsia Cure. It cures th»
worst cases of indigestion and gives in
-tant relief, for it digests what you eat.
Wiooin <V. Moore.

_

Life is
s

a

tragedv

comedy
to

to

him who

I

h inks ami

him who feels

&bbrrtisrnunt«.

__

I

160

Nash. WiUlam 51., exec’r
u*vi>

i.

*

$

100

5,012
4.106

5,012
4,116

V> ?«:»

17.763

RESIDENT.

CUIford
Archer. Mrs. J. S.

30

Archer,

70

26
Avery, F. A.
25
Collar, James
41
Collar, N. H.
25
Clarv, Mrs. George
65
Emery, Mrs. J. F.
35
Haynes, Mrs. A. B.
4
Haynes. John F.
161
Laugh-in, John
23
Linton, Maynard
85
Mace, Frank E.
Patterson, Guy and Hollis 10
10
8human. Mrs. J. K.
«
Shuman, Lewis
19t
Williams, Ezra
»
W illiams, Mrs. Fred
60
Williams, John A.
80
Williams, Uayn on 1

1,032

#

225

fi«)
299
330

68
1.50
60

550
400

1.06
90
97
1.65
1.20

200

60

600

1-80
53
4.12

300

325

175

1,375

20
150

1W>
9 0
150

350

1

will make hens lay in cold weather. It is guaranteed by
authorithe manufacturer and recommended by the highest
the
nourishes
that
food
a
real
but
ties. No “hot drops,”
hens and

produces eggs.
We want Agents in every village and town. Send for
our
our booklet; it gives prices and full particulars about
from
of
testimonials
list
a
also
We
send
liberal offers.
long
who know a few things about poultry.
New

48
15.13
12.32
38.79

#66.12
22,040 #22,040
The foregoing amount is to be expended on
the road leading Irum Aurora to Beddington
within said township No. 28, and Charles P.
Silsby. o< Aurora, in said county of Hancock,
ia appointed agent to superintend the expetmitere of said assessment.
On township No. 33, in said county, we asKate of
sess the sum of #38.59, as follows:
Valuation, #-'9.530.
taxation, .tW3 on a dollar.
ValNo.
acres, uation. Tax.
Name of owner.

*

England people
They all say that Page’s Food

is the best.
send
the
We pay
freight, guarantee the Food, and
it.
want
if
back
your money
you

CARROLL S. PAGE,

I

HYDE PARK, VERMONT.
Just put your nano on a postal and

mail it

BUY

to-day.

DIRECT
.mam

ksvw--

06

45
30

2.70
45

150

1.05
45

#7,020

#21.06

non* residents.

♦ 820
5
Giles, J. T. or unkuowu.
Great Pond Bog & Dam Oo.,
30
Mace, A. E.
1
McPhee, V il!iam
W. F. estate of
Mi Hike:
20,405
(or unkuown)
Whit /mb, Haynes & Co., 160

Crosby, B. estate of,

s

Tota’.
Tbtal

u-»m

residents,

Gentlemen

of the Senate
Representatives:

and

House

of

At the dawn of a new century, bright
with hope and promise of the future, we
have assembled here to consider the condition
and
requirements of the State,
whose sovereign people we represent. Devoutly grateful for the many blessing*
which we have received through the beneficence of Him who ever watches over
us
with fatherly care, we Implore His
and aid In the discharge of the
mportant duties devolving upon us.
The (tecade just passed has been one of
great prosperity for the Statu. The development of new Industries, and the growth
of those already established, have given
employment to large numbers of people,
and greatly Increased the population and
wealth of those towns which have been
the centres of activity.
More than five
hundred and twenty-eight miles of new
steam railroads, and over two hundred and
twenty miles of electric railroads have
been constructed, giving the communities
through which they pass greatly Improved
transportation facilities, and aiding im
measurably in the development of those
portions of the State thus opened up to
easy and convenient travel.
Some of our shipyards, which have for
a
long time been idle or nearly so. have
again started Into life, and today this Indtistry D In the most satisfactory condition for years.
With the passage of the
Frye shipping bill, so ably advocated by
our
distlngrtfshed Junior senator, Maine
will assume that position In the construction of vessels or every kind, which the
skill of her builders and mechanics and
her favorable situation as a maritime State
entitle her to hold.
Our State has become the summer home
of thousands of the well-to-do people of
other sections of the country, and the
pleasure resort of many more, win* appreciate the health-giving qualities of our Invigorating atmosphere, and delight In the
rugged beauties of our seashore and mountain scenery. This is a source of great
revenue to the people of the State, in many
wnys. and Is constantly Increasing.
Maine's growth, though not ranld. Is
substantial and permanent In Its character
and the State never occupied a stronger
position, in every way. than It does toLabor is
remuneratively employed,
day.
while capital Is active, and. as a rule, re-

propriated.

fuldance

j

These various matters, I am persuaded,
will receive your most earnest consideration. While there Is no call for parsimony,
I am confident that you will always exercise yotir judgment, fearlessly and conscientiously. in the expenditure of the people's money, and that you will refuse to
grant needless or unwise appropriation# as
unhesitatingly as you will vote them to
objects worthy of promotion and support.

Education.

|

—

—

'*

fHcbiral

#20,911

ro-.nienta,

of the New Executive.

o^anized

On township No. 22, Middle Division, westpart, iu said county, we assess the sum of
$85.80. as follows: Kate of taxation, .011 on a
dollar. Valuation, *7.800.
Val.
No.
acres, nation. Tax.
Name of owner.
A
10,400
$7,800
#85.80
Co.,
Whitcomb, Haynes
ern

Joy, Gideon L.
Mash, William M-

Text of the Inaugural Address

people

*•

Slop* the Cough Hail Work* off the Cold.
Laxative Ifrvino Quinine Tablets «*ure a cold
Prl«*e 2ft ue?*M.
No Cure no Pay.
In one day.

asses* tneut.

10,400 #7,800 #85.80
The foregoing amount is to be expended on
thai portion of the county road leading from
in said
Aurora to Beddington which lies
township No. 22, between the west line of said
laud
line
between
and
the
division
town«.h»p
of H. M. Hall et sis., and land formerly of
William Freeman, and Charles P. hilsby, oi
Aurora, iu said county of Hancock, is appointed agent to superintend the expenditure
if said assessment.
Ou township No. 28, Middle Division, we
Kate of
asse** the sum of $66.12, as follows:
Valuation, $22,040.
taxation, .Uba on a dollar.
ValNo.
acres, nation. Tax.
Nameof owner.

Appropriations.
confidently expect that tta
promise of economy In public expenditures
wll! be fulfilled ; and the party which has
been entrusted with the management of
State affairs will be held strictly responsible for any excessive or unwise appropriations. It is for you to determine what sums
are necessary for the reasonable requirements of the various State department*
and institutions, and what aid shall be
given to such other objects as. In your
Judgment, should receive legislative assistance and encouragement. Not a dollar more
than Is required for the efficient administration of the public service should be apThe

The report of the Superintendent of Public Schools shows a constant and gratifying advancement In our educational Interests. The total amount of the State school
fund and mill tax for the current year was
$520,019; the amount of school money
raised by the towns was $818,001 ; a total
of $1,338,020 available for the support of
Chickens.
is
the common schools, as compared with
Fowl
..
$910,523 for the same purpose In 1^80, an
Hay.
Increase of $427,497 or nearly forty-seven
per cent.
Farmers arc asking more for hay, but the!
The Normal Schools are doing most exruling price is $16.
cellent work, and the Importance of havBest loose, per ton..
and
Instructed
ing teachers tho.oughly
trained In their duties Is being recognized
Baled.. I
by all. About thirty per cent or our
8traw.
teachers are Normal School graduates.
Loose. HfjlC
There are 722 school children in thirtyBaled.
14
three unorganized townships, for whom
schools are maintained as provided by the
Vegetables.
statutes, at. a cost, during the past year,
Potatoes are a little firmer.
Beans are the
of $2582.13. Of this, $1280.57 was paid
sensadou of the week; they are strong at $3 5u
from the State apropriatlon. $969.56 was
*nd going higher.
Interest on land reserved, and $132.00 the
per capita tax.
.20 Cabbage,
.03
Potatoes, pk
Tha pupils in these schools range from
.i,4
Onions,
.01 *
Beets, tb
five to twenty-one years of age. and, in
.* 4
squash, tt,
Turnips, lb
.oij*
several Instances, married men and women
05 Carrots, tb
Celery, stalk
.0l>*
have taken advantage of the opportunities
Beans per bu—
thus offered to obtain an education.
It Is unnecessary for me to call your at3.50
Pea,
tention to the important work being done
Fruit.
by such schools. But for their existence,
A pp'.es, bbl #2 00 3 $2 50 < Iranges, doa
.35 § 45
many of the children now enjoying their
25 §30
Lemons, doa
advantages would grow up in ignorance,
Cranberries qt
12
and a much larger per cent of them would
ultimately become a public charge. The
Groceries.
furnishing of such instruction is in harj
Cottee—per lb
Bice, per lb
.060.08
mony with the established nolicy if the
Bio,
.163.25 Pick Ion, per gal .40 3.60
State to pmvlde school privileges for all.
.40
Mocha,
Olives, bottle
.250.75
conAs a rule, the people are anxious to have
returns.
Kvery
ceiving satisfactory
.37 Vinegar—per gal—
Java,
the schools established, the children are
dition is as favorable as we can reasonably
Pure cider,
.20
Tea—per lb—
their attendance
;itki gives promise of continued «•
prompt and regular In
expect,
.45 §.65 Cracked wheat,
.05
Japan,
and a only themselves with great Industry
Tplimnicnt nnd r>rosi>eritv.
.30 3 65 < Jatmenl, per lb
.04
Oolong,
to their tasks. The good work which Is be.2J
Sugar—per lb—
Buckwheat, pkg
State Finances.
ing done by the schools of this class should
.07 Graham,
.01
Granulated,
he extended and made more efficient if the
Coffee—A * B,
.07 Bye meal,
04
The reports of the State Treasurer will
State Is to do Its duty to that nortion of
C
Yellow,
.07* Granulated tueal,IK 02*
shmv that the total receipts of the treasi*«
(’'nendent upon it lor educaOti -per gal—
Molasses—per gal—
tion a! advantages.
ury during the two years ending December
.36
Havana,
l.inwi,
.553.6'
The special appropriations made for the
amount
be
were
31.
1900,
*:J,7t'8.Vh3.U3.
PorU> Blco,
.fin
1•
{ft
Kerosene,
academies and seminaries lapse with the
of ens'i »in hand Dec niter 31, 189', was
60
Astral oil,
'4
Syrup,
amount
whole
present year; and if these appropriations
£1*4.7 3 73. making the
Lumber and Building Materials.
Ihe
are to be continued, I ntu iuc.ined to the
this period $3,9.4,046.78.
available f
lime was
m»«
anioui t disbursed during
opinion that they should be made permaI 25
Lumber—per M—
spruce,
11a' 3
1 25
Hemlock.
$3,754,767.75, leaving a bain nee <>n hand nent. under certain definite restrictions,
Hemlock,
Ins
l»w.
of
a
December 3i,
uder existing circumstances,
school
£b8,87‘.01.
Hemlock boards, 1.313 Clapboards—per VI
sum. however, is barely sufficient to meet
12 ij 16
Extra npruce,
having u zeaious and skillful advocate in
Spruce,
24g2t>
me legislature may oe able to secure a
St-ruce floor,
16320 Spruce, No. l,
I7gi8 obligations immediately payable, and Is uo
more than should he In the State Tress
liberal apptupiiarmu in excess of its actual
12 §15
Clear pine,
35 §60
1’lne,
Matched pine,
15 §20
Extra pine,
requirements; while another, equally wor35§60 nry. If the demands upon It are to be
thy but :ess fortunate, must be content
promptly met.
Shingles—per M—
Laths—per M
towns
the
The
State
tax
with
a
2 75
cities,
paid
by
Ced.tr, extra
2.00
eompa.ai.lveiy small amount. The
Spruce,
and organized plantations for the years
2 S3 Nails, per lb
clear.
grade of the school maintained and the
.04q.06
"
1899 and 1900 amounted to $1,815.901.96.
2 1 clear,
number
of
165 Cement, per cask
pupils
receiving instruction
160
When we take from this the school fund,
evtr*.«
should always ue considered, and
doubt
163 Lime, per cask
e,
.85
and the mill ta_\ repaid to the various
No.
1 25 Brick, per M
the wisdom of assisting in maintaining an
7 §11
cities and towns, the net sum retained by
a aderuy
in a section of the SLate where
.75 White lead, prlb .05 0.08
scoots,
found
to be $766 742.63.
the State is
high schools of a high grade are provided.
Provisions.
Of this, $450,168.50 wns paid by the \ It is an injustice to the State to allow
Laud) is scarce and high.
of
the
cities
State, $224,923.- > any of these academies to use the amount
twenty
7l* was paid by the towns and organBeef, th:
Pork, lb.
appropriated in increasing their endow.20 >i .30
ized plantations, and $91,650.34 was paid
la
ment, instead of providing mote and better
»u-ak,
Steak,
seen
thus
be
the
wild
lands.
It
will
.1: §.22
l>
instruction to the pupils who attend them :
Boasts,
by
Chop,
that the twenty cities have paid Into the
and under m> circumstances should the sum
.05
Corned,
83.10
Pigs’feet,
.06
flam, per tb
Tripe,
103 ! 1 treasury $450,168.30 more ,i«aa they have appropriated for such institutions be taken
vcal:
received from the school fund. Two hunShoubler.
.0
from the fund provided lor the common
.18
dred
and
.11 §15
thirty nine towns and planta- schools.
Sw;ak,
Bacon,
tions. or 44 7-10 per cent, of the whole i
Sait
It is exceedingly gratifying that so strong
Boa-ts,
.10g.l2
.10
Mutton:
number, have received from the school fund
an interest is being manifested in the pub,lu
Lard, loose
.15
more than they have paid into the State
Lard in pails,
lic schools. The children, teachers and paaleak,
Trea ury : and it Is found that the average
.11 §.!2
rents are assisting in improving and en.'84.12
Roasts,
I.amb:
net rate of State tax of the twenty cities
J2
Lard, home rend
larging school grounds, beautifying schoolwns $1,56 3-5 on each $1000.00 valuation,
.20
10
rooms
and
Steak,
Sausage, lb
providing books of art and
16
while for the towns and
planta- standard literature.
Chop,
.10 3.16
tions the average rate was 66 1-2 cents, or.
Roarts,
The work accomplished along these lines
divided on the basis of population, there
has been very extensive and gratifying. It
Frehh Phh.
was nn average of $4.05 1-2 paid on each
lias gr**atly stimulated general interest In
Smelts are cheaper.
poll bv the cities, and of 91 3-4 cents on
the schools, promoted harmony in managei8.o5 Haddock,
.05
each poll In the towns and organized planCod,
ment, and resulted in much better work
.10 § 16 Clams, qt
tations.
.20
Halibut,
beiug done by all concerned.
.10 Oysters, qt
In this connection It is interesting to
Pickerel,
40
institutes and summer
The
teachers’
12 Scallops, qt
note the principal sources of State reveSmelts, It)
a5
schools have not only improved the genof
the
State
tax
cities
Lo otters, lb
15
outside
nue.
paid by
eral character of the instruction in our
and towns, and the amount received from
State, but, to an extent that was not anFuel.
each. Am examination of the treasury ae- 1j ticipated, have stimulated teachers to atWood—per cord
Coal—per ton—
counts show's that during the past two
tend our higher institutions of learning,
00
00
3
6 50
05
Dry hard,
Broken,
years the tax on Savings Hanks has
and thus enabled them to acquire the
2 00 §3 00
6 fio
Dry soft,
Stove,
amounted to $851,566.06, the tax on Hallscholarly attainments necessary to the
6 50
Roundings per load
Egg,
roads was $323,052.32, on Telegraph and
highest success in their calling.
100 §1 26
6 60
Nut,
Telephone Companies $32,888.48. on Ex- I!
6 0e
Blacksmith’s
The State University is In a prosperous
press Companies $10,032.67, on Insurance
Flour, Grain and Feed.
Companies $131,405.62, on collateral inher- condition, having about 3b0 students, of
more than six-sevenths are residents
whom
new
on
itances
854,238
84;
corporations
UFlour Is higher. Western dealers are freely
*71.565; other taxes and miscellaneous items, of this State. Its most popular courses
prophesying “dollar wheat”, which means $6 $308.28428; a total revenue of S 1,783,' 21.07 are those in engineering, and the best
flour here.
from these sources.
equipped those in agriculture; but the
scope of Its work is of the very broadest
One hundred thousand dollars has been
Flour—nor bb—
Corn meal, bag
character, and also includes a classical
debt
the
4
75
on
the
25
1
10
during
35
public
past
paid
Straight»,
a similar course without Greek, a
course,
ot. Louis roller.
two years, the amount of the State’s bond120
Corn, bag
scientific course without Latin and Greek,
4 75 ft.5 25 < *sts, Wesi’n.bu .38 3 40
ed indebtedness now being $2.103.(8)0.00, a
a course in preparation for medicine, and
since
1800.
of
5 25 $5 75 Shorts—nag—
reduction
110
Patents,
$.*>10,300.00
The
courses in chemistry and pharmacy.
Mixed reed,bag
1.15
The State has outstanding temporary
Schniii nf T.nw. located in Bamror. has been
loans to the amount of $350,000.00, some
Middling*, tag
is gaining the approval
and
well
received,
be
1.15 31.25
paid during the
part of which should
of those well qualified to judge of its work.
coming year. There should be a sufficient
Hides and Tallow.
Nearly two-thirds of the income of the
increase In the Mate revenues to provide
lb—
University Is derived from the General
Lamb
skins,
.250.50
Hide®—per
for the gradual
payment of the whole
Government, the remainder being provided
Ox,
05Tallow-per lbamount, and to Insure an adequate balance
-01k
by the State. .It having been the policy of
Cow,
.05*
Bough,
iu the treasury to enable the State at all
.04
the Slate to reduce students’ exoenses as
Bull,
.04*
Tried,
times to meet Its obligations fully and
much as possible, the receipts from this
Calf skins, green
without resorting to temporary
promptly,
The trussource are eompartively small.
.2501.00
loans.
tees have used the funds available to seDried Fruit.
Taxation.
cure t a hers, apparatus and facilities for
-10
.12 §.20 Tamarinds,
Figs,
1
instruction, rather than to construct large
.10 Currants,
Pledged to an economical administration
.084.12
Dates,
and expensive buildings, and have been
of the State government, to a readjust.08 §.15 Apples, string
.06
Kalslr.s,
by the restrictions of the United
governed
ment of the prevailing system of taxation
.10
Prunes,
.100.14 Apples, sliced
Stares appropriations which forbid the use
and the enactment of measures which will
of any part of these funds for the'erection
more
and
valuato
a
lead
just
equtable
or repair of buildings.
tion and assessment of all forms of prop
Bm-ksport.
inning the past two years.the trustees
the people demand and expect that
have constructed a drill hull and a gymnaA
lodge of Modern Woodsmen of erty,
In
our
trust
w*»' will discharge
harmony
sium, now nearly finished, which will be
America will be or ranised here soon.
with the letter and spirit of our respective
paid for by private subscriptions, and it is
party platforms. No excuses which can bo
understood that the Legislature will not be
Samuel Emerson, who suffered ampuoffered will be deemed a sufficient reason
asked for any assistance in Its completion.
for a failure to do oar full duty In trie
tation of his arm a few weeks ago, died
An astronomical observatory has also been
faithful fulfilment of the pledges which
built, and a large telescope set up. The
Dec. 31. Mr. Emerson bad beeD ill ter
have been made.
Upon us will properly equipment in electrical engineering and in
rest the blame if we are recreant to our
two months, suffering excruciating pain
the natural sciences has been largely inbe
the
credit
and
honor
of
ours
will
trust :
creased. and the buildings of the agricultufrom his diseased arm. Amputation was
The people
faithful and devoted service.
ral department have received extensile rehave confidence iu you whom they have
the only alternative, but his age, seventypairs aud additions.
them
here.
exchosen to represent
They
The trustee in their report will urge the
five years, and his weakened condition, pect a fearless, conscientious discharge of
erection of a buildiug for the department
and
that
devolving
upon
you.
duty
every
rendered his recovery extremely doubtof
mechanical and electrical on gin -.ring,
you will maintain the high traditions of
recitation
drawing
rooms,
ful, although for a time he seemed to patriotic service and unselfish effoit for to contain
rooms, iron working and carpenter shops,
welfare
which
have
ever
common
charthe
rally from the shock. The deceased wps
a foundry and forge shops. They state that
acterized the Legislatures of Maine.
the building now In use was erected when
formerly a resident of Hampden, but had
The question of taxation Is the most Imthe University had a comparatively small
portant subject demanding your attention.
lived in BuCksport over forty years.
number of students: that it is a cheao
The urgent necessity of securing greater
wooden structure inadequate for the pur
State, to enable It to
revenues for the
pose, and in bad repair: and that no an
and
meet legitimate
necessary demands
The world always listens to a man with
propriation for the erection of a building
upon the treasury and to provide for the
a will in him.
has been made for ten '-ears. although
of
existing
loans,
temporary
pavment
since that time the number of teachers and
makes some action on your part ImperaIncreased
threefo^u.
The
has
students
tive.
of the University is thoroughly
equipment
the
onr
farmer,
Under
present system,
and it unquestionably affords an
creditable,
often handicapned by unfavorable condiexceptional opportunity for y.mng men and
tions : the merchant, with Ids capital inwomen to secure an education at a ver>
vested in his stock of goods ; the mechanic
moderate cost. You will. I am sure, give
to
and laborer, striving
pay for their
its interests careful attention, and take
homes; and the owner of every form of
such action as the needs of the institution
visible property, already bear too great a
-TO—
and the financial condition of the State
share of the public burdens. An Increase in
seem to warrant.
the rate of the State tax, therefore, cannot
he considered : but other forms of properAgriculture.
ty, now' escaping taxation altogether, or
a
what
part of
they
Agriculture will always be our most im
paying onlv
should Justly and equitably bear, must
ponant industry. It gives employment and
be required to contribute their fair prosupport to more than half our population,
portion of the cost of snnportlng our gov- and whatever serves to advance Its inter
ernment. whose manifold advantages are
ests and bring greater prosperity to #nr
shared by all, end wrhosp existence not only
farming communities is a benefit to the
makes the ownership of property possible,
whole State. The growth of our cities and
but gives permanence and security to Its
manufacturing centres, and the Increased
summer travel coming into
of
volume
values
Realizing your earnest desire to do evMaine every year have created better horn*
To Give Sound erything In vour power to promote the markets for our farm products; but tin
To cure
welfare, T present this Important great resources of the State are not ye
To brace you up in every way. common well
an Meet,
knowing that vour determifully appreciated. The constant develop
water
nation to do vour full duty will lead yon to
powei
rnent of our magnificent
It your earlv and earnest attention.
much of which has never been utilized, an<
am confident that every interest,
Indithe more general adoption of Improved
vidual as well as corporate, will be dealt
methods of agriculture, must result in still
with fairly and Jnstlv. and that, as a regreater prosperity In the years to eoine.
sult of your deliberations, you will formuThe Influence of the Grange has been a
late some legislation to more nearly equalnotent factor In the advancement of our
ize the burdens of taxation among our cit5C
agricultural Interest*, and has added great
Ask your druggist for Renovator,
izens.
lv to the pleasure aud profit of farm life.
Write St. Albans
cents and one dollar.
It Is not probable that yon win be ahle
The Hoard of Agriculture Is doing work
to frame measures that will be wholly
Remedy Co., St. Albans, Yt., about GUAB<
above
criticism.
No
baa
of
taxation
system
ANT EE, Mention this paper.
(Continued on page 7.)

Eggs still bring 30 cents but the first mild
»pell will send them down.
Fresh laid, per doz.30
Poultry.
Turkeys are cheaper than ehlckens.
Turkeys.iff

1.92

*75.65
11,839 *6395
The foregoing amount is to be expended on
the county road leading from the east line of
Mariaville through the western part of said
township No. 21, to the north line thereof,
being called the Moose Hill road, and Nahum
Jordan, of said township No. 21, is appointed
agent to superintend the expenditure of said
ern

Eggs.

coffee, but

common

Country Produce.

Creamery per ft..
•>»lry.25 9»t
Cheese.
Best factory (new) per ft.16318
Best dairy (new)..
Dutch (Imported).90
Neuf chalet.06

The price of
Chase & Sanborn's Seal Brand Coffee

have value without

On

Nainc of

Butter.

the best* Don't be deceived! You can't

assessment.

Craney, James
Chick, M lyiiaril
Giles, Ad cl be rt
Jordan, Anton
Jordan, Dana
Jordan, Fred estate of
Jordan, George C.

It declares that the

best is

ern

W**GBT8 Alt© MBASUBBf.

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
toundA, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
velgh 70 ooumla.
The standard weight of a bushei of potatoes,
n good order and tit for shipping, la hi pou
la;
>f apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of Deans In
rood ordor and lit for shipping. Is 03 pounds)f wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 60
[>ounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
Bounds; of carrots, Engllsn turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips,46 pounds;
>f barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
B pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
it Ellsworth.
Farmers can easily reckon from
:hese what they are likely to receive In trade
>r cash for thetr products.

proverb especially for

one

THERE
housekeepers*

6,647 *6,647 *179.47
The foregoing amount is to be expended ou
the eastern part of the connty road in said
township No. 10, which commences ala stake
marked **A” on the north side of said road
and extending to the west line of Cherryiield,
and Samuel N. Campbell, of Cherryiield, in
the county of Washington, is appointed
agent to superintend the expenditure of said

Valnation.
* 123

vet been devised that realised the
Ideal by bearing with absolute equity upoa
This fact, howall classes of property.
ever, will not deter vou from doing everything In your power to attain vo desirable
a result.
ever

Wkdnkidat, January 9, 1901.

and John P. Gordon, of Krankln, In said
county, is appointed agent to superintend the
expenditure of said assessment.
Ou township No. 10, eastern part, we assess
the sum of *179.47, as follows: Rate of taxation, .027 on a dollar. Valuation, *€ 347.
No.
ValName of owner.
acres, nation. Tax.
A.
&
Co.
Campbell,
8,700 *3.700
*99.90
Cook, At.11.
30
50
1.85
Bailey, J.
22
22
59
Downing, George
160
150
4 05
Nash, William M.
700
too
I8.90
Nash, William M., Bxec’r M0
960
2>.92
Nichols, R. 8.
600
600
16.20
Robertson, W. H.
260
260
70)2
8m»!l, Woodbury Est. of
155
l&ft
4.19
50
WlUey, M. & J.
50
1.35

No.

KI.I.SWORTH MARKKTH.

l.u-*2
_

$88.69
#21,973 #29,530
amount is to be expended on
the cornuv road in said township No. 33, and
John it. hhuman, of said township No. 33, is
wtppoiuted agent to superintend the expenditure o' said assessment.
It is hereby ordered that the foregoing assessments be published in the Kennebec Journal and in The Ellsworth American.
Ellsworth, Maine. December 18, a. d. 1900.
iCo. Comers
Nahcm Hinckley,
for
>
John P. Eldridoe,
Pkrky W. Kichardson, ) Hancock Co.
A true copy.
Attest:—Jonh F. Knowlton, Clerk.

Totals,
The foregoing

This

elegant 14k Hold Filled ERACELET
If not
Your money returned without

argument

EXCELSIOR NOVELTY WORKS,
"

for

only 93c.

entirely satisfactory.

Richmond, Me.

7

FlslomSTEED

Give Strutt
To Weak Blood

and Weak Nerves.
Dyspepsia.

who was sitting oat
ia front of 8 Jofffcouae, “there is some
malaria about here ’. “Do you suffer much
from itf” “I don’t suffer as much as I
useter. Wuen Dm havin’a chill I think
about how good an’ warm I’ll be when
the fever comes, an’ when I have the
fever I think about bow cool the chill
will be, an’ that way I manage to get
right smart o’ comfort.”

“Yea,”

Huid

the

Sleep.

mao

SMITH’S
GREEN MOUNTAIN
RENOVATOR.
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OF ELLSWORTH.

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

4

PUBLISH*®

A series of articles written especially for Tmk
Anknicam, bv Henry If. Hall, reviewing the
oonoi
past ami (U fining the present industrial
lion of the city, and discussing methods for Its
Improvement and devourment.

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.
AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
BY THE

the rate of
per year.
Advertising Rates— Are reasonable, and will
be made known on application.

Business communications should be addressed
lo, and all monev orders made payable to, Th*
Hancock County Publishing Co., Ells
worth. Maine.
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Legislative News of Interest to Hancock County Headers.
Senator Frye was renominated by ac-

within party lines, was committed to
candidate. Either of the distinguishtd citizens of the county who
■ought the appointment would have

,
:

I

j

done credit to the office and to the
The honor fell to Judce
county.
Chase, and is all the greater because

bedeve that there
will

was

secretary of the

members of the

the people of Hancock county to need
introduction, but it is fitting at this
time to give a brief review of his public career.
He was born in Bluehill

thirty-nine

He was eduyears ago.
cated at Bluehill academy, Westbrook

Hallowell academy and at
where he rema ned for a
while as a member of the class of ’84.
He studied law in the office of ChiefJustice Wiswell in Ellsworth, and was
admitted to the Hancock county bar
in 1888.
Since that time he has prac-

estimation.

caucus.

y
NV. P.

i

and represented his class
towns in the legislature in 1885. He
was a delegate to the republican convention at Sc. Louis in 1896.
He has

republican.

spite of the interruption of the
holidays, and of the unusually heavy
In

departments

of cotton

goods

better movement, though
speculation has depressed the price of
The
raw
material.
the
ordinary
measures of business continue to make

j

j

lgrt&Lii vxng

that

Psrt of

a

“had

Hill

tuoa

I

be

office
by
Hamlin of the Senate, and delivered
m
of
Sento
convention
bis message
j >ltil
ate and House. Tbe message is printed
oath of

w

alcb

whs

Mdministered

j

in

full

in

this issue of The American.
THE COMMITTEES.

The joint standing committees, and the
standing committees of tbe House and
Senate, were announced Thursday. Han-

j

county’s delegation
disposition of favors

cock
tbe

has fared well in

waul that

it

not

j

j

nearly all tbe valuable
certainty we have In Haucock
buildiug stones,
county tbe best of
granite, without end, in sight at least.
1 tit- utalory of buiuiiug operations (.as
beeu tbe same tbe wor.d over.* Wood ttttl
for

a

community

its

size can

c

of

io

lupins

of

is

a

S.

county’s grand
T.

eightieth
Tapley is only
his

and

Rocky

thing to find after you
England ml you reach the
There is

mountains.

wPe, j
of it along

to Ini stooud suiii’.

hard

a

leave New

old

pAatiug

re

■

Granite is

Tap ey
Dea.
Hrooksville.

Dca.

West

celebrated

j

beat this record.
Hancock

more or

AppHlscuhtu chant,

the

Tapley | is nil remote from the coast.
birthday last weight aud small proportional
1

less

hut

Its

it

great

value prerail, white

three naonti a
week; Mrs.
vent Us
transportation by
They have been marrfed fifty- i from places lu sight of Ellsworth it cau
three years, living ali tnat time in their he tluictd from the
quarry to the oceanpresent home.
going vessel. Think of lue markets w ith>Ounger.

bl

mHoiua

in reach

equation

corre-

steamboat

capital
steamship lines

of

a

*1,200,000,

to

com-

j

! name.

According

I the

company

!

new

tion«*

to

me

will

no

of

present

commence

Labor

is

another

labor.

discovery aud application of Bteam

It made the bare aud barren
British Isles tbe “workshop of tbe
world”, aud they have remained so until
this day, but there are slgus arising that
there is “another Richmond in tbe field”.
It is believed aud published by tbe lead*

between

company is a new one, and has
nection with the former line*

production.

tion.

operate

New York, Portland, Bingor. Bar Harbor, St. John, N.
The
Yarmouth and Halifax, N. S.
j B

j

de-

power made one man equal to more than
filly before. It revoiutiouiked produc-

pany of New York has been incorporated
with

of

perform

will

New York steamboat line

The Manhattan

business is

Have we that to adgreater one.
vantage? I think so. Labor, as ban beeu
said, is not confined to burnau beings—
less so now* than ever and constantly
growing less. Force, power of any kind,
Tbe

! again!

The

aud

spend* nt* has picked pansies recently.
Here’s that

of it then?

pressed just now from various causes, but
it cannot always be so.
but materials are only one factor lu the

fairly fresh, while the leave*
Down

green as In the summer.
at Bartlett’s Island another of our
were as

con-

lug minds of the industrial world that
the reign of steam is over. That the days
of generating j.ow«r by steam from com-

that
pians

opera-

bustion of fuel—as

in March.

a

stationary power at

drawing to a cloae; tout this
costly.
Toe coining power is believed to be
Water power was in use
water power.
long before steam, but up to vithin about
ten years it couid only be used substanle^st— are

Lei’s

not

say

on

the

j

re-

anything niore flas

! about there being only one mule in Hanc.K-k county.
Last week East Sullivan
I
c almed the only mule; Ibis week West
! Frank.,r, puts in a hid for the honor;
i ainl up at the bead of Branch pond there’s
! nnottier. If this sort of thing keeps on
! the rest of the State will begin to think
Hancock county is full of mules. Let’r
not try to find (hat solitary jackass,
either, list our earn be dulled by the din
of braying from all parts of the couuty.

J

now

become loo

]

1

4.

Castine.

925

987

Cranberry Isle*.
Dedham.
Deer Isle.

374

330

327

3M

2,047

3 422

248

CERTAIN inatrumer t purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of
Frances E. * iliarrt, late of Evanston. in the
Cook, aud state ut Illinois, decounty of
ceased. and ol the probale thereof in Mid
Ward 2.
state of Illinois, dulv aut hr mica ted, having
1,037
been presented to the )adg« of nr«bate for
Ward 3.
M7
our said county of Hancock for lb* purpose
Ward 4.
400
ol being allowed
filed and recorded in the
probate court of our said county of Hancock.
Ward 5.
1,014
Ordered: Tnat notice thereof be given to
Franklin.
1,201
1,264 all persona inu rested therein, by publishing
of tbit rder three weeks successively
Gouldsboro •. 1,250
1,709 aiucony
the KlUvortb American, a newspaper
900
Hancock.
1,190 printed at Ell worth. In said county of Han208 cock. prior to the fifth day of February,
Isle au Haul.
182
a.
d.
1901. that they
rnsv
appear at
Umuim.
594
726 a probate court then to be held at Bucksport.
in
and
for
said county of Hancock, at ten
;
174
132
Long Island plantation....
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
218
Mariaville.
271 I any they have, against the same.
O. P CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Prohat*.
Ml. Desert. 1 600
1,355
; A true copy. Attest:—'Cuaa. P. Douk, Register.
Orland. 1 251
1,390

Oti*.
Penobscot.
No. 7 plantation.
No. 8 plantation.
No. 21 plantation......
No. 33 plantation.

152
1,156

1,313

28

53

17

31

58

63

82

112

Sedgwick.

902

1,012

Sorrento *.

117

Stonlngton...
|.
Surry.

1.648
1,034

Sullivan

Island......
Tremont.
Trenton...
Verona.
Waltham.
Winter H»r»H»r ^
Township 10.
Swan’*

..

900

239

758

632

2,010

2 036

459

528

234

323

192

242

19

i'o

28

25
136

relatively scarce aud generally remote; fuel was plenty, aud under the advantages recited, of manufacturing in
large centres, steam-power drove water-

Butter Inland x.
Eagle Island x...
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were

power
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wall.

tue

changed by

me

engineering,

this

developments

and

transportation.

Ait

the

The

in

has

decreased

waterfall

cost of

uo«v

3
10

m«>

26
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Hancock county. 37,241

been

electrical

♦

Included Winter H rl*or in 1N9C.
Part of Sullivan In 1m90.
|| Included Sorrento In trtW
5 Pattof (loul'hbum in INd
x .Nut wtudn limit •» of any town or

bill, the result was a
triumph for Maine’s congresdelegation.

merits of the
sional

MAINE’S GRAND Old)

MAN.

committees on mercantile affairs and in Hancock county, sparsely settled at
i that time, witb'n a radium of four cr five
insu-anee, and reform pci o’.
Dodge, of Brookiir, is on joint com- 1 miles, born in the last year of the eighmittees on commerct, ai d mints and teenth
cuit ary,
were
three
persons

mining.

destined

to

live

to

see

the

t.tmendou*.

;

world”

must

Tue
inoVo.

“workshop

England,

of

the

With her

population and earlier developed
had the advantage of
us
under steam power.
We are vastly her
superior in water power. For causes that
□ ted
not be explained, the wages of
dense

coal

twentieth

fh.ida,

plantation.

State

«>r omo, city or Toledo,
1.UCA8 lOtlNTI,
|***
PRANK .). Ciikkry make* ••nth* that he t*enlor partner nf the linn of K. J Cmkk»Y &
Co, doing t»tndn**« iii the CUv of Toledo, Coon
ly aud Slate afore-aid, and that aakl firm will
lay the sum of ONE BUN DUE i» DOLLIES
for each aim every case of Caukkii that can
not be cured by the u«*> of NaLl’e Catarrh
Cork.
frank j. ciiknky.
Sworn to before roe and *ub*cribed In mv
presence, this eth day of Decemiter, a- d. IMS.
A. W.
Notary Public.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure i« taken Internally, and
acts directly on the (food and mucous surfaces
of the system. Se« d fur te^ilmoidaL, free
K J. L'HKNaY A CO.. Toledo, O.
Sold by DrugRUtH. 75c.
Hall’s Family Pill» am tbo best.

“{

GLEASON,

__

Fellows is on tbe joint commit'ees <n century.
legal affairs; the joint select committee
1
on
governor’s mesaage, pnd the job t Postmaster Humor, Somesvllle, Dead. human labor in England are lower than
Nbiny-Eight Years.
!
matter
at
HomesJonathan
Hamor,
poat
committee tn councilor!*’ apperin the United Slates.
With this adEx-United States Senator James W. aptcial
ville for the past thirty years, died last
mem.
tioi
vantage and her advantage under the
Bradbury died at his home in Augusta
aged
seventy-one years.
Hodgkins, of Lamoine. is on joint com- Wednesday,
reign of steam, she has bteu able to more
JFor Salt.
Sunday, at the age of ninety-eight years
He ahn one of the prominent and esmittee on mercantile affairs and insurthan bold her own with us in manuand seven months. Mr. Bradbury was the
teemed men of the community. He had
Horae Power gasolene enance.
woollen
cloth—for
instance—
71*
facturing
oldest living ex-senator of the United
J^NGINE—A
-A
carried on a general store there for many
gine. Can be seen running in my shop
for our own markets and our own people.
Stevens, of Bluebill, is on joint com
daily. Isaac L. Hopukish, Ellaworth Me.
States. He was born in ParsonsUeld, June
was
a
of
the
and
He
justice
peace,
mittee on University of Maine, and House years.
Will she be able to do so much longer?
1802, and graduated from Bowdoin colhad held town office*.
committee on bills in third reading.
Not if the reasoning here followed is
JFotmV.
leg* In the famous class of 1825. Among
correct. Every year tbe factor of mere
Scammon, of Franklin, is on tbe joint
the ^embers were Henry VV. Longfellow,
“The blood la the life.’* Science has never human labor
baud grip.^on'lIigh^L^Own*on
shore fisheries, Indian
committees
loss
and
grows
machinery GRIP—Small
JosiSb S Little, Horatio Bridge, Jonathan
goiu iH?yomi that staple statement of scripture.
er can have same by calling at 2 Dean
affairs and library.
But it has illuminated that statement and given greater iu production. Tbe whole trend St., Ellaworth.
Cilley, Nathaniel Hawthorne, John S. C.
wit the Increasof Deer I*le, has one of tbe it a meaning ever broadening
of events is in oar favor.
Spofford,
Abbott and George B. Cheever.
ing breath of knowledge. When the blood is
coveted places on tbe joint judiciary com- **b<v or impure it Is not alone the body which
So much for generalizations on this
After bis graduation be taught school
Spfiial NffttttS.
The brain Is also
suffers through disease.
mittee.
head; now for its specific application;
for a time and then studied law, beginning
clouded, the mind and judgment are affected,
of Mt. Desert, is on tbe joint
Somes,
and nunv an evil deed or Impure thought mav
NOTICE.
has a water power of her own.
practice in Augusta seventy years ago. select committee on Maine year book be d'rectly traced to the impurity of the blood. Ellsworth
annual
______________________

Ex-Senator

Itradbury Bead

at

Age of

For several years he was a partner of the
Hon. Lot M. Morrill. In 1846 he was
a candidate for United States senator, and
beat the late Hon. Hannibal Hamlin by a
in
very small margin. He took his seat
March, 1847. In the Senate at that time
were Webster,
Ulay, Calhoun, Benton,
Cass, Hayne. Donglas, Seward, Chase and
others of great distinction.
Mr. Bradbury was elected on the board
of’"overseers of Bowdoin college in 1846.
His wife was the daughter of the Ute
Thomas Smith. She died several years ago.
One son survives him, Charles Bradbury,
of Boston. Mr. Bradbury was always a
democrat until 18116, when he voted for
Palmer and Buckner. He did not vote in
1*00.
late

joint special committee on legislative apportionment.
Vogell, of Castine, is on tbe joint com-

and tbe

mittees

on

towns and claims.

GOSSIP.

John D. Buck, son of Senator Buck, ol
Orland, is one of the pages of the Senate,
Judge Chase, of (Jov. Hill’s council, It
committees:
on
the following council
State prison and pardons; taxation and
expenditures; State beneficiaries and

pensions; public instruction; military
affairs; payroll; visiting committee to
insane hospitals.

meeting of the Ellaworth Loan
great one, but larger and better for rpHE
and Building Association, for the elecJL
reasons, I think, than is generally tion of officers, will he held on Monday evenrealized even by our own people, and first ing, Jan. 21, 1901, at 7.3u, at the rooms of the
First National Bank.
I want to oall attention to the scarcity of
Henky W. Cushman, Sec’y.
really good, accessible water powers.
ness.
CARD OP TUAN KB.
There can be no water falls except
Free—Dr. Pierce’s Common Sense Medical
where tbe land rises to a considerable ■\1TE, the undersigned, husband and family
Adviser, 1,008 pages, 7C0 Illustrations, Is Bent
of the late Mrs. Bewail Marks, wish to
v?
of
to
free on receipt of stamps
defray expense
height in going up stream, for otherwise ex tires* In a few heartfelt words our deep grail
mailing only. Send 21 one cent stamps for pa- there will uot
to the many kind friends for their belli
only be no fall, but what tude
per covers, or 31 stamps for cloth, to Dr. K. V.
aud sympathy In our sore trouble and bt reave
N.
Y.
more necessary, there will be no waterPierce, 661 Main Street, Buffalo,
;
ment, through the tea'. Illness of our beloved
shed. There is no point along the entire wife and mother. We wish also to thank the
ladles of the W. R. corps for their beautiful
Co 3Lrt.
Gulf and Atlantic coasts from Mexico to floral offering.
Bewall a Marks,
Della M. Marks.
New York city, where the land rises as
Charles a. Marks,
,'TOBE— Booms—first floor ana biwmentM. Eva Hinckley.
O in Masonic block on State street, until high as an ordinary building until you
8. Everett Marks,
recently occupied by the Hancock County get back miles and miles from tbe coast
cliptum 8. Marks.
Publishing Co. Inquire of Jobs B. Kidman, into
the foothills of the Appalachian
Bluehtll, Dec 31,19U0.
agent, in same building.
Not

No one can l>e well balanced in mind and body
No one can have a
who*e blood Is Impure.
wholesome and pure life unless the blood is
Foul blood can be made pure by the use
pure
of I>r. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery.
When the blood is pure, body and brain are
alike healthy and life becomes a dally happi-

a

several

I

In the District Court of the United States for
the District of .Maine.
»
In the matter of
Ecoikxk D. Kicmaboson, [ /n Bankruptcy.

)

Bankrupt.

To the creditors of Eugene D. Richardson, of
Mount Desert, in the county of Hancock,
and district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
is hereby giveu tnat on the
Mb day of January, a. d. lfcil, the said
Eugene D. Richardson was duly adjudged a
bankrupt upon petition filed in aaid court
by him on the 2d day of January, a. d. 1901,
and that the first meeting of his creditors will be held at No. 20 Htate street, Ellsworth, Hancock county, Maine, on the 2Mh
day of January, a. d. 1901, at ten o’clock iu
the forenoon, at which lirue the said creditors
may attend, Drove their claims, appoint a
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
such other business as may prooerly come before said meeting.
Joi*« B. Kkdmam,
Jan. 7. 1*01.
Referee in Bankruptcy.

N’OTICE

i

|
(
J!

ihe b*« been duly
of
'.he estate of

appointed ad minisWilliam D.
Eden, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bond* a* the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estale of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indented
thereto are requested to make pay ment imMinot* a. BtrstiY.
mediately.
January 3, 1901.
truttix
■ate of

subscriber hereby gives notice that
be has been
37,312 rpi!E
X
duly appointed administrator of the estate of

the

distinct

j!

671

75

itself.

V

1.379
986

Township 39.

fail

wale*

one.

Eden.
Ellsworth.

Waterfalls

at the

HTATE OF MAINE
ILscock as.—At a probate court held at
Ellsau.'th, iu and for aaid county of ifaucock,
in the year
on the third day of January
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and

246
1 946
4.379
4 297
4,804
Ward 1.
1,279

East brook.

12

tially

B*ni*or han a centenarian, Mrs. Mary
Cunning barn, but Hancock county can

175]

win.tup 22.
Township 28.
T«wn*Mp32...

be scores of miles away and the power
joint committee
on State prisons,
joint select comm't* claim her as a native. She was born July j conducted over a wire. Still the distance
The Burleigh reapportionment bill,
tee on Maine year book ; the joint s* ecial 4. 1800, at Sedgwick, jus- across Eggs* is limited, because me wire leaks power
under which Maine will retain her committee on legislative apportionment,
moggin Beach from i>er I«>, where live j and it is of considerable expense while
membership of four in the national nnd tbe Senate committee on engro**-d Hancock county’s two centenarians— ! tbe cost of transportation is couaUully
House
yesterday by blits
Nathaniel Robbins ami Salome Sellers.; tailing.
House, passed the
Tne pos>ibilitiee lbat flow from this are
a vote of 165 to 102.
Burrilf, of EMswo-tb, is on the joint | It is a remarkab'e coincidence that here
Apart from the

Senator Buck is

-—

may inmetals, but

only

I*i the little c immunity of 100 people at
aud while it la easily aud cheaply proLike wood, n part of E 'lawortb, there are
cured aud then stone or brick, heretofore,
seve.i persons whose ages aggregate 585
ITOU.
IViill
iicau
1,1
LVi: jdutliuu
UuA
Our
Lsaewootl
correspondent j
years.
Oar cuumry is rapidly filling up with
of
wants to know what other

S*i.> !

Tbu~sday Gov. John F.

some

elude

con-

chain,

watch

sh

O

Pres.

a

ojouuiva.

duck

a

brass”.

is

They

ferred to earlier.

re-

large brass tack, looks and eyes and
ngie nail, were found in her crop.

a

CON V ENES

annual settlements in all lines of business, the new year opens with indications of further progress, says Dun's i benefited.
Review. It is a relief in iron and steel,

there is

siderable

*eu.‘ ive

hat we have so speedy an adjournment as may
ie consl-ient with the fulfillment of ourdu'ies
We mu t give the matters whatever time may l»e
Let us
necessary, but let us not waste time.
lave full and fres discussion, but prompt action
in that way our duties may be well performed
within a r«-a»ouab e time.
Relying upon your wisdom and upon the good
iudfl-ment which 1 knowtou all nos.-ess. I none
ta ly adjournment; and that
we fha I have an
when we do adjourn we shall have so conducted
ourselves that we shall have kindness and affection for each other, and shall have the common
belief that by our efforts the Stale has been truly

Bluehill,

some

Goodwin, of West Sullivan,

cently dressed

council, C. II. Preset tt, Biddeford; C. S.
C. A e-.lgewood,
Cook, Portland; M.
Lewiston; W. T. Haines, Walerville; F.
E. Chase, Bluehill; H. W. Mayo, Hamp
den; and D. A. li. Powers, lloulton.

:onslderation of legislation which apparently
will occupy a very large portion of your tin e
it the coming session, 1 urge you to be guided
ay principles of sound economy aud an earnest
ieslre to equalize the burdens of taxation.
It is difficult to predict how long this session
nay last. 1 apprehend ills the wish of you all

to

yet fill to good purpose.
Our mineral resources have beeu

We are Assembled here to legislate for the
Ta'k of New England weather! The
whole State, and to enact laws equal and just to
individuals and corporations, the rich ami tl e ! American’s
South
Deer
Isle
corre|H>or alike. Let us not forget at the same time, I
picked blooming pansies in the
spoudent
hat we are the servants of the people, that we
They were somewhat
sold the interests of the State in trust, and that oi en garden Jan 4
the wor»e for the heavy frost of the day
;he people will look to us to see that our duties
In the before, but the colors were bright and the
is trustees are faithfully performed.

seminary,
Bowdoin,

well as some of the textile markets,
that tension has not developed with
There is no lack of
respect to labor.
oontracts offered at steady prices in
the country’s leading industry; In

«*x

adapted

cloth-weaving looms;
and the light and porous sycamore for
Our beech is a peculiarly
tobacco boxes.

know

LEGI8LATIRE

against such worthy opponents.
Judge Chase is too well known to

particularly

Sam's

The seventiet U legislat ure of the State
of Maine convened last Wednesday.
Iu the Senate, according to programme,
Senator Hamlin, of Ellsworth, was elected
president, no votes being cast against him.
Mr. Hamlin, in taking the cnair uddrt saed
the Senate briefly. He aaid in part:

won

states,
was

as

_

joint republican caucus j Now the Hancock county towns
of i just how big they are in Uncle
evening.
8pofford,

Smith, Augusta;

no

southern

grained,

Wednesday
Isle,

J

trees, two of
grow in our
but heavy and close-

woods

porting

j

will

use

W. Allen, late of Berry, In said
deceased. A certain instrument purto he the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Lydia J. Allen, tha
executrix therein named.
Heth Tisdale, late of Ellsworth, in said
mighty streams so as to escape disaster in county, deceased. The fourth and final acH. Hinckley, surviviuK execthese floods Is so great that It appals. couut of Rufus
utor of the last will and testament of said
Moreover all that region, as well as the Heth Tisdale, deceased, rendered by Frances
K. Hinckley and Rufus H. Hiuckley. Jr., execgreat interior plain on the other aide of utors
of the last will o' Rufus H. lfinckley.
the watershed, is a limestone region, and deceased.
Pbebe K. Hmallidge. late of Ml. Deset, In
limestone will not stand water, the founFirst account of L.
said county, deceased
dation* are necessarily of limestone, and Belle Hmallidge. administratrix or the estate
filed
for
settlement.
said
deceased,
secure
of
mad^
he
course
can
of
while
they
Eva B. Hinckley, late of Ed an, in said counSecond account of Frank
by sinking them deep enough, the dan- ty, deceased.
when
imminent
Hinckley, executor of the estate of said deger is great and always
ceased. riled tor settlement.
water*
these mighty torrents of muddy
Marv E. tiriodal, late of Penobscot, In said
First account of A. W.
The Austin demon county, deceased.
are at their height.
administrator of the estate of said deKing,
the Colorado river in Texas cost more ceased. Hied tor settlement.
Charles II Davis and Percival W. Dsvis,
It was built of solid
than fl.000.000.
minors and children of Charles fl. Davis, late
granite from the foothills of the Rockie**. of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock, deFirst account of Ernest L. Curtis,
It went out last year in the first great ceaocd
guardian of said minors, filed for settlement.
freshet, two years after It was finished.
Heth Webb, late of Deer Isle, lu said couuNeither of these drawhsok* exists on j ty, deceased. First account of Charles H. H.
Webb, executor of the will of said deceased,
Our rock* will stand wat-r or filed for settlement.
our river.
He wall B. Hwaxey, late of Bucksport. in said
anything elae. and our lakes prevent any
county, deceased. First account of Edward
freshet, besides furnishing natural reser- * Hwaxey and Harsh P. Hwaxey, surviving execvolrs for the storage of water supply In utors of the will of said deceased, hied for
settlement
the dry months. Doubtless these great
RrnrM Wllllim Trsrv. Isle of Douldsboro.
southern and iuterior powers will be in said county, deceased. Petition by I Aura
A. Tracy, widow of aaid deceased, for an alu*cd, but the best anywhere for the pur- lowance out of the personal estate of Mid deceased.
poses will be taken first.
(r<ore* W. Kersey, an Insane person, of
[TO BK GONTINCKD ]
Long Island plantation, in said county. Petition presented by Laura E Nice, guardian
of said ward, for license to aell or lease cerCOUNTY POPULATION.
tain real estsie of said ward.
Emery Dodge, late of Hedgwick, in said
Petition filed by Pascal H.
county,deceased.
Hancock
Town*
Detailed Figure* of
Friend, administrator *f the estate of Mid
deceased, for license to sell the whole of the
from Recent Census.
real estate of said deceased.
The following figure* show the populaCharles II Davis and Perctv*l W. Davis,
tion of Hancock county by towns, from minors and children of Charles H. Davis, late
of Ellsworth, in the county ,»f Hancock, dethe recent census return*. The figure* of ceased. Petition filed by Ernest L. Curtis,
guardian of ssid minor*, for license to sett
1S90 census are given for comparison.
snd convey certain resi estate of said minors.
9»4
375,
Amherst.
Prudence W. Hieven*, late of FrankUn, iu
152
•aid county, deceased. A certain instrument
Aurora.
the last wilt and testament
portion to
put
Bi'iebtll. 1.828
1.980 of Prudence
W. fittrena, late of Franklin, In
KW
Brook Hn.
1,046 said county, deceased ptr*eutcd by Wm. W.
Hr «gdon, on- of »he flWlt'irt therein nsmed.
1310:
Brookavi’lr. 1171
u.
wU.^.d.NuUAa. euags o» said court.
2 921
2.339
A true copy. Attest.—< a* **•. P. Doss. Register.
BucKsport.
countv.

j

persimmon

useless

as

clamation at the
Deer

special

some

C*«eorge

j

surely

it will

make shuttles for

Hancock county's share of the State
pension money for the past year was
*4-164.

The ether nominations were as follows:
county, is receiving
Secretary of State, Byron Boyd, Augusta;
on all sides.

as

finally—and

to

and

orange

about

COUNTY GOSSIP.

STATK 80LONS.

congratulations
State treasurer, Orarnandai Smith, LitchDuring the progress of the interest- field; attorney-general, George M. Spiding race for the appointment, The ers, Portland; State assessor, F. M.
American, in accordance with its Simpson, Carmel; State printer, C. B.
policy of taking no sides in contests Burleigh, Augusts; S ate binder, H E

been a

j

a. m.

ticed law In Bluehill. For eight years
he has been judge of the Western
Hancock municipal court.
He has
also been postmaster and selectman of

promuch finished

be hit upon. Instances of this were the
discovery that the wood of the usage,

Col. H. E. HAMLIN, ELLSWORTH, PRESIDENT MAINE SENATE.

m.

Chase.
Judge E. E. Chase, of Bluehiil, who,
as announced in The American last
week, was the successful candidate
for member of the executive council

always

material

our

Councillor

Hancock

as

woods

finished

found by someone if looked for with
sufficient earnest.ness—an adaptation of

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY" 9, 1901.

from

but

as

constant wat «h should be
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hard

our

only

be
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on
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kind,

some

possible.
To this end

kept by
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as

see

hands not

our

ducts of
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ser-

and labor for the later transformations.
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MOON’S PHASES.
7ft3
jaNew
*± p. m.
WMoon

of their

ought to yield. That is generallycaptured by those who furnish the capital

i. _L° 111?

21;22 ^3

ma-

raw

vices

14; 15il6 T7iT8|l9

20

great

importance

that the

portions

|T|T

the

terials, iron, wood, cotton, wool and
leather, tn their primary stages, m the
great majority of cases, do not reap a
reward that measure* up to the full pro-

1901
Fr.

of

producers

The

Su. Mo. Tu. Ws. Th.

from the wharves where ocean
can be had, and our lowest and
best fall is washed by the tide Itself.
Far enough in the interior, back from
the coast, the southern state* rivers furnish enormous powers, it is true, and in
have
very large numbers, but these rivers
ss
no lakes and rise suddenly In volume
much as twenty-five, forty and even sixty
The expense of harnessing these
feet.
mile*

No. IV,
Before leaving the subject of bard
woods, it would not be out of order, perhaps, to call attention to an economic
proverb well known, of course, to every
one, but to important as to call for frequeut mention lost it be by chance overlooked: that raw material, as such, seldom briugs prosperity to its possessors.

Subscription Price—$2.00 a year; $1.00 for
§lx months; 50 cents for three months; if
pant strictly In advance, $1.50, 75 and 38 cents
respectively. All arrearages are reckoned af

JANUARY

persons interested In either of the estate* hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth. In and
for the county of Hancock, on the third
day of January, a. d 1901.
r|1H» following matter having been preX sented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all person* interested,
by causing a copy of this order to he published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they msy ap
be held at Buckspear at a probate court to
nort. In said county, on the fifth day of
February, a. d 1901. at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard th*.reon i 1 they see

To all

freights

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rollins, Editor and Manager.

1901

legal Netirtt.

mountains, and the whole Interior of the
United State*, from the Appalachian*
to the Rocky mountain*, is a low plain.
The New England rivers not only come
tumbling down from an elevation of hundred* of feet within « comparative?; short
distance, but in the case of our river, the
entire power is within a distance of two

INDUSTRIAL CONDITIONS

$ t)c U: Uswortli American.

Hamuel J. Candage.
laic of Uiueniil. In the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All person* having demands against the estate of said deceased ate desired to
present
the same for settlement, snd all indebted
thereto arc requested «•* make payment immediately.
UfiiAL L. i.i.'iUAOtc.
January 3, mi.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
»he has been duly appointed adminisX
tratrix of the estate of Irving W Hasiam,
late
of
in
Amherst,
the
of
county
H oicock. deceased and given bonds as the
law
directs.
All
depersons having
mand*
against the estate of said deceased are desired to
present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested u> make payment immediately.
December 4, 1990.
Amamiu K. Haslam.

rf1£2E

subscriber hereby
rJ"lHE
1
he has been dulv

give* notice that
appointed adminof Clara B. Ordway, late
county of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
Ad persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired to
present
the same for settlement, aud all Indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imilKKBKHt O. JOHNSON.
mediately.
January 3, 1901.
istrator of the estate
of Sullivan, in the

rrHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
X
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of Almond E. Eitabrook,
late of Bulltvao, in the
county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desir-ed to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
tnereto are requested to make payment imWalt km B. Ektabkook.
mediately.
January 3,1901.
THB subscriner hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminisX.
trator of the estate of Elisabeth H.
Emery,
late of Bucksport, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate

of said deceased sre desired to
present the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make

payment immediately.
January 3, 1901.Jamb* B Kmkrv.

subscriber
npHE
X.
he has been

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed administrator of the estate of Jefferson H. Ha«lem,
late of Waltham, in the
county of Handeceased, and given bonds as the
law directs.
All persons having demands
against the estate of sdid deceased are desired
to present the same for
settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
immediately. Beunabo B. J ALLISON.
January 3. lam,

f00*,

Jot Salt.
fr^ICYCLB—A first-class,
X.J

1W0 model.
agreat bargain.
office.

List

at

brand new wheel,
Will be sold at
#80.

Inquire at Thi Amkrican

2Drt)rrtissrmrat*.

CITY

Thousands, Have Kidney Trouble
How To Find Oot.
bottle or common glass with
your
water and let It stand
twenty-'cur hours; a
sediment or settling indicates an
-a unhealthy
condition of the kidneys; If it stains
your linen it is
evidence of kidney trouble; too
frequent deslro to
pass It or pain in
the back is also
convincing proof that the kidneys and bladder are out of order.
a

the

What to Do.

There is comfort In the
knowledge so
often espressed. that Dr. Kilmer s
SwampRoot, the great kidney remedy fulfills
every
wish In curing rheumatism,
pain in the
back, kidneys, liver, bladder and
every part
of the urinary passage. It corrects
Inability
to hold water and
scalding pain In passing
tt, or bad effects following use of
liquor,
wine or beer, and overcomes that
unpleasant
necessity cf being compelled to go often
during the day, and to get up many times
during the night. The mild and the estraordlnary effect of Swamp.Root is soon
realized. It stands the highest for Its wonderful cures of the most
distressing cases.
If you need a medicine you should have the
best. Sold by druggists in 50c. andjl. sizes.
You may have a sample bottle of this
wonderful
K'tT'
discovery
and a book that tellsa»TrVvfagf^r!:;JHSh
more about It. both sent
j
absolutely free by mall,
address Dr. Kilmer &
n„n» or s-wnp-Rooa
Co., Binghamton, N. Y. When writing men- ;
Uon reading this generous offer in this paper.
__

j

subject

of

much discussion

so

of

means

have

to

unless

that

assessments

sewer

have

others

compelled
ROLLS

Piano to
As fine

a

e.\n
a

anything

TKACHKliS*

ROLL OP

Contingent,

.Jewsharp.

dealer In all kinds of

4

Frwk. ntt, Smoked ui Dry

f

FISH.

A

Campbell A True Bldg., East Rod
KLLSWmiril, MK.

School,

W

Higgins,

Curtis,

IIS.Jones,
Charles K Higgins,

A nrizfi

Fire

dept.

y
High school,

A) POULTRY.
Davis’s Market, Ellsworth.

Subscribe for The AMERICAN.

Nahum Flood,
.John A Hale,
I L Hodgkins,
A M Foster,
A W Curtis,
Charles A Joy,
Charles W Gerry.

Allyn A Bacon,
Maine Insane hospital,
Mrs Joslah Williams,
Timothy Donovan,
Senator Hale Hose Co,
Simon Cake,
Stratton A Weacott,
K K Doyle,

Bridge, O

for

party of

a

Saturday

near me when all else Is from me
drifting,
Karth, sky, home’s picture, days of shade and
shine.
And kindly faces to my own uplifting

through heaven’s green

#

Thy peace.

Emery O. Frazier

00

5K»

Miss Lulu M. Rollins, with her friends
Miss E-tella Ray, Ernest Ray and Granville Tate,
from
Mouth-of-the-River,

|

spent Sunday

j Chester A. Frost is visiting friends and
! relatives here. Mr. Frost’s injured arm is
getting along nicely, and he expects to
the employ of the Maine Central
j enter soon.
again

Water,

light,

John Brady,
E Bonsey A Son,
Wlggln A Moore,
Charles I We»c«,
Ellsworth Water Co,
Total.

r

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Starkey have gone to

everyhqdy
>»
t

her^ last week

was

she

the

on

few

ft

broadcast

weeks
over

the lines

value

the

them into

of

fill

W H

books,

always luen completely It st.
clips her lines from papers
with other names attached. Mrs. Carrey
i«a widow, and resides with tier oident
living son in Galesburg, with hut little
she

tlie

on

out to

which

has

her

taken

as

the

of

author

______________

Native of Amherst Dead.

William H. Roberts, of Bangor, one of
the best-known traveling salesmen in
Maine, died Friday after an illness of four
weeks.

Roberts

Mr.
herst

born

was

in

Am-

years ago; at one
conductor on the Bangor

thirty-seven

tuue he
street

was a

railway, resigning that position to

become connected with the

Bragg

& Cum-

mings Co., with which firm he remained
until he became the Maine representative
of

lie

cigar bouse, with which he
the time of his death,

southern

a

associated at

was

was

Red

Fellows,

member of the Odd

a

Men, New England Order of ProtecMaine

tion and the Eastern

Travelers’

Association.
Besides

wife

his

Henry Roberts;

he

three

leaves

a

father,

brothers,

Charles

of

and

Emery
Howard,
Lynn,
Roberis, of Waterville, and four sisters,
of
Mrs. Ausley Barnes,
Waterville, Mrs.
Preston H. Hunt, of Brockton, Mrs. Fred
H. Bagley, of Bangor, and Mrs. Charlrs D.
Wolff, of Chicago.
A. and

1 80

y‘‘

Oak Point.

Alice

Miss

\

Gray

has

gone iuto

the

j grocery business.

17 ftO

Lila

Misses

8 8fl

shall

> 8ft

are

Meader and

visiting

Bernice Mar-

friends here.

a

so

3utl
137 fto
1000 0(1

j
i

Hood's Pills

Ills, Biliousness, InEasy to take, easy to

Liver

Headache.
j digestion,2.V.—
Advt.

I o|*«rate.

II 15
11 22
Hancock. 11 2«
Franklin Road. 11 .it
Wash’gton-lc .; 11 4«
ELLSWORTH .i 71 53
Ellsworth Falls. Ml 68
Nlcolln. tli 12
Green Lake. M2 22
Lake House.
Holden. tl2 38
Brewer June.
12 58
Bangor, Ex. St... ! 1 05
1 10
BANGOR, M.C.

80
>50
'58
>03
17
27

t

..

;p.

5
9

Portland........
Boston.

42
02
09
15

m.
35
05

k.

50
25

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
M.l

IP.

Boston.

A.

7 00

Portland.

M.

9 00
P. M.
19 40

11 00
A. M. A. M
6 00
9 80
6 05 9 86

BANGOR.
Bangor, Ex. St.

4 50
4 65
Brewer Junction.
6 12| 9 42 5 02
Holden. t6 31 M0 04 f® 24
Lake IIou»c.: t« 41:rift || |5 8i
Greet. Lake.
6 49 tlO 21
5 41
Nlcolln
»« 59'tlO 31 f5 61
Ellsworth Falls
7 U\ 10 40 0 05
ELLSWORTH
7 18 10 52 0 10
.| 7 JioflO 68 f0 2ft
Wash'gton Jc
Franklin Road.
f7 HN 11 07 0 29
Hancock—
r; 49 11 17 f0 89
7 68 11 22 0 43
Waukeag, 8. Fy.
8 00' 11 80
Mt.Desert Ferry.
0 60
8 *»,..
Sullivan.
8 501.
Sorrento...
BAR HARBOR.! 9 30 12 80 7 85
..

4

1

I

notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, wltn through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boston and St. John.
Tickets for All Points South and Watt
on sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket ofic««
on

signal

or

Ellsworth.
ard
Mrs

Passengers are requested to procure tickets
before entering the train, and especially Ells*
worth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vlco-Pres. and Gen’l Manager,
F. E. BOOTHBY. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag*t-

Mrs
and

RccHaid, Blnelull & Osworth SteamMQL

and
and
Mrs

vl

daughter.

VRR1KH.

Stoning ton.

DIKI).

-.

»nd Bangor
Co.
BLUE HILL LINE.
Steamer “Juliette” will leave Rockland Saturday, Nov 24, and thereafter through the winter
season, every Wednesday and Saturday upon
arrival of steamer from Boston for Dark Har*
bor, Little Deer Isle, fSouth llrooksvllle, SarDeer Isle. Sedgwick. Brooklin, South
tluehlll, Bluehlll, Surry ami Ellsworth
Returning, will leave Surry at 7 o'clock (stage
front Ellsworth at h 00
in), every Monday ami
Thursday, making above landings and connecting at Rockiaml with steamer tor Boston.
lu Connection

with

Boston

St eft in ship

fenivlllt;,

«

Flag Landing*.
f Land Saturday going East and Monday returning.
This company will not hold Itself responsible
for delay-arising from accidents or other unavoidable causes.
O. A. ( Uot KKTT,
Manager. Rockland, Me.
Passengers wishing to take tin Pont will leave
word at Moon’s stable, Ellsworth.
BOSTON AND BANCOR

Steamship Company.
WINTER RATES.

j

building for their weaving. Twenty-four ;
diners
one

can

surround

a

smaller

point

with

with
j
others i

are

Venise

borders,

insertion and monograms, too costly
one to presume to guess the price.
The bath towels

too

They

seem

room

until you

onyx

worthy of mention
they in texture and

8

>1 id

beautiful

for

in color.
tbe

visit the latter;
trimmings, with silver

mountings;

bathtubs

blocks

of

for

public

sculptured

thirty days

spotless marine.

hath it entered iuio the heart of
conceive anything too delicate

man
or

to

add

boiling

on

all kinds of

FURNITURE.

water and set

Flavors:—Lemon, Orange, Raspberry and Strawberry. Get a package at
your grocer's to-day. 10 cts.

FARES.

Boston.

rates of fare for through tickets :
From To
Between
reduced $4 00 $3 00
Harbor
Bar
A Boston
3 85 2 90
Seal Harbor A Boston
3 80 2 80
Northeast Harbor A Boston
"
3 75 2 75
Southwest Harbor A Boston
"
3 #0 2 25
Stonlnglon A Boston
The price of rooms, accommodating two persons each, will be reduced from $2 00 and $1 50
to #1 5\> and $ I 00 each.
Commencing Monday, Nov. Cfi, 1900, steamer
“Catherine” will leave Bar Humor at 7 a m, on
Mondays and Tburdavs for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, South* eel Haihoranri Stonincton,
connecting at Rockland with steamer for Bos-

Everything is new.
My assortment is the largest
most complete in the city.
An Immense
A

V
^

ton.

RETURNING.
From Boston Tuesdays and Fridays, at 5 p m.
From Rockland via way landings Wednesdays and Saturdays at (about) 5 00 a m.

too

costly for the daily use of our American
bedrooms
millionaires.
Any of their
that you survey will represent a private
fortune in its furnishings.”

to cool.

REDUCTIONS

of
Ax

IN
to

The

SWEEPING

gold

out

REDUCTION

$3.00 Bar Harbor

Mexican
or

GREAT

for the next

bath-

minster rugs which ar« laid on the floors
harmonize perfectly with the contents of
the linen-room. Eye hath not seen, nor

baking! simply

I will offer to the

are

luxurious are
size, and sometimes exquisite

83

■flab crt laments.

table covered
There

of these cloths.

Grace H. Marshall is stopping
sister, Mrs. Georgia Murcb.
Plutarch.
Jan. 8.
cure

and
Mrs

|
j

This question arises in the family every
day. Let us answer it to-day. Try Jell-O,
Preb delicious and healthful dessert.
pared in two minutes. No boiling! no

with her

25

Mt Desert Ferry.
Waukeag, 8. Fy.

i

What Shall We Have for Dessert?

Miss

I

!

Mrs

BLAISDELL—At Or and, Jan 4, Albert Blaisueeuiewura.
rreucu
also aecoraieo wun
dell, aged cfO years, 3 mouths, 2 days.
BATON-At
Little Deer Die, l>. c 29, Harold
of
half a yard deep,” writes M. E. Carter
Gates Eaton, aged 2 months, 22 days.
“Housekeeping in a Millionaire's Family”, | HOLDEN—At Brookltn, Dec 81, William A
‘‘Countless j
in Ladies’ Home Journal
Holden, aged 90 > ears. 9 months, 10 day
HIGGINS—At Ellsworth, Jan 6, infant child of
dozens of towels embroidered eighteen
Mr and Mrs Charles M Higgins, aged 4 days.
two
inches deep; guest sheets costiug
JOY—At Franklin, Jan 1, Mrs Eliza A Joy,
hundred and fifty dollars apiece; immense j
aged 73 veurs. t* months. 16 davs.
damask cloths that required special loom

con-

Kimball is out after being
fined four weeks with a cut foot.
Fred

u

Mrs

—

strong a bold
millions of children

hearts of

he

CHESTER HOGAN—At Ellsworth, Jan ft by
Rev James D O’Brien, Miss Lida .1 Cheater, of }
Hancock, to Fraud* II Hogan, of Bangor.
GRAY—LANE—At Sedgwick, Jan I, by Rev,
Mrs s w Treworgy, Miss Nettle A Gray to i
Capl Louis H Lane, bo h of Sedgwick.
KINU-U)KI>-At Weld,-HI, tlnu. Jan *, Uv I
lifv John l> 1'litale-. I'll I), >•!»» Mvrtlo it i
King, of Wells'ide, N Y, to l* ve eit W Lord,
of Bellows tails, Vt. lormerly of Ellsworth.
MOULTON—ROGERS At Sears port, Dec 31,
l»v Rev H W No ion. Miss Grace E Moulton
to Charles A Rogers, both of Searsport.
Wl LCOM B-H A MOR—At Bar Harbor, Dec 31,
by Rev William Osuorn Baker, Miss Ethel L
Wllcombto F.u eue W llamor. both of Eden.
WARREN— IUDKINS- At Cambridge, Mass.
Jan I, by Rev V' i bur N 'la-on. Miss Clara L
Harrm, of Deer Isle, to Lewis R Judkins, of

Iiqh

credit meted

Tib'-etls,

M

children sang them and mothers laugnt
Mrs. Carney’s identity as their
them.
author

he ope

when

DUNN—At Ellsworth, .Ian 4, to Mr and
Elmer E Dunn, a daughter.
DODGE—At Verona, Jan 5, to Mr and
Frank 8 Dodge, a daughter.
QORDON—At East Franklin, Jan 5, to Mr
Mrs Hamlin Gordon, a son.
SRINDLE—At Orland, Dec 30, to Mr and
Charles W Grlndle, a daughter.
HAGERTHY— At Sedgwick, Jan 1, to Dr
Mrs R E Hagerthy, a son
INGALLS—At Surry, Jan 1, to Mr and
George F Ingalls, a son.
LUNT—At Long Island, Dec 30, to Mr and
Nelson P Lunt, a son.
NEVELLS—At Stonlngton, Dec 31, to Mr
Mrs Harry S Nevells, a son.
PENDLETON—At Verona, Jan 1, to Mr
Mrs Warren Pendleton, a son.
SEAKI.KS—At Bar Harbor, Dec 25, to Mr
Mrs Thomas Searles, a daughter.
TIBBETTS —At Brook In, -lau 5, to Mr and

Boston

their

ci

M
10

1

copied

were

land,

the

schools introduced

CTKo..

r«

BANGOR.

Sorrento...!.
Sullivan.j.

tStop

was

tor who a•<teed her for “nom** scraps to
corners’'.
In

him

T T 11

abort, but

BAR HARBOR TO
BAR HARBOR

HORN.

life

a

know

eura

I

while

was

uus-u

is

the world.
calling and holding cottage prayer-rneet- throughout
log.
In tile Lap of Luxury.
George Loring and Mr. Leonard, of Bar
"In the linen-room of the millionaire’s
Harbor, were the guests of Lyman DeWitt home, each set tied up with beautiful
; and wife recently.
ribbons, are piles of embroidered, laceM.
bordered pillow cases, matching sheets
j Jan 7.

46

Xo Cure a Cold in One bay
All
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
it fall* to cure.
druggists refund the money If
K. W'. (irote's slgnat|ur e sn oeach i>ox. ‘-fto.

G. II. HefTlon

Rev.

in

It

thor-

so

Sarsaparilla

“13e mule may cut he

that, to illustrate her
nu ailing,
Mrs.
Carney unconsciously
wrote the jingle designed to live for years.
Without thinking that there was anything in the lines calculated to make
them immortal, she sent them to an edi-

jingle

housekeeping.

24 00
14 00

Adjourned.

Fuller is employed at Northeast

Charles

little article

a

To-day

ELLSWORTH.

Harbor.

8 12

#2,317 88

F.

NORTH

2 00
ft 75
2ft 50

7ft

at home,

Jan. 7.

writing

moments

grammar school at the Falls.

!

6 "ft

5 60

to

v

Master Ivory M. Frazier is attending the

3 1ft
2ft
1 1ft

137 96
49 00
15 20
IftftOO
2 28

Bangor

•

!

20

has gone to

work.

Then

catarrhal

—

yearn ago ttiat Mrs. Carney
wrote these lines while teaching a priFletcher.

consumption.

Promises to cure and keeps the promise.
No substitute for Hood's acts like
be sure to get Hood’s.
Hood's

fifty

Boston.

to

Sarsaparilla

Hood's

Hood’s

Author of it Famous .lingle.
singular how a piece of literary
work can become world-famed and yet
the author be almost entirely unknown.
I wan struck by this fact by casually
learning that in the city of Galesburg,
111., lives Mrs. Julia A. Carney, a name
It is

mary school in
Miss Julia A.

predisposition

the disease, and peculiar merit of the
remedy. Hood's Sarsaparilla is the only
common sense treatment for catarrh.

There from the music round about me stealing,
I fain would learn the new ami holy song,
Ami find at last beneath Thy trees of healing,
The life Tor which I long.
—John Gretnleaf WhitHtr.

It is

or suc-

oughly renovates the blood and restores strength that It permanently cures.
In fact, because of the character of

And the pleasant land

LAKEWOOD.

10 00
14 62
83
9 80
43 00
43 00 ;
1
4 00
4 00
;
8 33
I
2 00

cases.

ex-

the

Victor.

a

In these and all other

cease.

pansions

cold

It Is especially dangerous In persons

having

Some humble door among Thy many mansions,
Some sheltering shade where sin and striving

The river of

a

Irritating the delicate
promoted by scrofulous

surfaces, and Is
taints In the blood.

Suffice It if, my good and 111 unreckoned,
And both forglveu through Thy abounding
grace,
I find myself by hands familiar beckoned
Unto my fitting place.

And flows forever

It Is caused by

cession of colds

1 have but Thee. O Father! Let Thy Spirit
He with me then to comfort and uphold;
'No gate of pearl, no branch of palm, I rneilt,
Nor street of shining gold.

Commencing Oct. 8, 1900.

a

organs.

mine.

answers

offprpd

roll

a

afternoon.
Jan 6.

l 3ft
(£1 93
8 21
1 00
9 00
3 00
Alexander Starkey,
1 16
Morrison, Joy A Co,
1 20
E K Doyle,
2 74
A W tireely,
Monaon Burmah Slate Co, 39 83
11 75
Herbert K Batten,
ft 10
Joseoh H Nason,
7 92
E
Charles
Higgins,
45 83
Supl of schools, W II Dre-ser,
267 9ft
American Book Co,
Text book,
Schoolhouse,

Electric

I

friends at

spin

AMOUNT.

Haie,

]

J

ock, Hall but, BI u e fl s b,
Cod,
2 Macke-- !, Oysters, Clams, Seallopa, *
0
Lobeiere and Finnan Haddlee.
O
H ad d

last

disease of the mucous membrane
or Inner lining of the nose, throat,
lungs, stomach, bowels and other
Is

fee

The love which

HH

Catarrh

Thou who hast made my way of life so pleasant,
L»*nve not Its tenant when Its walls decay;
0 love divine, O lie.per ever present,
Be Thou my strength and stay !

The ladies’ aid society met with Mrs. \ perfectly unfamiliar to thousands of ears.
Eunice Williams Thursday evening. Jan. 3. i Aod yet from the pen of this woman

II.

E E l>oy le,
.1 A
A W tireely,
II F Haddocks,
W W McCartney,

Insane poor,

Headquarter*

NO.

Benjamin Davis,

CRIPPEN.

day

one

evening.

#19000
f».\5 oo

lllram C lA)rd,
Cbas M Higgins,
K II Phillip*,
Ellsworth Water Co,
L E Hooper,
Ralph B Cushman,
Clms h

^♦0*O*O#O#C‘#O#O4O#O*O*O#O’*
7
EDWIN M. MOORE,
Z

♦

SALARY ROLL.

r Co,
Timothy Donovan,

Police,

be foued In Maine, including the Crlppen
machine, whteh I h*vc manufactured for
myself and warrant it ten years. Come ami
lie member the place—next door
see them
to Post office.

O

# 71 20
33 50

Ethel Allen,
U I Welch.
E. E Doyle,
Ellsworth Watt

to

a

follows:

ROLL

NAMK.

Hewing Machines

|

passed ns

ACCOUNTS

rUNO.

lln*. Banjos, Accordion*, Autoharpi. MarPhono- ]
K4la>n
monte***, Columbia and
graph* and Re«ur>U, Music Rolls, Mush'
We have goods1
Stands, Sheet Music, etc.
Come and see
Iihi numerous to mention.
them. The heat assortment of

•'

were

High school...*.
CUy school*.

a

in the woods

Estelle Ray entertained
her home last

MIns
her

#745 00

A large n**ort
a* ran l*e *h«wn anvm hero.
ment of Vlodus and ( #>e« from u pressed
leather b* a wooden case. Gutbri, Mando

+

chopping

week.

pay

#>04 70

line of

X.

while

to.

Highway*.

Or it a ns

J.

noth-

not

Sidewalks.

buy your HolUUy presents

get

said

will

COMMISSION KB’S

HTKKK f

get.

from

James McCollum cut his foot quite badly

re-

OF ACCOUNTS.

Rolls of Recounts

bottle of

J. T. Crlpften's Music Store,
where you

W’arren Remick is visiting her
daughter, Mrs Edwin Conary, In Brewer.
Mrs.

as

paid;

Library,
place

THE RIVER.
Merrill Conary, of Brewer, visited rela*
tlves here recently.

reason-

a

maining unpaid will be put in the hands
of a lawyer for collection. Ten or twelve
of the property-owners assessed for the

Be sure it is
the "L. F." kind

l**»t
is* at

viile

necessary for the colunpaid sewer assessments.

measures

and

Th

last

ki. a__

ing, and others s».y they

you

^

ftatlroab* ant Steamboats.

2bbcrtl0nntnt*.

*
At Last.
When on my day of life the night Is falling.
And, In the winds from unsunned spaces
blown.
1 hear far voices out of darkness calling
My feet to paths unknown.

t.n
larfv *’hn mnlH
came, many years ago, a jingle wbicb
quickest. Mrs. Betsey ! perhaps as famous as ever written.
Mllliken won the prize by spinning a roll refer to
THE MEETING.
in twenty seconds. The society wi|l meet j
"Little drops of water.
James L. Chapman and Charles Gogglns
Little grains of sand,
with Mrs. George Fullerton
Thursday
Make the mighty ocean
were added to the list of surveyors of

to wbat the aldermen consider

lection

“L. F.” Atwood’s
Bitters
and keep your
digestion right.

Bar

Miss Carrie B. Cochrane, who has been
here for several weeks, returned to Brooks-

board of health) the incumbent
of the office cannot recover any compensation for hia official services.
The city government manifests no inclination to cut the board of health off
with nothing, though It looks very much
an if, under this ruling, it could do so if
it chooses.
It is probable that such
Items as fumigating houses (which, an
stated in Thk American last month, is a
charge against the householder! and posting quarantine notice (which is the duty
of attending physician) will he cut out of
bill entirely, aud other charges cut down

This

guard
against It;

the

were

Harbor for several months, is at home.
Alvin Haney and wife, of Old Town, are
here visiting Mr. Haney’s mother, Mrs.
Mary J. Haney.

worth’s

sucn

Be forehanded,

held in

vestry Sunday afternoon at 4 o’clock.
Mrs. Eliza Carter, who has been in

Saturday.
month. The bill is still growing. Mayor
Fred Qrace, who is employed at the
Ureely said he had consulted legal authority with regard to the bills for ser- Green Lake hatchery, Is spending three
vice on board of health. It looks very weeks with his family here.
much as if the bills would be materially
Rev. George H. Ilettlon spent the greater
reduced before they are paid hereafter.
part of last week at North Ellsworth call
A rating of the Maine law coart was ing on the people there.
A meeting was
cited, to the effect that when neither the held on Tuesday evening at the home of
legislature nor the town baa annexed any Mrs. Cora James.
compensation to a town office (which appears to be the case with regard to EllsMOIJTH OF

sewer

a

Communion services

wood, lumber and bark.
Mayor Greely was authorized to take

Don't
Be
Bilious.....

Get

ICLLSWORTH FALLS.

Miss Mattie Webber, of Bar Harbor, is
visiting here for a few weeks.

Hills Give Alderman lllg
gins the Heartache.
The January meeting of the city
government was held Monday evening.
Mayor (freely. Aid. Maddocks, Jellison
and Higgins were present.
There was
little business before the meeting but
bills. Aid. Higgins said these gave him
the heartache.
Several bills were laid over, among
them the board of health bill, which was

and Don't Know it.
Fill

MEETING.

Some of the

E. 8. J. Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.
Calvin Austin, Gen’l Supt., Boston.
William H. Hill, Gen’l Mgr., Boston.

and

Variety.
Big Stock.
Small Prices.

C. R. FOSTER,

The American

prints

more

vital sta-

tistics—births, marriages and deaths—
than all the other papers printed in the
county combined, and most of them it
prints from one to two weeks ahead of its
contemporaries

23 Main Street.

The Ellsworth American
[The only county paper.]

I

W. R. PARKER CLOTHING COMPANY.
We shall

commence our

regular

mid-winter clearance sale

THURSDAY, JAN.
A wholesale

MEN’S,

cutting

of

prices

IO.

in

CHILDREN’S
OVERCOATS and HEAVY UNDERWEAR.

BOYS’ and

SUITS,

If you want],the best selections,
Remember we want to anil are hound to unload before our annual stock-taking.
call on us and be convinced that we have got all that we claim.
largest stock and lowest prices,

i

1

ByT*i

-itfalCAN ha* subscriber* at Jt’o
•*» post-office* in Hancock oounty;
her papers in the county comnot reach so many. THE Am Kit
not the only paper printed in
A county, and fca* nwr claimed to
■* 'fce
only paper t/»at can propfailed a (BOUNTY paper; all the
merely local papers. The circulaVrrw American, barring the Har
ieoord1* summer tist, it larger
t* of all the other paper* printed

9f th*
till th
Knee
WAN

Banco

bo,

t»u

erty
rest

nr

tion o/
Barbt
than

f

fbe aMiHonal

CONGRESSMAN OGDEN

!

|

North

County News

see

other

paget

NinniHo.

Mrs L zzie Bragdon Is visiting in Ban
tor.
Mis-* Ruble Gurney, of Ellsworth, is the
guest of .Miss Gertrude Bragdou.
Misti Anuie McFarland, who is in the
Bangor business college, has been speuding tn.’ holiday vacation at home.

Chri-mas was celebrated as usual at
the church by appropriate selections by
the cniidreii, interspersed with singing.
There »vas a Christinas tree.

Ralp

cut his left leg severely,
knee, last Wednesday afternoon
while working in the woods. One email
He drove to Ellsartery wasseviied.
worth, w here Or. Lewis Hodgkins dressed
the wound.
Mr. Young will be laid up
sever* weeks.
There was
a
public installation of
officers at Lamoine grange nail on TuesThe
following
day evening, Jan. 1.
officers were installed, John Frederick

Whitt-ker;

Ralph

steward,

by music by the choir. Then a necktie
was served in the upper ball, followed by an hour of social chat and games.
A pleasant time was enjoyed by all.

aupper

AN

at Gloucester, Mass
Nelson
ot Uapt. Johu
McFanaud, a
former resident of this place, and Mias
Mary Anderson were married. The following extracts from the Gloucester Daily
Times’ report of the wedding win provt
of interest to relatives and friends here:
Amid a wealth of flowers and palms,
and surrounded by the happy, smiling
faces of relatives and intimate friends.
Nelson Y. McFarland, ton of Uapt. and
Mrs. John W. McFarland, and Miss Mary
Worn-on Anderson, dsuguter of Mrs. Suaan E. and
the Iste Charles Anderson,
were united iu the holy bonds of wedlocs
Thus- •'v evening, at the residence of lue

On

Y.,

Dec. 27,

Bun

groom’s parents.
The wedding party

entered the parlor
the oriual march from Lohengrin whh
on
the
playeu
piano by Miss Mamie Wells.
The counseling parties stood beneath a
canopy of smitax during the ceremony.
There were no bridesmaids or best man,
the bride a one being attended by the
lady of ceremonies, M ss Lillian Curtis.
an
The bride,
exceptionally pretty
youug lauy, was handsomely gowned in
while nilk muslin with val trimmings
aud ribbons, aud carried a bouquet of
bride roses. The parlor where the ceremony took place, was handsomely decorated. A largo bower of stnilax occupied
one corner, while on every hand were cut
flowers, flowering plants and palms. The
other '■ ootns were also decorated with

MtiliHouti' (vimm/.v Nnrs

r.

-ttf'er

of Bar Harbor,
and helpful serin exchange with
W. Russell.

the pastor. Rev. B.

The high school commenced this morning in the scboolbouse on Bridgham hill,
with Mr. Goodwin teacher
Pupils are in
attendance from a l part9 of the town

Extensive alterations
being made in
Temperance hsll, which wi'l make a large
and attractive room
Tbestageand dressing rooms are being sepaiated from the
main room by folding doors.
v
are

Mr and Mrs. Elmer Hanna, who have
recently moved into their cozy cottage at
the corner, bade their frit nd* to a house-

warmiug Saturday evening

Steuben,

Friends came

from
South

Gouldsboro,

Jau 8

A little child of Fred Joy and wife died
a short time ago from dropsy on t he brain.
Two candidates were initiated at the
regular meeting of Greenwood grange

SUB.

I'ni'O

(irrMl

Mrs

Asa Williams is
house by illness.
J

T

Friday

last

B.

Giks, of Ellsworth,

E.

in

was

Sunday.
Haynes is in Amherst,

where he

E. Mills and wife, of Surry,

iu» ii

town

and

A B.
will lumber this winter.

SStJbrtttsnr.mta.

the

confined to

iruui

ouuuaji

u

UUUI

in

we e

nuaj

>

'-uuig

friends
Mrs. Eugene Laughlin Is v.siting her
hu-1 ami’s parents, Mr. and Mrs John

Laughlin.

Charles Block and son, of MarlavIMe,
Mr. Black ha**
were iu town Saturday
be»*n in the woods o*- township 2. out wa*
return
borne
ou account of
to
obl'ged
serious trouble with his eyes
F. E Mace and wife, Ezra Williams and
wife, Mrs Emery, George Clarry and wife,
J. R. Shuman and wife, were in Aurora
Tuesday eveuing to attend the reception
given by Mr. and Mrs. A. E Mace
Flossie.
Jan. 6.
Desert

Ferry.

Miss Carrie

Colby

^toiint
H

pair of gmftaino I*. A

nuB%
REGISTERED BRANDS

I*.

Gloves

is

i»»ip

OF THE

South

\

FOR SA'-fc »V

btiftwortb, Me.

a

Kndolphus
a

few

days

I»e«*r Ini«*.

Joseph Small sold
Gray this week.

^iGsm^y

KTFR (1ALLRB,

for

Charleston

Lewis Judkins left Monday for
days’ stay.
his

heifer

to

a

few

M.

C.

church service here Dec.
The Sunday
Mr. Hill was absent.
30,
Services will
school was held as usual.
be resumed the coming Sunday.
There

was no

aa

VALUE

jpout take sulatitatee- rLere's ncoe so good.

Bangor

Schooner “Clara A. Roger” is discharging coal here to he transported by rail to
Ellsworth.
y
Miss Margaret Colby, who has been
spending the holidays ai home, returned
to her position at the orphans’ home in
V
Bangor to-day.
Schooners “M.C. Mosley”, “May Queen”
and “Coquette” are hauled up in Grant’s
The “Mary C. Htucove for toe winter.
art” and “Lucy Belle” are at Sullivan
Harbor.
YanKAPOO.
Jau. 7.

STYLES

+)

in

ago.

•*P. & P»” SZ5d Gloves

?nrrNGT_

is

few weeks.
Eddie True returned to
iusvitute last Monday.
Freeman W deciding and
Ladd returned from Boston

j

The news that work had commenced on
long deserted silver mine at Dun ham’s

the

Girdles the Globe.
The fame of Bucklen’s Arnica Salve, as
the best in the world, extends round the
earth. It’s the one perfect healer of cuts,
corns, burns, bruises, sores, scalds, bolts,
ulcers, felons, aches,' pains and all skin
eruptions. Only infaluble pile cure. 25c a
box at Wiogin A Moore’s drug store.
It

Hancock.
Jan. 7.

that

*k)iithwMl

__CH’R’KR.
HsrlMir.

never

Mrs. Marks

was «

woman

!

This community, as well as Manset, was
deeply pained when the sad news came
last week of the death by typhoid fever
at Waltham, Mass., of Thomas .Stanley,
son of William and Katharine Stanley, 01
Manset. He was a much esteemed young
man, whose loss will be deeply felt not
only by his parents and relatives, but by
all who knew and appreciated his genial
and manly qualities of character. Young
Stanley had been employed in Waltham
for several yearn, winning the esteem of
friends.
The body tvs*
many new
brought home on Friday, accompanied
by bis sister Bennie and a friend, Mim
Blanche Roberts. The funeral services
were held Saturday. Rev. Clarence Emery
officiating. The interment was at Mount
Height, the new Cemetery.

of symmetri-

“’x?

\ ears,
month*.
There is loneliness in the home,
is ha<wii>N in many heart*.
The funeral serv rets were conducted by
R~v.
E. B“hii in the Congre,<;*tionHl
The choir
church Sunday afternoon.
sang two appropriate selections. A large
audience was in attennsnee. The (3. A.
R. ai d W. R C attended in a t*ody.
Th««•* organ Rrttlons will greatly miss her
personal interest and ready, aide assistance.
Four members of the (3. A. R.
A. C. Elevens,
served as pa-1 t*e»rerv:
E
Grinrile and 8. P
.1, H. Morse, I)
Snowman. There were beautiful floral
remembrances from home friends, from
the W. R. C, and from friend* of the
family *n E*st Boston and Ellsworth.
Mrs Msrks leaves three sisters—Mrs.
Susan Cunningham, Mrs. Ida ttaow, Mr*.
and
one
Wttbam
L*zzte
brother,
sorrow
for another
Alonzo 8tover—to
broken link in tie family chain. One
brother, I*-* Ute Clifton Stover, of Eiiaworth, died a few years ago.
Her own family coiisi-ted of her husband, t wo daughters—Mias Della Marks,
of Esst Boston, and Mrs. Eva Hinckley,
of Waltham—and three sons—Charles,
who with his wife and two children
resides in town; 8. Everett, principal of
Limington academy, and Clifton 8., of
East Boston. All were with her during
Everett spent several
her la*» illness.
days with her two weeks before her
death, but was not present at the funeral
service as not being in very govid health it
was not deemed advisable for bim to take
the journey from Limington so soon
t».<

genera*

benefit. Only a few me ) are employed
oresent, but it i* expected that more
w II be put on as boom mh the abaft
ia
chared of rubbish aud the building repaired or rebuilt.
Jan. 4.
BOO.

j

W «*«t IlMiirork.

Mrs. Annie
in Boston.

L Norris is visiting friends
v

Sherman McFarland hsa resumed
at Northeast Harbor.
Mrs

Melvin Milhken, of Bar
relatives here.

visiting
ly

work

Harbor,

is

Mrs. David Farnsworth returned recentfrom a visit to Jonesboro.

—

Jesse Brown was called to Cherryfield recently by the death of her niece.
Mrs. Sever In Thorsen was hurt quite
badly recently by being thrown from a
carriage.
^
George E Norris and two eons, Chester
and John, who have been absent during
the past year, are spending a few days in
Mrs.

low n.

Jan. 6.
South

Sumac.

kiuncork.

(’apt C. A. Martin has hauled up his
vessel, the 41 Lucy Bell”, and is at home for

the winter.

The Good Templars lodge is prospering.

There

are

good

attendance and

meetings each week.
Dr. U. ii
called on his

Hagerthy,

of
K. C.

e

interesting again.

Bar

Wife, mother, slater, friend,
thee farewell, with lhe hope of
reunion **Iu the land to which

Harbor,

parents,
Hagerthy
wife, Friday evening.
There were services in the church Sunday afternoon, conducted by Rev. G H.
Salley, of Ellsworth Free Baptist church.
C. L. Smith left Thursday with three
hurst s bound for the ‘’head waters” of
Union river, where he will be employed
and

Dec. 31.

we
bid
a happv
we

go”.
M.

j

^

Dtc.

31.

Are.

y

Veruirn.

Verona grange

has elected officers as
follow*:
Master, H. J. Harrimau; overseer. George H. Allen; lecturer, Mrs. H.
E. Harrimau; sieward, K. A. Whitmore;
assistant steward, D. P. Farmer; chaplain, Mrs. Jennie Whitmore; treasurer,
Peter
Abbott;
secretary, George W.
Sbule; gate keeper, Elmer A. Harrimau;
Pomona, Mrs. Ellen Hall; Flora, Mrs.
Emma
Mrs.
Abbie
Bennett; Ceres,
Webster, lady assistant steward, Mrs. E.

J. Farmer.

Franklin Koad.
Charlie

Googins

Desert Perry

is

steamer

cook

on

the

Mt.

“Cim hr ia”.

Henry Miles, of Dennysville, is visiting
parents, William Miles and wife.

following

installed Thursday: N G C. 8. Htiowman:
V. G
A. M. Herrick; warden, F. L.
Htover; conductor, H. II. McIntyre; K. 8.
N.G, K J Hinckley; L 8. S. G., F. L.
Mason; U. S. V. G„ Everett Hincklev; L.
8. V. G
A. 8. Wit baa: K. 8.8., W. G.
Greene; JL. 8. 8., Austin Parker; chaplain.
G. W. Butier; sitting P. G., I. E. btanle\ ;
financial secretary, F. H. Morse; record*
log secretary. F. B. Snow; treasurer, I. K,
Stanley; I. G., Horace Herrick; O. G., F.
W. Davis.

dan. 7.
West

Bob.

Franklin.

Charles E. Butler isjit Egypt this win-

ter.

Mrs. Eliza A. Joy died at tbe borne of
her youngest Bon, Watson, on January 1.
Mrs. Joy a ss born in Hancock, April 1SJ8,
the daughter of Mr. aud Mrs. David McEarlaud. la early life sbe joined tbe Baptist church and gave to tbe cause as her

his

Dec.

31.

Q-

Wben threatened by pneumonia or any
other lung trouble, prompt relief is necessary, as it is dangerous to delay. We would
suggest that One Minute Cough Cure be
taken as soon as indications of having
taken cold are noticed. It cures quickly
and its early use prevents consumption.
Wiooor & Moore.

Hale’s
Honey of

Horehound
and Tar
Put it should he taken at
£1.00 per bottle; the
25*, 5
largest sire cheapest. At all druggists.

cures

!

Dec. 26.
Kiwt

lllown to Atoms.
The old idea that tbe body sometimes
needs a powerful, drastic, purgative pill
has been
exlpoded; for Dr. King’s New
Life Pills, which are perfectly harmless,
stimulate
liver and bowels to expel
gently
poisonous matter, cleanse the system aud
absolutely cure constipation and sick
headache. Only25eat Wlouts & Moore’s

drug

grip.

once.

I Refuse substitutes.

Pike’s Toolkecha Dross Cure In Pnn Mingle.

AMY.

Franklin.

T. M. Biaiedell baa gone to Boston on
business.
Mrs. Hattie Bunker is visiting relatives
at Bar Harbor.
Mias ESdltti
where
winter.

viile,

Gordon has gone to 8omw*
leach school

will

she

Bartlett Stover, while
wood*, cut bis leg below

working

tni*

in

the knee

*

the

KIDNEYS MADE

quite

badly.
Jan.

7.

M.

P.

BAILEY’S IHPLRIAL DROPS.

Scratch, ^cratch. rcrandi; unable to attend to
business during the day or sleep during the
night. Itching piles—horrible plague. Doan's
Ointment cures.
Never falls.
At any drug
store, 50 cents.—Adel.

Extracts from testimonial of A. S.

Hopkins, of West Tre moot. Me.:
"For a long time my kidneys were
in fearful sh*|)*\ and t'iie doctors could

The little folks love Dr. Wood's Norway Hue
Syrup. Pleasant to take; perfectly Uarmle**;
|x»*hlve cure for counts, cold*, hroncnltls,
a*thma

not lie In me. 1 had to give up work;
considered my case hopeless.
Then i w
induced t> tiv your Iniiierhti Drops.
The very first bottle
[ have kept up the
helped me,
treatment c that now 1 have regained
a great ti -ai of my funner health and

evvryh idy

—

fHctoicaL

strength uud

Most

WELL

BT

MFMoKIU. KF.SOMJTIOSig
oar
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Mrs. S. H. Bernick.

It depresses and weakens its victim*—makes it easy for other diseases
to attack them.

*'

Islwnn.

Neglected

for One Moment.

A few day* *gn a schooner «slHng by
this in and was oca i. to gio« lur ihmium.i
A moment later her Nat
very suddenly.
wan
and row id
lowered and manned
aid of spyglasses the
the
By
rapidly.
people of Baker’s Inland saw the wen in
the boat pick up from the water what
The boat then
they !odged to be a man
rowed to 1 he vessel and passed the man
he
uu to three men who took him tu over
I rail. Then the Mbooner boro away on
her
course.
y*1
;
Hchool cloned here Dec. 24
Mary A.
Carroll, the teacher, has taught ten term*
of school here In a little over *our year-.—
j
ninety-nine weeks In all. During this
time, two of the pupils have missed only
h few hours of school, and
have steadily
j
advanced in all their studies. They are
! Gerald Stanley and Leona ii. Gilley, now
One lltt’e primary pupil
; ten >ears old.
; missed one day by illness, the only time
lost during the terra just closed.

The fo lowing resolutions were adopted
by James A. Garfield W. R C of B;uehtit:

ffTterran, The death angel ha* again entered
corps and severed the fraternal chain that
for the winter.
brads u* together, hy removing our In-loved
I !*i-ter, Mrs Surah M. Marks, we ►had
Jan 7.
W
long
tni-< tier |deat>nnt face and our hearts are
maddened: but we realize our sorrow 1* Unlit
AfthviU*.
when compared with that ox
the
bereaved
Eaward Smith will return to Bath thin
family ; therefore be it
«>" it fully recovered fr^iu uis recent IllRutolv d, That we extend to the family our
ness.
deepest ftvmpathv, ami may the kin Father
C. O. Bunker while a» work at S>uth give them Htreugiti u> War their great sorrow.
Guuldsboro got hurt quite bart'y l»y m
Retolretl. That In love we drape our charter
for thirty «Ihv«, »!*<• Itmt a copy of these resolusuck ot utuber bitting non on the bead.
tion* be wnt to the bereaved family, that they
Mina Emetine Johnson, of East Sulli»•«* ttiwrliKNt on our record* ami *»c»»t to Tuk
var*, wb * tin* been the ^ue-l of Mrs.
KLiawuKTU AiliklOili for publication.
Betsey Bunker and Mrs. E. C. Hill, wem
A BKIB K. Bt’TLEK,
uuinr Sutoiwy.
Mary a. Wkccott,
y
N. W.CLAT,
Mr*. Nellie B. Martin, who Iihs been
hou—ke eper and cl* rk for her sunt, MrCommittee on resolution a.
L M. Bunker, th** ‘ast mue months, lefi
Saturday nig hi. Sue will be missed Very j Fratt'c Binder paaaed through town
Ail wish her luucti !
inuuii hi toe a.ore.
Saturday on hie way to Penobscot, where
j jov
happiueos in her new home el I bin wife Ih very ill.
East Sullivan.
On account of the Hlnem of Mrs. Binder,
Dec.
B.
the installing oftieer, the otficera-elect of
Mountnin Kebekah lodge have not been
Sfarllxtn*.
iuetailud.
Tyler Hodgkins ia euntiued to the house
Tbe 8. V. dramatic club in singing the
I
With a cut on hia leg.
^
praises of Mrs. Sellers, of the Penobscot
Mr. MeOiotn, of Ellsworth, has moved I house, for the entertainment given the
hit family into me William S. Hodgkins club v. bile there.
house.
The
officers of I. C). O. F. were
£b*m Kingman and wife, of Otis, are
spending the winter with ineir daughter,

tinker'll

Not Be

Grip Should

positions

character, of right purposes, of clear
ideas, of sincere friendliness, of amiable
disposition, of unbounded charity. Those
who have known her longest and most intimately. bear wit ness to I he fact that
they never heard her speak ill of any one.
It was not that she did not' discern what
was wrong or w hat was injurious in example or influence, for she was a woman
of quick perceptions arid keen intelligence;! rat her. It was her large^heartedueas, tier belief that there was good in
eyeev one, and her ability to draw out t he
good in all with whom she associated that
mane tier ao charitable, that gathered bo
many into her circle of friends and caused
to mourn when she was
a community
taken from us.

bu*im**«

welcome to all, n« any
h
in the town
is

vra*

«

An interesting watch meeting was held
Mr.
Kev.
church.
the Methodist
Thompson and others assisted Mr. Brooks
Refreshments of icein the service.
The dawn
cream and cake were served.
of the new centurv was Joyfully bailed by
the faithful assembly.
The many friends of Rev. and Mrs.
John Elliot Bowman, will be glad to
learn that Mr. Bowman has recovered hta
health, which for some yeais had not been
good. He and bis wife have accepted
In the Lincoln
as teachers
Memorial university at Cumberland Gap,
Term., where they have charge of the
Both are
Harrow school department.
eminently fitted for this important educational work.
at

having regained vigorous

fering”.

practice.

the rifle

realized a steady Improvement from
umu
rt’ii uiuch u di rot
id
irer
BHOPUU
Ulrica**, which w«n of several weeks’ (Jurathe first until l was entirely cured.
b t she maintained the asme cbc*rtion,
Dr. Hartman,thodiscovererof Peruna j tui tori it ui><* wuicb had otiar*»oierfZ‘*d h«>r
has written a book on the different
life. She bad i. uca to I ve lor, but *ne
prayerful spirit. Just
phases and stages of catarrh. Thisboek hud a Hubtnimlve,
tier
Ht
n«* ieo*t *»hv rai**Mt her hand hot in
contains the doctor’s opinion as to the i
weakness cool * not place it n« site w iahed.
treatment of catarrh from an experience O <«* of her daughter* asked where she
of over forty years. Address The Peru- Nhonld p uce it. nod her last spoken words ;
Medicin© Co., Columbus, O., for a fre« were: “I wanted to ley it on the bible
.sue passed from *»rtti iiec. 21, 1900, aged |
copy of this book.
fourteen !
*o''P
fipv> n

revived

Rev. S. L. Hanacom,
preached an interesting
mon Sunday morning,

31._

with

we

forcibly
begin to realize

cal

testines became inflamed, the kidneys
were paralyzed, the bladder lost its
tonicity. I began with Peruna, and

paffti*.

ll:iKt Sullivan.

KutbruoK.

Ktery

['hough

that can accompany chronic catarrh
In
Its
most
aggravated form. I
coughed incessantly. My stomach
The Inrefused to do Its duty at all.

Point

West and
Gouldsboro, who with the townsMillard F. Rolfe died Wednesday, Dec.
swelled
the
number
to about
people
56, afier an illness of one week with
Th«*V brought with them
seventy five
pleurt-y and pneumonia. He was about some fifty dolur* wo th of useful houseforty-eight years of age, and an active hold
articles, among which were a couch,
member of the Methodist church, beiug
centre isble,
two rockers, four dining
at the time of his death sexton, recording
r om chairs, a pair of pillows, linen and
steward Hiid Sunday school superintend
silverware. Fred Strout, of Gouldsboro,
He will be greatly missed both in
ent.
furnished entertainment with his graphothe church and home. He leaves a widow,
were
Delicious
refreshments
phone.
ana
Mrs.
two dsughters,
Edgar Handy
se ved.
A very happy evening was spent
Miss Minnie Rolfe, and one son, Willie
Mr. and Mrs. Hanna expre-s their thanks
ill!
Rolfe, who la at present dangerously
not only for the gifts, but the kindly
The funeral took
with typhoid fever.
interest shown them. The knowledge that
place Ssturdsy st the Methodist church, they have -o many friends will m*ke
conducted by Rev. J. L. Pinkerton.
happii the journey of ltfe which they are
Jen.
Dec.
but just beginning in their n w home.

tamped

aud

are

health and streugt h, for the past ten years
she has been ab e to attend church quite
regtnarly, and In be present at the meet*
l»*«rs of the W. R. C., of which she was an
« ffident
president for five years aud 8. V.
P. at the time of her death. The long
of
illness, w hu h she hore wii h such
years
heroic patience and with so sweet and
a
gentle
spirit, left on her countenance
that expression of peace which suggested
the thought “made perfect through suf-

«t

George Rolfe

Saturday.
Dec 31.

lilana,

VWS.

OTNTY

i

yj
to

sadly

yesnot here.
reminded of

they

days.

flowers.
A
reception followed the wedding.
Mr. and Mrs. McFarland were the recipients of many valuable, ornamental and
useful wedding gifts.
Y.
Jan. 7.
A daughter whs born
and wife Doc. 27.

companionship

—

tender care, and her children emulated
his example and bhared in the ministrations to the patient mother. Gradually
her health improved, and when she had
so far recovered that, leaning oti the arm
of her husband, she could walk about
the yard, there was Indeed rejoicing iu
the home.

Congressman Henry W. Ogden, of Lon*

So many people think catarrh affects
the head only. This is a great mistake.
The stomach is liable to catarrh. The
kidneys are also very liable to catarrh,
producing all the symptoms of kidney
disease. Most cases of weak back are

as

Qoul<l*t»«>ro.

1

ent doctors for stomach trouble for three
years. 1 could get no help. I took your
Peruna and now feel like a new man. I
can recommend it to anyone suffering
with catarrh of the stomach. A great
many people want to know what I took
that helped me so mnch. I tell them it
One year ago I could
was Peruna.
hardly do anything and only weighed
100 pounds. Now I weigh 140 and cannot say too much for your medicine, as
it has done me so much good.”

|)KKwjN-MI/T AKLAM 1».

are

to-day

no longer will she, who has been a cherItev. F. W. Brooks preached a tine New
ished wife, m faithful mother, a kind slaYear’s sermon.
ter, a wise counselor, and a steadfast friend
Mr. Bailey, of Boston, has been stopcomfort, guide and cheer us on life’s way.
Lawton’s for a week or
Mrs. Sarah Margaret Marks was the ping at Wiliiiam
eldest daughter of the late Alonzo P. two.
In
Stover ana wife, of North Bluehill.
The new deputy sheriff, E. L. Higgins,
1866 she was united in marriage to Sewall is receiving congratulations upon bis reThe duties of his poA. Marks. Flvechildren came to brighten cent appointment.
When the
their home.
youngest was sition all feel sure will be faithfully disvet a babe Mrs. Marks became an invalid. charged by Mr. Higgins.
yj
For eleven years she was confined to the
Elmer L. Kingman, of Ellsworth, has
house; seven of those years she spent in
been in town on business for the past two
her room, four of them being con fined to week. He took
part at the target-shoot- |
ber bed. During those years ber husband
lng and captured some of the prlree. J.
devotion snd B. Mason was also one of the winners In
gave her his unfailing

remedy.
Mr. J. Edward Williams,of Lebanon,
mended to me by people who have used
It, as a remedy particularly effective in O., Box 438, was cured of systemic caneed
tarrh by Peruna. Systemic catarrh is
the cure of catarrh. For those who
that condition in which catarrh has pera good catarrh medicine I know of nothmeated the wholesystem. Mr. W’Ullams
ing better.”
I took Peruna for acute catarrh
Mr. Virgil Rowlee, Fulton, Oswego, says:
**
county, N. Yn writes: I am an old sol- of the entire membranous process.
suffered every conceivable evil
dier, and have doctored with five differ-

Young; chaplain, Julia Bartlett; iaoy
Vera
assistant steward,
Berry; gate
Pomona.
keepe<,
Edgar
Springer;
Gertrude Huicbings; Flora, Addle McAlter
Farland ; Ceres, Etta Ricbardsou.
installation, Miss Gertrude Bragdon gave
two very interesting readings, followed

and

this truth when

Hon. H. W. Ogden, Congressman from due to catarrh of the kidneys. Catarrh
Louisiana, was elected to the 53d, 54th of the bladder i9 * common disease, and
and 55th Congress. In a letter written is rapidly Itecomlng more and more
at Washington, D. C., he says the fol- common. It produces the host of dislowing of Peruna, the national catarrh tressing symptoms which follow bladder
disease. In short, all urinary and pelyio
remedy:
ca“I can conscientiously recommend organs are subject to catarrh, and
tarrh is more frequently the causo of
your Peruna as a fine tonic and all round
disease of these organs than all other
good medicine to those who are in need
It has been com- reuses combined.
of a catarrh

acting us installing officer: Master. John
F. Lea ; overseer, Jea-e E. Young; lecturer, Velina 1. Lear; steward, Stephen
assistant

terday,

than Peruna.”

Young

near me

another,

Rfter

with friends in close

know of noth*
ing better

Holtis E. Austiu, who has been visiting
relatives in Massachusetts the past two
weeks, is expected home Wednesday.

pncje*.

the angel reaper
gathers into eternity the loved and known
We walked
[>f this uncertain existence.

j who need a
good catarrh
medicine

other

OBITUARY.
One

We

county news,

tf.t

daughter

Shwhill.

“For those

in Hancock county.

•tar BtUiUional

SAYS:]

CVmnty JVe»rs

SlWjtrtisnRtute.

j

iJi*t »umm«r »be
m«m* would ullow.
who
went to cure for »n only
lb* '*>•" ot
with
ill
was
consumption.
l»r I
the daughter undoubtedly shortened
James M.
days. She leave# one brother,
BarMcFarland, three eons, Herman t...
ton J. and Watson Joy who baveaiways
been loyal to a kind and affectionate mothFuneral service were held at the
er.
3.
home of her pon on Thursday, January
Kev.J P. Simon ton, of Ellsworth, officiTree
cemetery.
at
Pine
ated. Interment
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Ellsworth

Readers

A”

Realize

druggets

Drops;

What it Means.

am

steadily improving.”

sell

Dailey’s Imperial

.the. |>er bottle.

The constant, never-ceasing itchincss.
Ever present with Itching pile*,
With eczema, with irritating skin.
It's every-day trouble in many homeholds.
Doan's Ointment brings relief and

care,

Dyspepsia
Digests

is endorsed by Ellsworth people.
Mr. Warren G. Jordan, travelling sales-

Cure

v.hat you eat.

J.T, Crlppen, piano, organ and
sewing-machine dealer, nays: ”1 used
man

for

:

It artificially d;g< ts tbe food and aids
Nature la str«Lg:bv.;.iijg aud recon*

Kidney Pills on the strength of a
struettug the exhausted digestive or*
lady’s recommendation in Mariavllle (or gau». It istbe
latesldi'cowreddigesfc: a iame and aching back and other
symp- aut and tonic. No oilier preparation
can approach it in ebicieocy.
It Intoms wh ch indicated
kidney trouble,
stantly relieresai! i perma ally cures
with such success that 1 was ind .ced to
tirspepsia, IndigusuoD, Heartburn,
use a pile ointment by the same
name, Flatulence, Sour Stomai i, Nausea,
Sick
i Doan's. I used everything else that I had si) Headache, Uustrelgta < amps and
other resu 1 u> of itnpei fe<.,Ii(restion.
heard of during the three years that 1 PriceSOc and(1. hence *ir*oouu '.u»SS times
Whaii site. Hook aii about «1 vs pep -1 n.uiiadfiwb
was annoyed
with itching piles, but I
Prepared by E. C* DiWH T a CL»*. Chicago.
could not find a remedy that would
permanently care. It is one of the most annoying complaints a person can have; no
Dr. Tolman’s M<
uialor 1:»* brought
rest or relief from it day or night. The
happiness to bund nr-.
anxious women.
There j* positu- y i,
r reua-tlv known
to medical
promptness with which Doan’s Ointment
mlto quickly and
Doan’s

■

For Women.

relieved

me

astonishing. It stopped
me to
quickly that I
use it as I
should, but it

was

it at once, and cured

neglected
cured.

to

If it

were

not

a

it would not have acted

flrst-olaaa remedy
it did.”

as

For Bale by all dealer*; price 50 cents.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
agents for the U. 8.
Remember the name, Doan’s, and take
no other.

1>B. KIM.’S
6ur Crown Brtad

safely do the work.

»•. v.* never had a single
failure. The Ion
inoi.tiljiiiutecaKd
are relieved in 8 w~y* without fall.
No other
remedy will do this. So pain, no danger, no
Interference with work. The moat difficult
cases •ucceafuily treated
through correa*
pom.en* o.andthcino^
>uipiet.> fattsfictioa
»n e
tv instance.
I relieve bun*
rede of ladle* w h »a 1 i:.«ver see. Write
for
rurther
Ail letter* truthfully
answered. Fret coofldcntlal advice in all
snatter* of a privateor delicate nature. Hear
in mind this
remedy i* absolutely safe under
every possible condition and w ill positively
leave no after ill ©fleet*
open* the health. By
nr- K *•tovMAN CO., 170 Truuiout
Si., Boston, n»*t.

Suaranieed

particular*.

MOTT’S

PENNYROYAL

PENNYROYALPILLS.

store.

A.

Farther, drug.l-t, Kll.wurtta.

iUrfmtiscmmiB.
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GET STRONG

Brooklln.

Vinol Makes Weak

Bert

Mark*

bis

ice-house with

B O. Dollard and daughter Annie were
in Ellsworth last week.
Roy Kane has gone to Thomaston to

WE GUARANTEE IT WILL
DO SO.
WE KNOW OF NO TONIC OR REEUiLDER LIKE IT.
£

..dll

nn,l

Boston

home from

came

Wednesday.
Henry Kane Is filling
a fine quality of ice.

resume

nAmaa

busi-

on

ness.

_

|

__

__

People Strong.

l

GOV. HILL.

J. J. McDonnell ia In Boston

Vinol does create strength.
We know that and have proved it in
many instances.
The reason Vinol rejuvenates and
strengthens a person is that it acta
directly ni*m the stomach, strengthening and toning up this great vital organ
and enabling it to obtain for itself,
from the food that is taken into it, the
elements which are required to make
firm healthy flesh and muscle tissue,
sound bone structure and pure
healthy
blood.
Vinol docs this in a scientific way
and is enabled to do it because it contains. dissolved in a delicate mild wine,
in a highly concentrated state, the active
pr- iciples of cod-liver oil
Vi d does not contain any of the
that formerly characterized codgrej.
livr nil, hence is free from all the ob•
nable features which made it imjc*
pos-jblo for patients to take or retain
t nt vile-smelling remedy into their
ach.
Vinol in its favorable action upon
td
stomach and other organs of the
bo Iv acts also in a beneficial wav upon

lDg the past year. If
take from this total the 0019 demand depositors in the
Trust Companies, It will be seen that nearly one third of the entire population of the
State are directly interested in our various savings
institutions.
The aggregate
amount
it their capital, if apportioned
among the people of the State, would give
about $125 to each person, or nearly sooo
to each family.
In 1800 the deposits
In our
Savings
Ranks were only $1,406,457.50. In
18,0
they had Increased to $23,277,675.32, while
at the present time they amount to 07
240.439.07.
This Is a gain lu the last
twenty years of $43,962,768.75, or nearly
200 |>er cent, and In forty years of
$05
773.981.51, or about 5000 per cent. This
remarkable showing Is the strongest possible proof of the prosperity of the .State, and
forcibly demonstrates the Industry, thrift
and economy of the people of Maine. The
Savings Hanks, which, as a rule, have been
characterized by a conservative, conscientious and able business management have
had the confidence of the public, and have
encouraged the saving of a large portion of
the money now entrusted to their care and
which might otherwise have been expended

The boja
new century.
a
laboring under tbe strange hallucination |
that a new century begin* only once In a
(Continued from page 3.)
hundred years, continued to ring the
bell till 2 o’clock in the morning.
of Inestimable value and Importance.
Q.
Jan. 7.

tiding* of

j
|

j

bis duties

as

teacher.

Harry Kane, of Phillips Andover academy, returned to his studies to-day.
s Naskeag lodge, F. and A. M., held its
The following
annual meeting, Jan. 2.
officer* were elected: W. M., Horace M.
Pease; 8. W Sterling Carter; J. W., Dr.
P. B. Herrick; treasurer., R. W. Nutter;
secretary, Henry 8. Kane; 8. D., Stephen
E. McFarland; J. D., Roy Kane; finance
committee, i. Mayo, Dr. F. 8. Herrick
and B. O. Dollard.
Brooklin grange held a special meeting,
Monday evening, Dec. 31, tor the purpose
Thr
of watching tin Old <«ntury out.
third and fourth degrees were conferred
work
after
this
on three candidates, and
was completed, he time until midnight
was well filled by a program arranged by
the lecturer, Dr. F. H. Herrick, consisting
of muwic, readings, a flower test, a Mother
(loose test and a short farce, “Ma’s New
The Mother Goose test, in
Boarders.”
which each member d:ew a picture illustrating some one of Mother Goose’s
melodies, developed artistic talent, which
had

been

not

suspected

11

At

before.

o’clock refreshments were served by the
lady officers. This meeting was voted by
sli present to h»* «ne of the pleasantest
affairs ever held in the grange.
Unk Femme.
j«n. 7.
Franklin.

in poor health.
Beam mo n came
He
from AugtJHta Thursday evening.
will return Monday evening.
A. W. Fi»her, of Charlotte, travelling
salesman for Bowker’a fertilizers, spent
Sunday with his daughter, Mrs. A. H.
Dumun.
«
Miss Florence Dunn has a class in
She intends
music in town at present.
Miss Dunn is
later to teach out of town.
the New England cona graduate of
servatory of music, Boston.
Edward Dyer
Represent at ive 8.
Mrs.

1..

is

8.

i.:nd to lie invaluable to brain workers,
u« well as body workers.
8. G. Day, of Wesley, la now caring for
The following letter is from a well- his brother, Kev. H. F. Day, who is slowly
known authoress.
It reads as follows: gaining. Mr. Day sat up Sunday for the
I wish to acknowledge the receipt first time since he had the shock seven
of the Vinol and testify to it* great weeks ago.
J.
Jfto.7.
benefits. Since taking it I am much
improved in health, and during the inC. E. Dwelley is employed in Ellsworth,
of
tense heat
las* August I should not
have been able to continue in my liter- painting.
i The Foresters’ band will give an enterary work if it hail not t-ecn for the tain mart soon.
strengthening properties of Vinol.
Mrs. Quit, of Mas- aebusetta, is visiting
Yours in gratitude."— El.t.A Starr, loti her
dsugnicr, M«h. Etdrulge
W. 82d St
X. Y. City.
M*a. (’o'man Crabtree, of Hancock, has
We wish any one sufferingfrom b eu v‘siting her parents her*.
Fr»d L. Martin spent th»? winter recess
f

The
large number of farmers* Institutes, which
have been held during the past year, have
everywhere been well attended, and great
Interest haa been manifested In tbla work
by the farmers of the State, who have
given It their cordial support. I am persuaded that these meetings and the general
work of the board, have done much to stlm
ulate and encourage the ambitious and progressive farmer by bringing to every community a knowledge of the best and most
productive methods of modern agriculture.
Maine Is Just beginning to make a reputation for her dairy products. There are
4ft creameries nnd 14 cheeRe factories In
the State, utilizing the product of 30.000
cows, and this represents only a small part
of the whole dairy Interest.
It Is felt
by many of our most successful
and progressive dairymen, who appreciate
the great Importance of this Industry and
the hr^flts which would accrue to the
State hr fts ilevelonmcnt. that the work of
the Board of Agriculture should he still
further broadened nnd extended by me creation of a dairy bureau, which shall have
an executive officer whose duty It shall be
to attend closely
to
educational dairy
work, and to the enforcement of the law
against the sale of Imitation dairy products.
You will be asked for an anproprlatlon
for this purpose, nnd I am confident that a
request made In the behalf of so Important
an Interest will receive your generous consideration.

The Prohibitory Law.
Intemperance Is such a fruitful sonree
of misery, pauperism and crime, and Its

multitude or victims Is so great a burden
upon the sober and Industrious citizen, that
It Is the duty of a government to control
and restrict the liquor traffic In every logltlmate way. By a provision of Its constitution and by statute laws, which with
overwhelming majorities Its citizens have
repeatedly sustained at the polls, the State
of Maine stands opposed to the manufacture and sale of Intoxicating liquors. The
deliberate adoption of this policy by a people naturally careful nnd conservative in
their Judgments was the Inevitable result
of a moral evolution which recognized the
demoralizing and far-reaching evils of intemperance, and sought to eradicate them
from the community : and embodied the
conviction that a traffic which took men
from the ranks
of
productive Industry,
robbed them of their sober faculties, detheir self-respect and made them a
burden and menace to those who had the
right to look to them for support nnd protection—a traffic which filled the poorhouses. prisons and asylums with human
wrecks, and imposed Its greatest misery
upon the Innocent and helpless- was hostile to the public Interests and wholly contrary to the spirit and purpose of a Christian civilization.
Fifty years ago. the so-called ‘‘Maine
Law." prohibiting the sale of Intoxicating
liquors, was placed upon onr statute books,
where It still remains
While it has n«>t

stroyed

this Stele Is now In" ex eel lent condlflou.
and well equipped for State service.
All of tr.e organizations that make up
our National Guard should be maintain'd
on
a
practical footing.
1'ney should be
armed, equipped and organized In accord
ance with the requirements of the votun
tecr army, that me State may be ready,
when called upon, to place an efficient
force of wei'-d)ItIpllned men in the field.
Since the last session of tue Legisia
ture, one division of Naval Reserves has
been organized. It fully maintains the credit of the National Guard, ana on its first
cruise taken on the U. S. S. Prairie last
September, the reports of the officer in
command of that ship indicate that it
made a record seldom. If ever, equalled by
a Naval
Reserve organization during its
first year.
The experiment of regimental camps was
tried at the last annual encampment with
The health, ab
very gratifying results.
sence of Intemperance, and conduct of tin*
men In camp w are most satisfactory.
The
organizations now authorized seem ample
for the service, and to fully meet the requirements of the State. Maine does not
require a large force, but her troops should
be of the best. While we earnestly pray
that their services will not again be necessary, we should always be prepared for any
possible emergency that may arise.

needlessly.

1

The tax on Pavings Ranks deposits has
been n source of large revenue to the State
the amount paid during the past rear being $448,827.93, an Increase of $128,434!21 over the sum paid in 1890.
The report of the Rank Examiner will
give you a del a lied account of tLe condl
tlon of each institution.

essary for this purpose, that no
them shall suffer from privation.

j

Bath

weakness,

demoralized

a

dition of the nerves,

tibility
call

Try it

con-

to

on our

Inland Fisheries and Game.

Good Roads.

URIC

The question of Improved highways Is
of great Interest and Importance to the
whole State, and especially to the people of
the ronntry towns.
Good roads shorten the distance to market. Increase the value of contiguous property. and are potent factors in the development of every community. Although them
has been a. va.st_Improvement in our traus

will gladly

refund

amount you have

you the

to

paid

us.

Sea

|
!

_

K.nst Orta ml.

AlU n Grindle, of East Biuehiit, is working for Enjah White.
Hurvey Ill- gins is at home from Hath,
J where be has been working since April,
W. B. Gorham left Saturday for a f-w
i
munlna* Visit at h's home III Washington,
D.
C.
/
For additional Oounty AYtr$ are other pagea
Miss Bertha Dorr returned from Bangor
and is working at Mrs. Drusiila
Monday
K**t Hlurlnll.
Mason’s.
Mary U. Long left laut Thursday for
M.
Dec. 31._
llolyoke, Mama.
Mrs. E. C. Masou ia ill.
The ChHAti Granite Co. has cloned but»inea* for the whiter.
/
F. W. Wentworth is harvesting ice for
WMi** Beatrice Leith, of Southwest* Hardifferent people.
Mrs.
la
the
of
Kiciiard
Greene.
guest
bor,
Bert BlaUdell, of Brewer, is visiting his
Mrs. CL G Long has been 111 for several cousin, E. L. Pickering.
day*. She 1* better now, but is confined
Almon Leach, of Penobscot, is working
to the bouM*.
for Winfield Gross, cutting box wood.
Stephen D. Conarv, n ho ha* hr*»n quite
Albert B’aisdell died Thursday night
ill for a few da\s, »•* *o far recovered a* to after an illness of veunral wteks.
He
drive out iu hi* buggy.
The
leaves a wife and five children.
Frank A. MHler, o* p«»~0*.«r»v»t, fame »o fnnersl twik id ace Sunday. The inter-

COUNTY NEWS.

The

on
u^iiif^
Ho rettiri r»1 vuUrnlhV

la»t

Saturday. |

I

E'll* tttaiihAeld, Pres loo Duff. mid J*l n
W. Duffy, who had lire*- Hi work isi the
wood*

Union

near

river,

returned

last

Tuesday.
Itobeit L
vetch

nh

a

W it bam received a fine gold
Christmas present from his

uncle, L'eut. Charles Wit ham, of ban
Francisco, Cat.
A. E. Long and wife, who has bwn
hereon a visit, returned to Frankfort
Miss Jessie L. Long
last Wednesday.

accompanied

them,

C. H. Onvett, John W. Duffy and Preston

Duffy

intend

to

start

for

Mount

tu-uay. where they will bo emgrauite cutters.
Last week Edwin K Conary, about
twelve years of age. built for himself a
smell house. It consists of a large goods
lie selected for
box wilu a canvhi roof,
his partner Anson Dorr, end the hoys
are now Ashing ois their own account.
Waldo

ployed

|

as

at the
P. Greene, sate*:" n
grange store, has been ill f*>* about two
Ho is now a<ne io go out but bas
week*.
not Bufflcienlly recovered io iesumebis
P. Greene
Howar
place at the store.
has been at work for the Iasi two weeks
in place of his brother.

Richard

I

\

I

C. H. Ward well left last Saturday for
Redstone, N. If., where he will be employed a* a granite cutter. His wife accompanied him to Ellsworth. On her re-

\
l

I
I

*

!

Kn«l

MI'M Hn-en DeaLle, who has teen
»bu

sick list for the

D»*>t

i-

gaining slowly.
M is* Aridi** Hodgkins, who l»«* hern at
the
Inf
homo
no'idsys, return*d to
WatwviMr Wednesday 10 resume her
studies at Colby.
^
A. Bird Cough has bough? a building
of W H mm in De*Isle, and in moving it near
nia atore lor a store bouse.

Quite a lot of lumber for the temporary
wharf at the coaling station has been
hauled to the lauding the past week.
H.
Jan. 7.
bat n> ion*.

Tbe week of prayer will te observed by
meetings Wednesday, Thursday, Friday
and Saturday evenings.
Capt. Fred Hodgkin* and wife will
enjoy life on terra firma this winter,
l'lifir presence in town Is welcome.
Mrs. Charles

Hodgkins and

sons

Charles

Boston
and Joseph arrived home fron
Tuesday. Capt. Hodgkins has sailed from
Boston
tbe

fjr

Africa in

bis

new

aeuooner,
H.

Jau.8
Deer 1st**.

I)r. L W. Hart will
office at Htouington
weeks.

move to

his

Jan. 14 for

/
branch
a

few

Anancier; W. B. Kid >. receiver; John
W. Daffy, I. W.; J. Nelson Candage, O.
W.; George E. Marks, representative to
grand lodge; S. Watson Cousins, alternate; Richard Grindle, trus ee.
£ The end of the old and the ushering in
of tbe ?»ew century was generally obMonday evening services
served here.
were held attb© Baptist church. Rev. H.
me
L. Olds,
pastor, priding. At the
close of the services, the congregation
where a
repaired to the Methodist chapel
As the clock
watch meeting was held.
struck twelve, the bell rang out the glad
nothing. healing and antisepdevised is DeWitt’s
eve
e. It ielieves at once and
a*'d sMn diseases.
cures plies
Beware of imUaUoiw. WioODI & Moore.

tie appl'cat
Witch Ha/

--

Past H. P. Beaton, of Rockland. There
was a very pleasant time—banquet, music,
There will be
late hours and moonlight.
much work in the
Jau. 1.

chapter

this

w

inter.
Spec.

^

Eggs X fO Cents a Dozen.
When eggs retail at 40 cents a dozen It is a
good time for the poultry men to have laying
hens. Ordinary food in cold weather Is insufficient to supply the requirements of the lay log
hen. A great want in this direction has been
filled by the production of Page’s Perfect Poultry Food. This is the first article of this kind
which is absolutely successful. It does everything they claim for 1ft, and is extremely reasonSemi your name ou a postal
able In price.
card to C. 3. Page, Hyde Park, Vt., and get a

circular.—Ad*t.

Fisheries.

Insane

Hospital.

Eastern

Maine

Insane

GOVERNOR JOHN F. HILL
advocates
ann
hoped for. It has been a power
force In the devclonment an# promotion
a healthy temperance sentiment among

nrrnnm«:i!.—

n'i

[nil

its

supporters

ful
of
the

people

of

onr

State.

mileage ?!'••: <• hn*» N>r*n little Imorovom* r*t
In our highways, along which there w ill a I

How marked and

wav*, be a large amount of traffic ; and it
gratifying this advance has been will clearWould »etm u*at tut* nine bus tuuie when
ly be shown by a cornua: Ison with the conwe should ah./pi some ucfimti* and effective
ditio ok existing
seveuty-llve years ago.
Then, liquor
as lu.yAy manufactured In
pau tor the improvement of our main
onr State, while Its s.i e was as common
thoroughfares.
1 do hot regard with favor a State highand looked upon In mu h the same light as j
the traffic In dry goods and groceries. A!»
way voiiiiula.-dou, or auy similar plan which
would mkv .‘ r.-m the towns auy part of me
stlnenre was the exception rather tbf.n the
their
over
rule. The drink habit, In varying degrees,
control winch they exercise
anv
reads, and cost an undue proportion of the
was so genet a I ns to excite little It
sum whhh would be like.y to ue devoted
comment, and In tent fie ranee was more or
less prevalent In every community.
to road improvement, but »i ha.-* seem.d to
me that some plan of State aid might be
The temptations of drink were every
found victims
‘utlw and pracwhere visible, and too oft
d v imi I which would b.*
In the best youths of our State. Today, in
tical in its operation, and would gradually
a
result
in
highways
large majority of onr country towns,
improve*
greatly
there exists nra thal prohibition, and me
throughout the .state.
law against the liquor traffic is as well enThe cost oi realty good roads Is beyond
forced as against other forms of crime.
the menus of most towns; improved high
Kven in our cities ami larger villages,
ways must come first, aud in my judgment
ana perwhere the liquor Interests are most active
they can only come through Sta
and aggressive, and where the law Is most
haps county aid. Such a distribution of
persistently violated. It has not failed to the cost would make the municipal burden
Im
w.;.n
the
exert ft restraining and salutary Influence
small
when
compared
derived
be
and has been a power In stimulating and
Lease benefits
which would
and
that
from
it.
Intelligent
vigorous
promoting
public opinion whhh is the support of all
The National Guard.
effective law, and without which any legis-

There Is still a balance due the State
from the General Government, on claims for
in
Incurred
of expenses
reimbursement
pain,
equipping troops for the war with
amounting to $63,30*0.48. The original
amount of t^ese claims was_$S*.434.»U, ou
which has been received $35,134.33.
Of the regular military appropriation for
the year lt>98. $37,337.07 was applied to
war expenses, and is included in the claims
against the tuned States, having been expended under orders from the War DepartSavings Banks.
ment.
A supplementary claim for reimburseOn the 27ih day of October, 1300, the
ment of the State for properly dcs’royed
total assets ol the 61 Savings Banks of this
order of the Secretary of War, that had
by
to
The
reamounted
State
$71,OTt>,2ll.77.
been condemned by a board of Survey con
the 17 Trust Companies were
sources oi'
vened
by his orders, w bleb amounts to
$13,296,102.1*2. Add to this the resources
$5310.65, has been tiled with the War De
of the 2.3 Loan and Build, ng Associations,
part men t.
amountin g to $2,802,178.63, sad we have u
The Legislature of 1899 provided for the
233,703.12, am exhibit In every ;
luta.1 of
Able to the prog ret... aud enter- ; payment of bills for medical attendance,
v\u.,
medi al supplier and nursing of sick sol
pibi- o£ oui btate.
die re. who served in the State's quota and
There v, we 180,914 depositors iu the
were treated outside of authorized bospi
Bu..*s whose balance was le*s than
Saw.
tais during the period preceding their naus
two thousand dollars, the toiai amount gf
ter out, aud whose expenses were not prool
this c.u~s
deposits being
j
There has
vided for by Act of Congress.
white the number of depositors having a
been
no
Congressional action on these
balance of tv o thousand do. Jars or over,
tlr-m
of
are held
claims
as
and
many
yet.
me
total
amount of these
was 6413, and
the
Surgeon-General's Office pending
deposiL* was $13,081,800.23. These figures in
such action. It seems only Just that some
cleai i> diuM thal the money held by our
provision should be made for their payhavings t.auks belongs largely to people
ment.
of moderate circumstances.
.No annual encampment was held in the
uumber
of
whole
In
SavThe
depositors
year 1899, the regular military appropriaings Banks and Trust Companies, aud
tion for that year being ut,ed In reuntformshareholders in Iman aud Building Associlitg and re-equlpplng the State troops. This
ations was 213,980. -A gain of 11,428 durwas Lyjjy aij-uajpiibhed, and the militia of

1

to

Reformatory

|

Prison

for

Women.

tare

<u

those

wpo

nHve

•■jum-suv

ana

zealously

Conclusion.
I wish to assure you of my earnest desire to co-operate with you in every measure
that tends to promote the interests of
the State and the welfare aud prosperity
of its people. The noble example of those
high minded and patriotic iueu, whose de\oted a.id unselfish public service iu the
ast makes so maty of th? proudest pages
lu our uistory. should inspire us to dtsvhn.ge with honor aud credit the difficult
and Important duties d vojving upon us. If
\\«*
d
exercise that g
judgment, careful
fore- l.rht and judicious c.ouoiny so essential
ill. success of o.ivute enterprise,
may
our s*t. » ss l> assured, and thotvg.i a
f our e i'orts, we
dorse the result
m t
shoo
!,v sarisllerl with the work accomplis! «1 if our owu jmlgtu. nt and on science
approve
t out,dent that yott will sustain the proud
e'forta
the past, and that yon
ecu.»l
will result In great permanent b-nellt to
the S>a:c. permit me t<* rein hid you of the
Importance and necessity of beginning upon
the work before you as soon as ■ i-.sibl
tints avoiding the danger of hasty aud Uldosing
eonsidered ngislathu iu the busy
session.
weeks of th
I irust
that you will rind your duties
ben the
pleasant and agreeable, and that
work of the session hM hwn accomplished
you ntav have the properatisfacth n which
lomos from a duty <h*isclentI«»m !v perdis. barged
formed. aud a trust
<

!

faithfully

protits

You will be asked to provide for the es
tabtisbment and support of a Reformatory
ITisou tor Women, it has been suggested
that a building, originally construed by
the United States Government for a Naval lio.-vital. on an island near Rock.aud,
aud which lias never been atilt zed for mat
purpose, may possibly be available in this
A bill is now pendiug in Conconnection
gress wbhh provides that this structure
shall be given to the State for this u»e.
There is a strong sentiment In avor of
such an institution, among the friends ot

lue

devoted their lw»st efforts to the service of
the State, that you should give them the
advantage of vour counsel and judgment,
that ail may work together for the common interest and the common good.

readi-

The State Prison.

lative enactment must fall far abort of Us
purpose.
In a community where the official power
Is delegate*] from the neople. public servants rarely rise sur-eiior to public opinof duty. It la. therefore,
ion In their’
essential that officers charged with the enforratmmt of law and the protection of sorlctv shoo’d be constantly sustained. In the
faltMul discharge of their obligations, by
an active and healthy public sentiment.

uuuer

missioner, the Commissioner of Industrial
and Labor Statistics, the Secretary of the
State Hoard of Health, and of other State
departments, as well as of the trustees of
the various State institutions, will give
yon in detail an account of their work and
It will be your duty to exrequirements.
arefully and thoroughly, into the
amine.
condition of every institution and department. and to determine what amounts are
for
their
necessary
reasonably
proper
maintenance and support. I trust you will
refuse any appropriation
to
not hesitate
or
unwise
unnecessary, and
that seems
that expenditures will be reduced wherever
this is consistent with efficient service. Our
Institutions and various governmental departments are. I believe, well managed,
and tbe State Is most fortunate In having
faithful and competent men in her public
Rut if is none the less your duty
service.
to thoroughly inform yourself In all these
matters, that you may act unon them tindeistandingiy and net rely upon the judgIt is also due
ment and opinion of others.

Itself to your good judgwith your unqualified ar>-

it appears from the report of the Prison
inspectors ihat there were 172 couvi* ts In
a
the Stale I'lisou, November .’10th,
decrease of 37 during the preceding
5S were commit led to the Prison du
the year, and 5*1 discharged by exp:,
of seutence ; three died, and one v\a
•>*
doned by the Governor and Couucit.
u
arc 40 life convicts iu the Prison, of
four are womeu.
•*The large percentage of short term
oners whose labor is not a source of prou
aud the restrictions of the law which ltm
its the number employed In one class or
work, greatly curtail the protits of the
manufacturing department. The total gam
from good* manufactured last year was
$5937.74. It cost an average of nine cents
per convict per day for the food consumed,
which made the io‘tal cost of raw material
$t>u44.40, or $106 06 more than the
Iu ad
of the manufacturing department.
ditiou to this, the cost of fuel, clothing,
transporting convicts, stipends given d.s
charged convicts, interest, and other e.
peases, amounted to $10,092.11). You will
be asked for an appropriation sufficient :>>
pay all outstanding liabilities, and provide
for the necessary running expends of the
prison for the next two years.
The State cannot conduct a manufactur
ing busluess here with any degree of success, unless it provides a sufficient working
capital to euabie It to buy the necessary
materials at the very lowest price and to
tai
advantage of every cash di-count
Tnls 13 a matter which should have your
careful investigation, and
1 recommend
such an appropriation as is necessary to
enable the managers W this institution to
place Its affairs upon a sound business ha
8 is.

now

Other Departments.

appropriations made for the building of this institution have been wisely and judiciously
expended. The work has been thoroughly
done, the buildings are substantial and
permanent in character, and for years to
come the cost of renalrs will he comparatively sma’I. The institution could not be
duplicated today for less than 20 per cent
above its pjcitent cost. In this connection
I desire to commend the faithful, conscientious service of the iiouoiablo Sydney M
Bird. Chairman of the Council Committee
on Public Buildings,
whose efficient busl
ness management and careful oversight <*f
all the details of the work have largely
contributed to so successful a result

yasf twentv
f porta Mon nu-r:*f^s <?urnr the
vents. through the building of new railroad

loo gins

reports of the State Assessors, the
Railroad Commissioner, the Insurance Com-

Hospital.

necessary to nut the institution in
uess for oci uoancy.
I am convinced that the several

are

The

proval. I am sure you will willingly make
the required appropriation to cover this
expenditure, as well as for the furnishings

o

weeks,

iwo

Maine

know, commend
ment. and meet

tNiauin*>.

near

The roost

|

the Buck K dg*- Muiierj

Ralph T. Spofford left town Friday for
to spend a few weeks there on
Judge Redman’s, the Buckeport
business.
■./
breastplate of the burners broke, and a
averted.
Sheriff
Shooting matches take place here often.
runaway was barely
noted
tuirl
W.
S.
J.
W.
Green,
Whitcomb and another man came to her Captains
take the prizes.
rescue, stopped the horse and repaired the uiinrods,
Hon. E. P. Spofford came home from
harness. She relied home safely.
the installation
At a regular meeting of East BluehiH Augusta Friday to attend
of
officers in Pine Tree chapter, of which
held
Deo.
O
U.
A.
28,
W.,
lodge, No; 59,
elected: he is principal sojourner. He was accomwere
officers
the
following
ThornasCharles Y out roan, P. M. W.; Richard panied by High Priest Moore, of
Richard
Griudle,
F.; ton.
M.
W.;
Green,
The officers of Pine Tree R. A. Chapter
George E. Hardy, O., F. E. Graves, G.;
George E. Marks, r jrd- r; P. R. Greeu, were publicly installed Friday eveuing by
turn, when

i

was at

M.

t *>** i*-t 1 wo week* shout t wenty
and boys huvt* hern doing » pretty
good buxiim- ‘•running tin the cove.

During

men

1

meat

Shore

and

As a result of the marked advance In
every kind of building material, the a^nrofor the completion of the Eastern
prlationInsane
Siaine
Hospital, made by the Legislature of 1899. proved insufficient for this
purpose. Inasmuch as the discontinuance
of the work would largely increase the
cost of Its completion, and probably postpone until another year the relief of the
present overcrowded condition of the Hospital at Augusta. It was determined by
Governor Lowers that the building should
be finished without Interruption, in order'
that the Institution might be available for
use within a reasonable period.
This action, which was In the Interest of
true economy and must ultimately result

j

village

|)U1))U3C,

sea

The

Wholesale and Retail Druggist, U Main St. !

the

there

this institution. Of these, 61 are in the
school, 14 are out at board, 44 are working
for their board and 46 are receiving wages.
Jt will thus be seen that more than half
The
of the number are self-sustaining.
girls are taught habits of personal cleanliness and neatness, the laws of health, how
to do housework in all its branches, how ta
knit and sew and make garments, and the
common
English
branches, such us are
taught in the public schools.
last,
On the Oth of February
FlaggDummcr Ilali, which was destroyed by lire
in the winter of I860, was again ready for
the
crowded
occupancy, greatly relieving
condition of the other buildings. On May
24th, Krskine Hall was burned, together
to
the
north,
with the small building
known as the office, the fire spreading «•
rapidly that little or the furnishings of the
building or the personal effects oi the inbe saved.
Insurance to the
mates could
of
$11,675.00 has been paid,
amount
of
t»
$6687.50 going to the treasury
school, and $4987.50 into the State treasury. This latter sum <an become available
for rebuilding only through an appropriation bv the Legislature.
The burning of this building made 32
girls homeless They were immediately provided for by being taken into other buildings. and within three weeks 25 of them
Hoard was
were placed in private homes.
secured for fifteen of them under twelve
a price so
moderate as to
years of age at
Increase but slightly the expense of their
care to the State.
The policy of placing in private families
younger girls, who have committed no <
fense, but are unfortunate in having mo
suitable homes of their own. lias been followed to advantage in other States, and
n:ay be worthy of imitation in our own.
You will be asked for an appropriation
aid In rebuilding Hrskine Hall, the
to
amount received for insurance beinj; insufficient for this purpose. You will also be
asked to provide for further improvements
which seem necessary to put the institution in a creditable rood!(ion.
The school is doing an important work,
and its various needs will, I am sure, receive your careful attention.

For many years there lias been a gradual Increase in the number of patients in
the Maine Insane Hospital. Its legitimate
capacity is .18:; patients; but on November
39. 1900, it had 771. or 188 more than the
number for which it has proper accommodations. This Is an Increase of 38 in the
past two years. It will thus be seen that
the management of this Institution has
long b. en obliged to care for many more
patients than it was originally designed
for.
The hospital has been In existence for
sixty years, and the oldest departments are
much out of repair. They should be thoroughly reconstructed and put In good condition. to enable the institution to show the
best results and maintain a proper stand
aid of efficient y.
As the hospital Is soon to be relieved of
Its overcrowded condition by the removal
of some of Its patients to Bangor, this
would seem to be a favorable opportunity
for making such repairs and improvements
as you may deem necessary.
The trustees earnestly recommend some
action, and will ask for an appropriation
for this purpose.

with

rvic*s

IU1B

Maine Industrial School for Girls.

and shore fisheries directly and
indirectly give employment to about tweu
ty thousand people, and have an Invested
capital of nearly $3,000,009.90. The total
value of the various products when ready
for market is about $U.UOU.OUO.OO annually.
The g;eat Importance if this industry hu:,
not been ful.y appreciated.
Any measures
calculated to promote its Interests should
have special attention.
The

I> y held three
ehurctiethe M«»t hod tat
Mrs.
E
G’een sang
io*r** Sunday.
at the
u
with
cuoir
solo
tne
»we*
very
tl>
village churen.
B.
J.hi. 7.

k

IIUIU

Utvu

neceBsai'’

The Report of the Trustees of the Maine
Industrial .school for Girls shows that

The past season has been the most successful one In the history of our fish and
game Interests. Including the amount paid
irausportatlon companies, it is estimated
that during the year 1900 at least five millions of dollars was expended by more than
fifty thousand visitors to our forests and
Inland lakes.
The report of the Commissioners of Inland Fisheries and Game, which will shortly be presented to you, contains much Interesting and valuable Information and deserves your careful consideration.

one

Presiding K d*-r J W.

and if you find it does not do
everything we claim for it, we

Orphan

The constant Increase in the number of
sportsmen who come to Maine each year, to
spend their vacations In hunting and Ashing, conclusively demonstrates the wisdom
of protecting and preserving the fish and
game of our State, and is a sufficient warrant for the large sums of money which

illness of her sister.

recommendation,

of

State.

people.

Is

to attain the highest degree of
efficiency. 'Jhis would make possible a bet
ter classification of the untortuuaie boys
who are detained there, aud wou... greauy
promote their moral aud physical vvelfare.
Today there are about sixty hoys living iu
two
cottages whose condition* and surroundings are a 1 that could be dcM.ed. The
are in
remainder, about uiuety in numbe
the main building, tvunu affords gi ally inus
uttia
ferior
accommodations,
very
money has been expended on it lor many
years.
doubt the wisdom of using this buildThe cottage
ing as u dormltorv at all.
plan has been demonstrated to be bv tar
the best for the welfare and improvement
of those who are scut to ibis institution.
Many of these boys are merely the ictima
of poverty and parcutal neglect, and are
than
oftenrather
friendless
criminal,
times being sent to the c.bool on account
of truancy, or some minor offense scarcely
more serious in its character.
It is the duty of the State to do everything possible to improve the condition of
these unfortunate children, to encourage
them in right doing, and to lead the in into
ways that will develop them into honest,
self-reliant aud useful citizens. Irrespective of the sentiment of humanity, the careful training of these boys is in the interest
of true economy and a sound public policy.
small
cost
the main
At compartlvely
building could Ik* put in good repair, and it
for
is well adapted
schoolrooms, workrooms. aud the general purposes of the institution. 1 recommend such an appropriation for this work as in your judgment may
seem wisest and best.

are at the present tlrte seventy
In the Rath Military and Naval
Asylum, the largest number for
Twenty-four have been admany years.
mitted during the past year. This is a
well-managed institution, and merits the
support which it has received from the

M>s Mamie Decide, who in stavlnrr
-•turned last week
with Mrs. J. P. Got do.
from LfMi'Olne, being lulled there by the

to Vinol.

regard

Naval

Reform

constructo Uiose alto enauie this

cottages similar

institution

Orphan

patents here and In CUtUl.
Mrs Ivory F. BuMer is improving in
It* mtn.
Mr**, it B Orci'tt, at Beechlitiid.
out.
w ho lias been seriously ll»,

and hear what we have

and

Military

one

more

ready existing

There
children

W lh ir-

suscep-

wasting diseases,

to

on us

to say in

or a

tion of

Asylum.

'•
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The Reform School.
the
to
Upon a recent visit
School, 1 was convinced that the

State Pensions.

The Fee System.

philanthropic and reformatory Work la oBf
State, who feel that existing conditions BIB
neither in harmony with the spirit of a progressive civilisation, nor calculated to p*B-

auce the best results.
It Is needless for me to dwell upon the
great benefits which vonld come from such
All must recognize tne Ima Reformatory.
portance of doing everything possiuie for
the inoral uplifting of such wlinen as would
here be cared for; and the State may well
foster a movement which, while recogpi.,
Ing the need of every just and proper restraint. at the same time aims to make
them
self-respecting and self-supporting*
members of society.
I submit this matter to your earnest consideration.

7*he obligation which we owe to those
brave and patriotic men, who, by their
courage and valor, preserved the Union and
perpetuated the greatest and grandest government that the world has ever known,
can never be fully discharged.
The small
pensions paid by the State to those veterans of the Civil War requiring aid and assistance, or to their widows and orphans,
is a fitting recognition of their devotion
and sacrifice, and reliefs
homes
many
from suffering and want. You will cheerfully appropriate such sum as may be nec-

There has long been a feeling, on the
part of many of our most Intelligent and
progressive citizens, that the present fee
system should be revised or modified : and
that those public officials now receiving
compensation for their services wholly or
partly in fees should be paid a definite'and
fixed salary, that the people may know ex1
actly what their servants receive.
This may not be practicable In every In( stance: but there certainly is no good reason
why any officer should receive more
j than a reasonable remuneration for his services. or more than he would be paid If
business Involving
j employed In a private
the same degree of responsibility, and requiring similar < anarity.
It Is undoubtedly true that many public
officials who are paid by fees do‘not receive an excessive or unreasonable compensation. but even here the public InterI est would probably be best served by the
payment of a salary commensurate with
the service rendered.
I commend this matter to your careful
consideration, knowing that whatever acI tion you may take will he dictated by a desire to serve the best Interests of the whole

1

:

Such little pills as DeWltt’s Littl Early
Kisers are very easily tak u, and they are
wonderfully effective in cleansing the liver and bowel-4.
WiooiN & Moor •:

ILqjal IXoticES.

I

W FOIEI CLOSE KK.
'ITTHE HE AS James B
Hooper, of BUSworth, in the county of Hancock, and
TY
Stated Maine, by bis mortgage deft dated
the third nay of April, a. <1. 1886, and recorded
iu the registry of deeds for Hancock county.
State of Maine, iu book 202, page ’A), conveyed to me, Andrew J. Jordan, cd Orland, in
•.aid county of Hancock, the pri tuEes described in said mortgage aw follows: A cerin said
tain tract of land lying i> Orl:
as folcounty, and bounded and lesct
Bounded uort-east* *
by lota
lows, via.:
Nos. 79 and 80, southeas wiy by town line,
and southwesterly by Pat en's p tid, aud
westerly by Higgins and Browr’t’ ltv d, and
same conveyed by Jicob Dodge to Junes F.
Hooper by deed dated JwiuKry 8. > S, and
• ecorded in Hancock
registry, vol. lot, folio
»es B.
144. and by James F. Hooper to
Hooper by deed dat' d Dece ber O' 1874, re,the
corded in vol. 160. folio 17'. and w
and ia
condition of said nv-rtgvge h\e bof the
now broken
now, th reform, by «
aim a
1
breach of the condition three
*ve this
torcclo«ure of said mortgage
notice for that purpose.
A.'.PftKW J. Joroah.
December 21, a. d. 1900,

rfr
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County New*
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CENTURY

Hattie 8.
Brewer Saturday.

New Year’s Notes of Sale for

(1

j
1901.1

Tapley

Our usual annual clearing sale begins with the New
Year. January will lx* a month of great saving opportunities here.
We enter the new year and the new ceiltury with firm determination to progress with the times.
new
idea
in merchandising will lx* adopted if it be
Every
worthy, and by its careful execution we hope to maintain
and to deserve "the leadership that we have gained in the
dry goods business in Hancock county.
M. GALLERT.
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The

following remarkable

values will be

on

$30 Near .Seal Fur Jackets at

IJ
]I

<J

40.00

(•

60

marks, to which D* a. Tapley responded
in a
Dea. Tapley,
feeling manner.
although eighty years old, takes long
drives and works daily about the farm.
Mrs. S. P. Tapley (Abbie Carlton) will be
eighty in April. The couple have been

These are elegant garments worth every cent of our regular price, but I *
special attraction to our fur department we offer these garments at <•
extraordinarily low prices.
(1

11

•

TTT

T

1

A

1

wuumiis jiiuKBis
5 Our
$5 Jacket reduced to $5.50
JS
10
6.99

»

auu

A

1

married about

;
!|

buy

can

any skirt in the

j! Petticoats.
Our

W. Z. Richardson has opened

J
[

automobile

j

(1
m

j|

J

69c., 79c.. 99c. and $1.25.

-Every piece

in plain and
under price.

fancy

There

date

summer

put up about the
their business.
Jan. 7.

Aurora.
Mrs. H. B.
the

Crosby,

Mrs.

Treadwell, of MsHaville,
visiting her daughter, Mrs.
Crosby, has returned home.

SuHsn

•J
<
[

Ho a Hid

j

j

Children's ribbed hose
Hoys' heavy bicycle hose
Kid gloves

12
19

I*
19
#
25
*1
1.25
vests and pants 19c. #

1-2

79
ladies'

Jersey

«

|| Hamburg

5,0()0 yards of Hamburg embroideries at practically half price.

•

A.

E. Mace and

tenth

anniversary

*:

in corsets at 39c.,

were

Jan. 7.

SnlUtmry

R.
vJ

Cove.

Fossill Young is spending
weeks with friends at Bar Harbor.
Miss

vilie, is visiting
; Madge Wood.

<[

j|

GALLERT.

CLARION RANGES. FURNACES, STOVES.
Plumbing

Granite Ware.

Crockery

and

the last of the

Fishing
Hot Water and Steam

few

called

was

week

on

Mrs. i

Bangor

to

account of

the

father.

Mr.

Walworth, a student from Newton
theological seminary, arrived last Thurs-

day and will occupy the j uiplt
Baptist church for a few weeks.

at the

C. E. Pettingill is spending a few
weeks with her sister, Mrs. C. L. McFarMrs.

Her many friends gladly welcome
even for a short stay.

her back
Jan. 7.

A* h vlli*W. H. Hall is

R.

on

the

§
f

Main

J.

P.

spend the winter at O. P. Bragdon’s and
attend the high school.
Bertha and Josie Crann, of Sullivan Center, will make their home at O. P.
Bragdon’s while attending high school
Jan. 7.
B.
Misses

Monday.
D. Conary purchased

a

tine

Jan. 7.

yoke of

Sub.

Orville Bartlett has gone to Port Clyde
engaged in the Weir business.

where he is

James Turner and wife have gone to
Bluehill to see Mr. Turrer’9 sister, Mrs

Ale.

see

other pages.

Orland.

Percy M. Dorr and wile, who are spending their honeymoon at Joseph Crosby’s,

serenaded the other night.
The dance at the town hall last Saturday night called out a large crowd.
Another
will te held next Saturday
evening.
Friends of Mrs. Charles Billings, are
were

to learn of her serious illness at
home of her mother, Mrs. 8. B.
Billings, at North Bluebiii.

pained

the

A. M. Forsyth, who is employed

in the woods

near

Waltham,

was

cook
at home
as

Wednesday trying to hire
only succeeded in getting

more men.

Lottie

Billings,

who is

two.
The annual installation of officers of
the Rising Sun lodge, F. and A. M., was
held at the town hail Wednesday evening,
in the presence of the
fraternity, their
families, and invited guests. Charles F.
Pain* of Bar Harbor, assisted
by H. R.
Cotton, of this town, officiated. After
the ceremony a
banquet was served.

Then dancing

was

indulged in.

H.

SeawaP.

John Hopkins and wife are keeping
house in Frank Doliver’s house.

non-irritating

cathartic la Hood’s Pills.—

It will pay you to come 100 miles to this great
g^e, Money returned if you want it. Below

Q.

—

__

0&V6

j

X 1UL6 clllCi

with you.

Ti/T

n

&

,,

JML0I16y.

Furnishing* Goods.
Lot of 15c linen collars, 2c or three for 5o.
White Handkerchiefs, 2c.
Heavy cotton black hose. 5c.
Wool hose, 10c, or three pair for 25c.

|

Boys’ Reefers, #|.«s.
Lot of boys’ *3, #t and $5
Hoys’ reefer suits, #1.45.

S

Iletter

Hoys’ heavy suspenders, 8c.
Men’s heavy suspenders, Pc.
Men’s silk and satin neckties, in leeks and four, inhands, 15c.
Reversible linene collars, 20c a box.

Heavy gloves,

Boys’ Clothing.

23c.

35c black cassimere hose for 19c.
81 silk mufflers, 49c.
undershirts and drawers—the 37, 5o
in Scotch wool, merino, etc. 17e.

BSOi)

an

to

Knee pants, loc.
Hoys' Reefers. *1.20.

1 «;.»»• grade

working shirts, 17c.
Men’s heavy working shirts, 29c.
75c heavy jersey shirts. 37c.
Lot of men’s

ones

Men’s

gjj

sailor suits, *2.lit

for #1.95 and $2.45.

Clothing.

Heavy pants, worth $1.25,

j

for 80c.

$1.75, forOac.
$2 and *2.50, for $1.45.
All wool pants, worth $3 and $3.50, for $2.
$4, for $2.50.
Men’s suits, worth #7 to $io. for *5.05
$lo to $15. for *s.n5.
Men's English clay worsted suits, strictlv all wool, for
*8.25.
Men's odd suits. *8.00.

75c and 81 white laundered shirts for 49c.
75e and 81 soft bosom shirts for 4.5c.
81, 81.25 and 81.50 soft bosom shirts for *9c.
75c and 81 stiff bosom shirts, 59c.
81, 81.25 and 81-50 stiff bosom shirts, 89c.

;

S

I

woolen coats, ttsc.
woolen vests, 4tte.

5

Boys'

Overcoats and Ulsters.

Overalls and jumpers marked 'way down.

Men's ulsters, worth *x, for $5.45.
$10, for $7.45

sweaters, 49c.
Men's sweaters, 89c.

! \
h

i

f

Hats and

Caps.

Overcoats worth $7.50, for $3.80.
'*
*8 and $o, for $5.00.
$10 and $12. for $7.45
*1'> and #18. for #0.05.
Heavy sheep-lined vests, #l.«o
Half mackintosh, rteece-lined, #1.08.
Men's mackintosh, $2.30.
••

£

|
!

,,

Lot of men’s winter caps, 196.
81. 81.50 and 82 soft and stiff hats marked down to 50

Hoys’

Men's $10

and 9sc.

*1.80.

outing suits, blue

and black stripe

for

The Above is only

a

slight

hint of what

our

There is

nothing sensational about this sale (except the prices), nor is it a
a spurt in business, with a “faked”
spasmodic
stock gotten
together
for the occasion from the clothing “slums of bluffdom”
It is simply a straightforward business announcement—a genuine filing-out sale—news of
vital importance
effort to create

to those in need of

This

It will

fully repay you to visit our store during this great
Bona Fide going-out-of-business sale, when

positively
quick to close

the business.

sale,

everything

for it is most
must lie sold

j
\

LEWIS FRIEND & CO.
signature is

on

every box of the genuine
Tablet.

Laxativ; Bromo*Quinine

the

remedy that

cures

a

cold In

one

day

§
j

Good Honest Goods at less than Auction Prices.

Bertie Newman came home last
Saturday from Deer Isle, where Bhe has
been since last fall with her mother, who

isjU.

f

Bargains really are.

Mrs.

people testify that Hood’s Sarsaparilla
cures scrofula, eruptions,
catarrh, rheumatism,
dyspepsia, nervous troubles, and you may take
The
Advt.

is just a part index of the many wonderful bargains.
Mark what you want and bring it
Cut this out.

a

The

It with confidence that it will do for you what
It has done for others.

quickly.

f'lf'Vm
P anti
QTlH Qpp
oee fhp
Hie frnnrlK
VJUUUb.
OOIue

very ill with pneu-

monia.

He

’|

R. Conary and 'son went- to Brooks-

hill.

Heating.

Ellsworth American —only COUNTY paper.

County News,

store must be sold

After

Bluehlll rail*.

Miss Estelle Friend, of Bar Harbor, is
visiting friends here and at South Blue-

ELDRIDGE-

COUNTY NEWS.

QTHP V
Oivlll.

JLA.Hl

parts.

Jan. 7.

For additional

everything in our

A.

steers at Deer Isle last week.

Street,...Ellsworth,
Tlie

sale and

m-crci

$12 or $15, for $0.06.

Center.

'■*

A TX

sick list.

weighed 568 pounds.
Mise Cummings, of West Sullivan, will

R.

Tackle.

Ellsworth trade.

serving the people for nearly fifty years.
An d now with a mingled feeling of pride and regret,
we wish to announce the Selling out of our Entire Stock and Fixture*, and desiring to show to Unpeople that we are grateful for their kind patronage iu the past, we will put our entire stock on sale at
such a tremeudous big discount from the original wholesale cost, that every man and boy can get a complete outfit of wearing apparel for a third less than ever before. This is a Bona Fide going-out-of-business
p-n

H. Tracy beat the record on pigs in
His ten-months old pig

John
these

ville

Stoves.

Ware.

daughter,

her

serious illness of his

A.

Heating.

Blue-Flame Oil

and Tin

a

Irving Tarbox, of West Brooks-

Mrs.

j[(•

10 dozen of them.

Pearl, Agate and

marriage New

large
present and passed
Mr. and Mrs.
very pleasant evening.

land.

M.

the

number of rela-

presents.

We only advertise a clearance and bargain sale once a year.
We <'
never advertise anything unless we have the goods to show.
1*
Everything
I • advertised is from our regular stock. Our clearance sales during January |l
# have been very popular in times past; this year we have made special 0
# effort to induce everybody to avail themselves of the opportunity we offer 6
{I to buy goods cheap. For that reason we have extended a reduction of i)
;
II prices throughout the entire stock.
|

!l

meet at the

Mace received many useful and handsome

#■

Bargain

only about

school

wife celebrated

of their

to the

tbia

of

women

will

A

specially adapted

ENTIRE STOCK AND FIXTURES MUST BE SOLD QUICK.

houses this winter.

a

jji

Stock includes Winter and Summer Goods

recently.

Sabbath

a

They

for the children.

tives aud friends

Prices 1 *

from 3c. to 49c.

II Another Great

town

energetic

J. K. Hamilton

Embroideries.

j

!

and BOYS’

visiting

been

••

99

I > Lot of wool mittens 12 1-2 and 19s.;
a Come to our great sale of

A few of the

has

town have established

Year’s evening.

Corset covers 12 1-2, 19. 25, 89 and 49c.; drawers 25, 37 1-2 and 49c.;
I’ skirts 49, 79, 99c. and *1.25; night dresses 49, 79, 99c. and *1.25.
0
The following are bargains aud cannot be replaced:
1*
IJ
•
Ladies’ wool hose
at 12 l-2c., worth 19c.
J
"
25
plain and ribbed 19
5
<[

#
#
#

Vira Laughlin and little daughter

Mrs.

1.23
D50
(1
# Towels fromT.c. to 39c.; crashes from 3 l-2c. to 12 l-2c.; napkins from 79c. (• I
to
$3.99; bedspreads from 49, 79. 99c., $1.25 to $3.50; blankets from 55c. to (I
jt
Imitation French flannel 1)
$6; sheetings 5c.; outings 5c.; prints 4 and 5c.
jl
a 9c., reduced from 15c.
4

u naerwear.

been ill for

who bss been

of Marinville,
\ Lavern,
# friends and relatives in

....

HEN’S, YOUTHS’

N.

who has

!;
•*

amount

same

past few months, is gaining slowly.

! | Housekeeping* Goods.
White damask table linen 49c., worth 7.3c.
....
^
*i

worth of

WILL BE SOLD REGARDLESS OF COST.

that Columbia hall is
remodeled into an up-tohotel.

for

\

j iviusiin

quick.

CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS and HATS

are rumors

Bros, will

All of our plain colored taffeta silks at 69c.: one lot of fancy taffetas (1
at 39c., reduced from 75c.; one lot fancy taffetas, 79o„ reduced from $1.25. w

l>

must be sold

to be moved and

at 39c., 49c., d
.|

Silks.

$25,000

Gott.

{

*

II
I

sum-

!>

Goods.
j | Dress
Special bargains in black dress goods

\

the mail route next

Capt. Homer Pettigrove has bought the
sloop “Houri” from William and Ueman

!»*

!»Flannelette Wrappers.

#’

on

Wylford Kittredge has placed his iceboat, the “Ice Queen”, on the pond, and
$1 kind at 79c.
$1.25 kind at 99c.
$1.50 kind at $1,22 1-2 <
2
$1.49
# gives challenge to all comers.
2.50
3
$1.9!)
2.4!)
3.50
2.99
Black satin waists $5 to $7.00 kind at $3.99.
Black 0
Business is booming in Bass Harbor.
and colored taffeta silk waists to close at $:i.49.
French flannel waists re- 0
The lobster fishermen are getting good
duced 25 per cent.
11
v
prices and fair catches; the scallop dragThe rub-a-dubgers are doing as well.
dub of the Lawrence Bros.’ cooper shop is
We never carry any cheap quality of wrapj>ers.
The cheapest wej, heard from early morn till night. T. W.
usually have is one at si. During this sale we offer the following reduc- ’! Jackson has commenced to fill his icetion:$l flannelette wrapper 79c.; $1.25 flannelette wrapper 99c.: $1.50 flan- J house. Parker Bros, are
getting their ice
D
neiette wrapper $1.25.
tools ready for 300 tons of Ice.
Richardson

0

Everything

meat

a

mer.

j!

!! Black Merserized Petticoats.
I >

LLSNQ OUTI

McKinley.
Dr. Tapley has been visiting his parents
in Brooksville for the last fortnight.
N
L. J. Norwood contemplates putting an

entire stock of silk petticoats to be closed out at less than cost,
.)
<1
$10 black taffeta silk petticoats $6.50; $7.50 black and colored silk pet- (1
|
;
ticoats
black
and
silk
$5
colored
$4.95;
petticoats $3.99.
t
11

|)

have

l~

market at

J.

You

years, and

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS.

Trrinoni.

12.50
6.9!)
*
15
9.99
Golf capes from $3.99 to $10.
\
I
Our entire stock of cloaks and capes is marked to be closed by the v
# end of the month.

Walking, Rainv-dav and Dress Skirts.
^
I' lot at a reduction of 25 per cent.

fifty-three

J

ELLSWORTH’S BIG STORE,

**

*1

iiiiiuiuuunes.
Our $7.50 Jacket reduced to $4.9!)

**

BARGAINS.

are

FRIEND & CO.,

LEWIS

always resided in tbeir present home.
Tomron.
Jan. 6.

0 as a
8 these

f

be-

him

The home of l)ea. Simeon P. Tapley was
scene of a very pleasant gathering
Wednesday evening, Dea. Tapley’a eightieth birthday anniversary. About thirty
Notable among the guests
were present.
was Mrs. Relief Perkins, aged eighty-four
The party sat down to a bounyears.
tiful supper prepared by Mrs. Charles
Babbidge, Dra. Tapley’a daughter, who
lives at the old homestead.
Dea. Tapley
received “The Life of D. L. Moody”.
Rev. J. S. Richards, who made the
presentation, made some excellent re-

J
J.
’[

$22.80

south with

the

I

<1

sale while they last:

trip

a

fore returning home.

For particulars of our great record-breaking January clearing sale in <1
departments, be sure and call at our store. Our offerings in Ears, j)
Cloaks. Dress Goods. Linens. Housekeeping Goods. Muslin Underwear. J
Jl
5 Silks. Embroideries. Hosiery and Gloves are the most interesting news to

2

of BARGAINS that

Mrs. William Stevens and son George
joined Mr. Stevens at New London,

have

o

all to whom great and unusual reductions in reliable and seasonable goods
appeal. During this sale we will place on our bargain counters new lines
watch probably we omitted to mention in this advertisement. You want
to visit this store daily during the progress of this sale.

r—TII—TUT—Tl-———

be at borne in about two weeks.

will

>

J
2
#

quarters

Frank Jones, who has been under
a hospital at Salem, Mass.,

Mrs.

J

all

i im

MID-WINTER CARNIVAL

to

treatment in

,)

:(

W I iMWM—IIMI I IIIIHIIIIW II I

wharf.

I

j

returned

Schooner “Matto” is in winter
at Wasson's

j

page*

Hrouksville.

Miss

NEW

other

tee

abbrrtiBtinrnts.

Main and State Streets.

New Bank Block,

Ellsworth.

•

